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Preface

How to Use this Handbook

This handbook is designed to provide users with an introduction on how to
understand, manipulate, and analyze data from the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3),
which was installed on-board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) during the 2009
Servicing Mission 4 (SM4). It is presented as an independent and self-contained
document, referred to as the “WFC3 Data Handbook.” 

Information about HST not specific to WFC3 is not discussed here. Users are
referred to a companion volume, Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks, for more
general information about the details of acquiring data from the HST archive, HST file
formats, and general purpose software for displaying and processing HST data.

For detailed information about the instrument’s capabilities and design, and how to
plan observations, users should refer to the WFC3 Instrument Handbook.
viii

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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Handbook Structure

The WFC3 Data Handbook is organized in seven chapters, which discuss the
following topics:

• Chapter 1 - WFC3 Overview is a brief summary of the capabilities and 
design of the Wide Field Camera 3. 

• Chapter 2 - WFC3 Data Structure describes WFC3 data products as would 
be obtained from the HDA, file name conventions, and auxiliary files. The 
structure of WFC3 images is explained, and an extensive list of all the header 
keywords found in typical WFC3 data files is included.

• Chapter 3 - WFC3 Data Calibration explains the flow of calibration steps 
performed on WFC3 data with the STScI software calwf3. It provides detailed 
information on what each step does with the data, and how the data header 
keywords are used and modified as the data are processed. It also describes 
when the data should be manually recalibrated and how to do it.

• Chapter 4 - WFC3 Images: Distortion Correction and MultiDrizzle pro-
vides the current knowledge about WFC3 detector distortion. A brief descrip-
tion of what the task MultiDrizzle will do for WFC3 data is also presented. 

• Chapter 5 and 6 - WFC3 UVIS and IR Error Sources provides users with 
all the currently known error sources in the data for the UVIS and IR detectors 
respectively. Possible methods of mitigating the error sources are also dis-
cussed.

• Chapter 7 - WFC3 Data Analysis includes discussions for better analyzing 
WFC3 data. The discussions are primarily focussed on photometry, astrome-
try and grism spectrophotometry.

For the latest information regarding WFC3 performance and calibration, users are
advised to consult the WFC3 Web pages located at:

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3


x Preface
Typographic Conventions

To help you understand the material in this Data Handbook, we will use a few
consistent typographic conventions.

Visual Cues
The following typographic cues are used:

• bold words identify an STSDAS, IRAF, or PyRAF task or package name.

• typewriter-like words identify a file name, system command, or 
response that is typed or displayed.

• italic type indicates a new term, an important point, a mathematical variable, 
or a task parameter.

• SMALL CAPS identifies a header keyword.

• ALL CAPS identifies a table column.

Comments
Occasional side comments point out three types of information, each identified by

an icon in the left margin.  

 

 

Warning: You could corrupt data, produce incorrect results, or create
some other kind of severe problem.

Heads Up: Here is something that is often done incorrectly or that is
not obvious.

Tip: No problems...just another way to do something or a suggestion
that might make your life easier.

Information especially likely to be updated on the WFC3 Web site is
indicated by this symbol.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3


CHAPTER 1:

WFC3 Overview
In this chapter. . .

 1.1    Instrument Overview

Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) is a fourth-generation imaging instrument that
replaced the extraordinarily successful WFPC2 and thereby ensures and enhances the
imaging capability of HST in the remaining years of its observing lifetime. WFC3 is
the first HST instrument developed as a facility instrument by the HST Project. The
primary design goal for WFC3 is to provide HST with a high-sensitivity,
high-resolution, wide-field survey capability covering a broad wavelength range, from
the near-UV at 200 nm to the near-IR at 1700 nm. 

WFC3 comprises two channels, each optimized for a specific goal:

• Ultraviolet-Visible channel (UVIS): 162 × 162 arcsecond field of view from 
200−1000 nm with a plate scale of 0.040 arcsec/pixel and a focal ratio of f/31.

• Infrared channel (IR): 136 × 123 arcsecond field of view from 800−1700 nm 
with a plate scale of 0.13 arcsec/pixel and a focal ratio of f/11. 

In addition to these capabilities, WFC3 provides:

• 62 wide-, medium-, and narrow-band filters in the UVIS channel

• 15 wide-, medium-, and narrow-band filters in the IR channel

• 3 grisms: 1 in the UVIS channel and 2 in the IR channel

1.1 Instrument Overview / 1
1



2 Chapter 1: WFC3 Overview
WFC3 occupies WFPC2’s spot in HST’s radial scientific-instrument bay, where it
obtains on-axis direct images. Light coming from the HST Optical Telescope
Assembly (OTA) is intercepted by the flat 45° WFC3 pick-off mirror (POM) and
directed into the instrument. A channel-select mechanism inside WFC3 then diverts
the light to the IR channel via a fold mirror, or allows the light to enter the UVIS
channel uninterrupted. Because of this design, only a single channel, either UVIS or
IR, can be used at any one time, although it is possible to switch between them fairly
quickly. Optical elements in each channel (anamorphic aspherical correctors) correct
separately for the ~1/2 wave spherical aberration of the HST primary mirror. Both
channels also have internal flat-field illumination sources. Figure 1.1 shows a
schematic diagram of the instrument’s optical and mechanical layout. The main
characteristics of each channel are summarized in the following sections. For more
detailed information, please refer to the WFC3 Instrument Handbook, which gives a
technical description of the instrument’s properties, performance, operations, and
calibration.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/wfc3_cover.html
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4 Chapter 1: WFC3 Overview
 1.1.1  The UVIS Channel 
The UVIS channel employs a mosaic of two 4096 × 2051 e2v Ltd. (formerly

Marconi Applied Technologies Ltd.) CCDs, with ~0.040 arcsecond pixels, covering a
nominal 162 × 162 arcsecond field of view. These CCDs are thinned and
back-illuminated devices cooled by thermo-electric cooler (TEC) stacks and housed in
sealed, evacuated dewars with fused silica windows, nearly identical to the ones used
for ACS. The spectral response of the UVIS CCDs is optimized for imaging from the
near-UV at 200 nm to visible wavelengths at 1000 nm. The two CCDs are butted
together but have a ~35-pixel gap between the two chips (~1.4 arcsec on the sky). The
minimum exposure time is 0.5 sec for the UVIS detector. The dynamic range for a
single exposure is ultimately limited by the depth of the CCD full well (~70,000 e–),
which determines the total amount of charge that can accumulate in any one pixel
during an exposure without saturation. 

The UVIS detector operates only in ACCUM mode to produce time-integrated
images. Cosmic rays affect all UVIS exposures, therefore observations should be
broken into multiple exposures or dither patterns whenever possible, to allow removal
of cosmic rays in post-observation data processing.

WFC3 recycles hardware used in WF/PC-1 to house the complement of filters for
the UVIS channel. The Selectable Optical Filter Assembly (SOFA) contains a stack of
12 wheels housing 48 physical elements covering the UV/Visible range: 42 full-frame
filters, 5 quad filters (2×2 mosaics providing 4 different bandpasses), and 1 grism,
giving a total of 63 spectral elements. Each wheel has an open slot such that when an
observation is taking place, the appropriate wheel is rotated to place the desired filter
in the beam, while the other wheels place the open slot in the light path. 

Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of the UVIS channel aperture projected onto the sky
with respect to the V2/V3 reference frame. (For definitions of the coordinate systems
in the figure, please refer to Section 6.4.3 of the WFC3 Instrument Handbook.) The
WFC3 optics cause the nominally square field of view of the UVIS detector to be
projected onto the sky as a skewed rhombus, 162 arcsec on a side, with an angle of
86.1° between the sides. This distortion affects both the photometric accuracy and
astrometric precision of the UVIS images. For a thorough discussion of WFC3
geometric distortion, we refer the reader to Chapter 4.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/wfc3_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/wfc3_cover.html
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Figure 1.2:  Schematic of UVIS aperture with respect to V2/V3 reference frame.   

 1.1.2  The IR Channel 
The IR detector employs a 1024 × 1024 Teledyne (formerly Rockwell Scientific)

low-noise, high-QE HgCdTe detector array with ~0.13 arcsecond pixels, covering a
nominal 136 × 123 arcsecond field of view. Only the central 1014 × 1014 pixels are
useful for imaging. The outer 5-pixels are used as reference pixels. The HgCdTe array
is actively cooled by a six-stage TEC that keeps the detector at a nominal operating
temperature of 145 K. The spectral response of the IR detector is optimized for
imaging at near-IR wavelengths from ~800 to 1700 nm. 

IR detectors, like the one used in WFC3, show higher dark current and read noise
than CCD detectors. In addition, IR detectors allow accumulated signal to be read out
non-destructively multiple times, without affecting other pixels. This capability can be
exploited to reduce the effective read-out noise significantly. Non-destructive readouts
also allow recovering pixels affected by cosmic rays (CRs), since CR hits may be
recognized and removed between adjacent reads. 

The WFC3-IR detector is immune to the charge bleeding exhibited by CCDs at
high signal levels; however, saturation can still be a problem because pixels subject to
the highest signal levels show higher dark-current rates (“image persistence”) in
subsequent exposures. IR detectors do not show long-term on-orbit CTE degradation,
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6 Chapter 1: WFC3 Overview
because they do not employ the charge-transfer mechanism used in CCDs. However,
they are intrinsically non-linear. Nevertheless, at low and intermediate count levels,
the departure from linearity is quite modest and can be well calibrated.

The IR channel has a single filter wheel housing 17 spectral elements covering the
near-IR wavelengths: 15 filters and 2 grisms. An 18th slot contains a blank, opaque
blocker. For IR observations, the requested element is simply rotated into the light
beam. The IR channel operates only in MULTIACCUM mode, identical to that of
NICMOS.

Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the IR channel aperture projected onto the sky
with respect to the V2/V3 reference frame. (For definitions of the coordinate systems
in the figure, please refer to Section 6.4.3 of the WFC3 Instrument Handbook.) The IR
focal plane is tilted 22° with respect to the incoming beam, thus the field of view as
projected onto the sky is rectangular, with an aspect ratio of ~0.90. This distortion
affects both the photometric accuracy and astrometric precision of the IR images. For
a thorough discussion of WFC3 geometric distortion, we refer the reader to Chapter 4.

Figure 1.3:  Schematic of IR aperture with respect to the V2/V3 reference frame.
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CHAPTER 2:

WFC3 Data Structure
In this chapter. . .

 2.1    Types of WFC3 Files

Science data taken in orbit by WFC3 are received from the Space Telescope Data
Capture Facility and sent to the STScI OPUS pipeline, where the data are unpacked,
keyword values are extracted from the telemetry stream, and the science data
reformatted and repackaged into raw (uncalibrated) FITS files by the Generic
Conversion process (see Section 1.1.1 of the Introduction to the HST Data
Handbooks). 

All WFC3 science data products are two-dimensional images that are stored in
Multi-Extension FITS format files. For each exposure taken with WFC3, there is one
FITS file with a unique 9-character rootname followed by a 3-character suffix:
rootname_xxx.fits. The rootname identifies the observation and the suffix denotes
what type of file it is (see Chapter 5 of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks
for more details on HST file names). 

WFC3 data files are given the following definitions:

• An exposure is a single image file, the atomic unit of HST data.

• A dataset is a collection of files having a common rootname.

• A sub-product is a dataset created by combining a subset of the exposures in 
an association.

• A product is a dataset created by combining sub-products of an association.

2.1 Types of WFC3 Files / 7

2.2 WFC3 File Structure / 12

2.3 Data Storage Requirements / 19

2.4 Headers and Keywords / 20
7

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html


8 Chapter 2: WFC3 Data Structure
 2.1.1  Data Files and Suffixes
The suffixes used for WFC3 raw and calibrated data products are described in

Table 2.1 and closely mimic those used by ACS and NICMOS. 

Table 2.1:  WFC3 data file suffixes.  

The initial input files to the calibration program calwf3 are the raw files (raw)
from Generic Conversion and the association (asn) table, if applicable, for the
complete observation set.

For UVIS images, a temporary file, with the suffix “_blv_tmp”, is created once
bias levels are subtracted and the overscan regions are trimmed. This file will be
renamed with the “_flt” suffix after the standard calibrations (flat-fielding, dark
subtraction, etc.) are complete. The “_blv_tmp” files serve as input for cosmic ray
rejection, if required. For UVIS CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS exposures, a
temporary CR-combined image (crj_tmp) is created and then renamed with the
“_crj” suffix once basic calibrations of that image are complete. 

Processing of IR exposures results in an intermediate MultiAccum (ima) file,
which is a file that has had all calibrations applied (dark subtraction, linearity
correction, flat-fielding, etc.) to all of the individual readouts of the IR exposure. A
final step in calwf3 processing of IR exposures produces a combined image from the
individual readouts, which is stored in an flt output product file.

MultiDrizzle is used to correct all WFC3 images for geometric distortion, whether
they are taken as single exposures or as part of an association. For CR-SPLIT and
REPEAT-OBS, MultiDrizzle supersedes the calwf3 cosmic-ray rejection processing
and uses the individual flt files directly as input, performing cosmic-ray rejection in

File Suffix Description  Units

Uncalibrated

_raw Raw data DN

_asn Association file for observation set -

_spt Telescope and WFC3 telemetry and engineering data -

_trl Trailer file with processing log -

Intermediate

_blv_tmp Overscan-trimmed individual UVIS exposure DN

_crj_tmp Uncalibrated, cosmic-ray-rejected combined UVIS image DN

_ima Calibrated intermediate MultiAccum IR exposure e−/s

Calibrated

_flt Calibrated, flat-fielded individual exposure e− (UVIS)
e−/s (IR)

_crj Calibrated, cosmic-ray-rejected, combined image e− (UVIS)
e−/s (IR)

_drz Calibrated, geometrically-corrected, dither-combined image e−/s



Types of WFC3 Files 9
the process of producing the final drizzled image from multiple exposures (see Table
2.2). This has significant advantages in cases where small numbers of CR-SPLIT
images were obtained at a small number of different dither positions, because
MultiDrizzle will use all the information from all the flt files to produce the best
cosmic-ray rejection. The resulting drizzled images should generally be useful for
science, although subsequent reprocessing off-line may be desirable in some cases to
optimize the data for specific scientific applications.

Table 2.2:  The calwf3 and MultiDrizzle input and output products.     

Image
Type

calwf3 MultiDrizzle

Input Output
Cosmic Ray 
Rejected?1

1. Due to the up-the-ramp fitting applied to every individual final IR exposure, all IR products are cos-
mic-ray rejected.

Distortion
Corrected?

Input Output
Cosmic 

Ray 
Rejected?

Distortion
Corrected?

Single raw flt No No flt drz No Yes

CR-SPLIT raw, asn crj Yes No flt, asn drz Yes Yes

RPT-OBS raw, asn crj Yes No flt, asn drz Yes Yes

Dither Pattern raw, asn flt No2

2. For UVIS exposures, if the dither pattern does not have multiple exposures at each pointing, calwf3 will 
not perform cosmic-ray rejection.

No flt, asn drz Yes Yes

For multiple exposures, MultiDrizzle supersedes the calwf3 cosmic-ray
rejection processing. It uses the flt files produced by calwf3 as input,
and performs cosmic-ray rejection in the process of producing the
final distortion-corrected drizzled image. 
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 2.1.2  Auxiliary Data Files

Association Tables (asn)
Association tables are useful for keeping track of the complex set of relationships

that can exist between exposures taken with WFC3, especially with REPEAT-OBS,
CR-SPLIT, and dithered exposures, for both the UVIS and IR channels. Images
taken at a given dither position may be additionally CR-SPLIT into multiple
exposures (e.g., UVIS observations). In these cases, associations are built to describe
how each exposure relates to the desired final product. As a result, WFC3 association
tables can be used to create one or more science products from the input exposures,
just like ACS associations. The relationships defined in the association tables
determine how far through the calibration pipeline the exposures are processed and
when the calibrated exposures get combined into sub-products for further calibration.

The format of WFC3 association tables closely resembles the ACS and NICMOS
association format, with three primary columns: MEMNAME, MEMTYPE, and
MEMPRSNT. The column MEMNAME gives the name of each exposure making up the
association and output product name(s). The column MEMTYPE specifies the role that
the file has in the association. WFC3 uses the same set of MEMTYPES as ACS to
provide support for multiple products. These MEMTYPES are summarized in Table
2.3.

Table 2.3:  Exposure types in WFC3 associations.The suffix “n” is appended to the 
MEMTYPE to denote multiple sets are present within a single association.  

A sample association table for a two-position dithered observation with
CR-SPLIT=2 is presented in Table 2.4. This example shows how both MEMNAME and
MEMTYPE are used to associate input and output products. The MEMTYPE for each
component of the first CR-SPLIT exposure, IxxxxxECQ and IxxxxxEGQ, are
given the type EXP-CR1. The sub-product Ixxxxx011 is designated in the table
with a MEMTYPE of PROD-CR1. The last digit of the product filename corresponds to
the output product number in the MEMTYPE. A designation of zero for the last digit in
the filename is reserved for the dither-combined product.

MEMTYPE Description

EXP-CRJ Input CR-SPLIT exposure (single set)

EXP-CRn Input CR-SPLIT exposure for CR-combined image n (multiple sets)

PROD-CRJ CR-combined output product (single set)

PROD-CRn CR-combined output product n (multiple sets)

EXP-RPT Input REPEAT-OBS exposure (single set)

EXP-RPn Input REPEAT-OBS exposure for repeated image n (multiple sets)

PROD-RPT REPEAT-OBS combined output product (single set)

PROD-RPn REPEAT-OBS combined output product n (multiple sets)

EXP-DTH Input dither exposure

PROD-DTH Dither-combined output product
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The column MEMPRSNT indicates whether a given file already exists. For example,
if cosmic ray rejection has not yet been performed by calwf3, the PROD-CRn files
will have a MEMPRSNT value of “no”. The sample association table in Table 2.4
shows the values of MEMPRSNT prior to calwf3 processing.

Table 2.4:  Sample association table ixxxxx010_asn.  

Trailer Files (trl)
Each task used by calwf3 creates messages during processing that describe the

progress of the calibration and are sent to STDOUT. In calibration pipelines written
for other HST instruments, trailer files were created by simply redirecting the
STDOUT to a file. Because multiple output files can be produced in a single run of
calwf3, creating trailer files presents a unique challenge. Each task within calwf3
must decide which trailer file should be appended with comments and automatically
open, populate, and close each trailer file. 

calwf3 will always overwrite information in trailer files from previous runs of
calwf3 while preserving any comments generated by Generic Conversion. This
ensures that the trailer files accurately reflect the most recent processing performed.
The string “CALWF3BEG” will mark the first comment added to the trailer file. If a
trailer file already exists, calwf3 will search for this string to determine where to
append processing comments. If it is not found, the string will be written at the end of
the file and all comments will follow. Thus any comments from previous processing
are overwritten and only the most current calibrations are recorded. 

As each image is processed, an accompanying trailer file with the “.trl” suffix
will be created. Further processing with calwf3 will concatenate all trailer files
associated with an output product into a single file. Additional messages will then be
appended to this concatenated file. This duplicates some information across multiple
trailer files but ensures that for any product processed within the pipeline, the trailer
file will contain processing comments from all the input files. 

Linking trailer files together can result in multiple occurrences of the
“CALWF3BEG” string. Only the first, however, determines where calwf3 will begin
overwriting comments if an observation is reprocessed.

MEMNAME MEMTYPE MEMPRSNT

IxxxxxECQ EXP-CR1 Yes

IxxxxxEGQ EXP-CR1 Yes

Ixxxxx011 PROD-CR1 No

IxxxxxEMQ EXP-CR2 Yes

IxxxxxEOQ EXP-CR2 Yes

Ixxxxx012 PROD-CR2 No

Ixxxxx010 PROD-DTH No
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Support Files (spt)
The support files contain information about the observation and engineering data

from the instrument and spacecraft that was recorded at the time of the observation. A
support file can have multiple FITS image extensions within the same file. Each
extension holds an integer (16-bit) image containing the data that populates the
_spt.fits header keyword values. 

 2.2    WFC3 File Structure

All WFC3 science data products are two-dimensional images that are stored in
Multi-Extension FITS files, which can be manipulated directly in the IRAF/STSDAS
environment. The structure of these data products is based on the ACS, NICMOS, and
STIS file format. All images taken during an exposure are bundled in a single FITS
file, with each image stored in a separate FITS image extension (see Section 2.2 of the
Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks). The WFC3 file structure differs for UVIS
and IR data, as explained in the following sections.

 2.2.1  UVIS Channel File Structure
The WFC3 UVIS detector is similar in structure to the ACS WFC detector, with

two chips butted together to form a complete detector array. As shown in Figure 2.1,
each chip has 4096 × 2051 imaging pixels, with 19 rows and 30 columns of virtual
overscan at the long and short inside edges respectively, and 25 columns of physical
overscan on each side. As a result, full-frame raw images have a total of 4206 × 4140
pixels, and after overscan subtraction in the calibration process, calibrated images
have a total of 4096 × 4102 pixels.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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Figure 2.1:  Format of a raw full detector WFC3 UVIS image. 

The UVIS detector operates only in ACCUM mode to produce time-integrated
images. As with the ACS WFC, the data read from the two chips are stored in separate
image sets, or “imsets” (see Section 2.2 of the Introduction to the HST Data
Handbooks) within a single FITS file. Each imset contains three data arrays that are
stored in three separate image extensions: 

• the science image (SCI),

• the error array (ERR), and 

• the data quality array (DQ). 

For a single full-frame UVIS exposure, this results in a FITS file containing the
following: the global or primary header unit, and 6 image extensions, 3 for each imset
corresponding to each of the chips of the detector. As seen in Figure 1.2, CHIP1
(UVIS1) is above CHIP2 (UVIS2) in y-pixel coordinates, but it is stored in imset 2 in
the FITS file, shown graphically in Figure 2.2. Thus, the chip-extension notation is
counterintuitive. To display the science image for CHIP1, the user must specify the
second science extension “file.fits[sci,2]”. Similarly, the data quality and
error arrays for CHIP1 are specified as “[dq,2]” and “[err,2]”, respectively.
Note that subarray UVIS readouts contain only 3 data arrays, because the data come
from only one chip.
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Figure 2.2:  Format for WFC3 UVIS data. Note that for UVIS data, UVIS1 (CHIP1) 
corresponds to extension [sci,2]. 

 2.2.2  IR Channel File Structure
The WFC3 IR channel uses a 1024 × 1024 pixel detector. Reference (bias) pixels

occupy the 5 rows and columns on each side of the detector, thus yielding
bias-trimmed images with dimensions of 1014 × 1014 pixels, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Like NICMOS, the IR channel operates only in MULTIACCUM mode, which starts
an exposure by resetting all the detector pixels to their bias levels and recording those
levels in an initial “zeroth” readout. This is then followed by n non-destructive
readouts (n can be up to 15 and is set by the observer as parameter NSAMP in the
Phase II proposal), and the data associated with each readout are stored in a separate
imset in the FITS file. 

Science Image
[SCI,1] or [1]

Error Array
[ERR,1] or [2]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,1] or [3]

Global Header
[0]

Science Image
[SCI,2] or [4]

Error Array
[ERR,2] or [5]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,2] or [6]

IMSET 2 =
UVIS1 (CHIP1)

IMSET 1 =
UVIS2 (CHIP2)
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Figure 2.3:  Format of a raw full detector WFC3 IR image. 
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For IR data, each imset consists of five data arrays:

• the science image (SCI),

• the error array (ERR),

• the data quality array (DQ),

• the number of samples array (SAMP), and

• the integration time array (TIME). 

An IR FITS file will therefore contain: the primary header unit and N imsets, which
all together form a single IR exposure. The primary header keyword NSAMP records
the total number of readouts worth of data contained in the file. Note that the value of
NSAMP keyword is increased by 1 relative to proposal parameter NSAMP, because it
counts the zeroth read. 

Also note that the order of the IR imsets in the FITS file is in reverse
time order. The first imset in the file contains the result of the longest
integration time (the last readout of the MULTIACCUM series). This is
followed by the next-to-last readout and so on. The imset for the zeroth
readout is stored last in the FITS file. This file organization has the
advantage of placing the final readout first in the file, where it is easi-
est to access. This organization is shown graphically in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4:  Format for WFC3 IR data. Note that for IR data, readouts are stored in 
reverse chronological order. 

 2.2.3  Contents of Individual Arrays
The following sections explain the contents and origin of each of the individual

arrays for WFC3 data products.

Science Image (SCI)
This image contains the data from the focal plane array (FPA) detectors. In raw

data files, the science array is an integer (16-bit) image in units of data numbers, or
DN. In calibrated data files, it is a floating-point value image in physical units of
electrons or electrons per second.

Error Array (ERR)
This is a floating-point image that contains an estimate of the statistical uncertainty

associated with each corresponding science image pixel. It is expressed as a real
number of signal units or signal rates (as appropriate for the units of the science
image). The values for this array are calculated during calibration with the calwf3
task, combining detector read noise, Poisson noise in the detected signal, and
uncertainties from applied calibration reference data. 

Error Array
[ERR,N-1] or [5(N-2)+2]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,N-1] or [5(N-2)+3]

  Samples
[SAMP,N-1] or [5(N-2)+4]

Science Image
[SCI,N-1] or [5(N-2)+1]

Integration Time
[TIME,N-1] or [5(N-2)+5]

Maximum N = 16 =  n+1  readouts 

Error Array
[ERR,1] or [2]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,1] or [3]

 Samples
 [SAMP,1] or [4]

Global Header
 [0]

Science Image
[SCI,1] or [1]

Integration Time
[TIME,1] or [5]

Error Array
[ERR,2] or [7]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,2] or [8]

  Samples
[SAMP,2] or [9]

Science Image
[SCI,2] or [6]

Integration Time
[TIME,2] or [10]

Error Array
[ERR,N] or [5(N-1)+2]

Data Quality Array
[DQ,N] or [5(N-1)+3]

  Samples
[SAMP,N] or [5(N-1)+4]

Science Image
[SCI,N] or [5(N-1)+1]

Integration Time
[TIME,N] or [5(N-1)+5]

IMSET 1 =
(Readout n)

IMSET 2 =
(Readout n-1)

IMSET N-1 =
(Readout 1)

IMSET N =
(Zeroth readout)
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Data Quality Array (DQ)
This array contains 16 independent flags indicating various status and problem

conditions associated with each corresponding pixel in the science image. Each flag
has a true (set) or false (unset) state and is encoded as a bit in a 16-bit integer word.
Users are advised that this word should not be interpreted as a simple integer, but must
be converted to base-2 and each bit interpreted as a flag. Table 2.5 lists the WFC3 data
quality flags. 

Table 2.5:  WFC3 Data Quality flags. 

In raw data files, the ERR and DQ arrays will usually have the value
of zero for all pixels, unless, for the DQ array, errors are detected in
the down linked data. In order to reduce data volume, and, if no errors
exist, both ERR and DQ extensions will contain null data arrays with
PIXVALUE equal to zero.

FLAG 
Value

Bit Setting1

1. The most significant bit is on the left.

Data Quality Condition

UVIS IR

0 0000 0000 0000 0000 OK OK

1 0000 0000 0000 0001 Reed-Solomon decoding 
error

Reed-Solomon decoding error

2 0000 0000 0000 0010 Data replaced by fill value Data missing and replaced by fill value

4 0000 0000 0000 0100 Bad detector pixel Bad detector pixel

8 0000 0000 0000 1000 (Reserved) Deviant zero-read (bias) value

16 0000 0000 0001 0000 Hot pixel Hot pixel

32 0000 0000 0010 0000 CTE tail Unstable response

64 0000 0000 0100 0000 Warm pixel Warm pixel

128 0000 0000 1000 0000 Bad pixel in bias Bad reference pixel

256 0000 0001 0000 0000 Full-well saturation Full-well saturation

512 0000 0010 0000 0000 Bad or uncertain flat value Bad or uncertain flat value, including “blobs”

1024 0000 0100 0000 0000 Charge trap (Reserved)

2048 0000 1000 0000 0000 A-to-D saturation Signal in zero-read

4096 0001 0000 0000 0000 Cosmic ray detected by 
MultiDrizzle

Cosmic ray detected by MultiDrizzle

8192 0010 0000 0000 0000 Cosmic ray detected 
during CR-SPLIT or 
RPT-OBS combination

Cosmic ray detected during calwf3 up-the-ramp 
fitting

16384 0100 0000 0000 0000 Pixel affected by 
ghost/crosstalk

Pixel affected by ghost/crosstalk
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Number of Samples Array (SAMP)
This array is present only for IR data. It is a 16-bit integer array and contains the

number of samples used to derive the corresponding pixel values in the science image.
For raw and intermediate data files, the sample values are set to the number of
readouts that contributed to the science image. For calibrated files, the SAMP array
contains the total number of valid samples used to compute the final science image
pixel value, obtained by combining the data from all the readouts and rejecting cosmic
ray hits and saturated pixels. Similarly, when multiple exposures (i.e., REPEAT-OBS)
are combined to produce a single image, the SAMP array contains the total number of
samples retained at each pixel for all the exposures.

Integration Time Array (TIME)
This array is present only for IR data. This is a floating-point array that contains the

effective integration time associated with each corresponding science image pixel
value. For raw and intermediate data files, the time value is the total integration time
of data that contributed to the science image. For calibrated datasets, the TIME array
contains the combined exposure time of the valid readouts or exposures that were used
to compute the final science image pixel value, after rejection of cosmic rays and
saturated pixels from the intermediate data. 

 2.3    Data Storage Requirements

Users are reminded to consider the large size of UVIS and IR images when
allocating disk space for storing and reprocessing WFC3 data. The sizes of WFC3 data
files (in MB) are given in Table 2.6. The following assumptions were made when
calculating these sizes:

• the ERR, DQ, SAMP, and TIME arrays are null in the raw files,

• the SAMP and TIME arrays are null in the ima files,

• IR images have the maximum of 16 MultiAccum readouts, and

• images are full-frame and unbinned.

In raw and intermediate data files, the SAMP and TIME arrays will
each have the same value for all pixels. In order to reduce data vol-
ume, these image extensions contain null arrays, and the value of the
number of samples and integration time is stored in the header key-
word PIXVALUE in the SAMP and TIME extensions, respectively.
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Table 2.6:  Sizes of WFC3 data files.  

The size of the drizzled image (Sdrz) is for a single image that is drizzled only for
the purpose of performing geometric corrections and for combining the two UVIS
chips. It assumes that the input and output image pixels are approximately the same
size (drizzle scale parameter is 1.0). 

 2.4    Headers and Keywords

Both the primary and extension headers in a WFC3 science data file contain
keywords. These keywords store a wide range of information about the observations
themselves (e.g., observing mode, exposure time, detector, etc.), as well as any
processing done or to be done on the data.

The primary header keywords apply to all extensions in the FITS file. The
extension headers carry extension-specific keywords, i.e., information relevant only to
the image in a particular extension. For example, observation parameters, calibration
switches, and reference file names are stored in the primary header. Exposure time and
World Coordinate System information, on the other hand, are stored in the extension
headers because this information can vary from one set of extensions to another.

In Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, we list the WFC3 keywords that appear in the primary
header and SCI extension header, respectively. Columns 1 and 2 give the name of the
keyword and a short description. The third column gives the format used for the value
of the keyword: “L” for boolean values, “C” for characters, “R” for real values and “I”
for integer values, followed by the precision of the value. Columns 4 and 5 show to
which detector the keyword applies.

Table 2.9 lists the keywords that appear in the headers of the ERR, DQ, SAMP, and
TIME extensions belonging to an imset in a WFC3 data file. Note that the SAMP and
TIME extensions apply only to IR data.

MultiDrizzle adds up to ~50 keywords which are not listed in this handbook. 
The pattern keywords refer to the different dithering strategies and patterns

available for the WFC3 detector which are discussed in greater detail later in 
Section 4.2. 

Channel
Size of FITS file 

Sraw Sima Scal Sdrz

UVIS 35 MB - 168 MB 214 MB

IR 34 MB 168 MB 17 MB 13 MB
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Table 2.7:  WFC3 primary header keywords. 

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR

SIMPLE  data conform to FITS standard L1 √ √

BITPIX  bits per data value I2 √ √

NAXIS   number of data axes I2 √ √

EXTEND  file may contain standard extensions L1 √ √

NEXTEND number of standard extensions I2 √ √

GROUPS  image is in group format L1 √ √

DATE    date this file was written (yyyy-mm-dd) C10 √ √

FILENAME name of file C39 √ √

FILETYPE type of data found in data file C09 √ √

TELESCOP telescope used to acquire data C03 √ √

INSTRUME identifier for instrument used to acquire data C06 √ √

EQUINOX equinox of celestial coordinate system R4 √ √

DATA DESCRIPTION KEYWORDS

ROOTNAME rootname of the observation set C34 √ √

IMAGETYP type of exposure identifier C18 √ √

PRIMESI instrument designated as prime C06 √ √

TARGET INFORMATION

TARGNAME proposer’s target name C30 √ √

RA_TARG right ascension of the target (deg) (J2000) R8 √ √

DEC_TARG declination of the target (deg) (J2000) R8 √ √

PROPOSAL INFORMATION

PROPOSID PEP proposal identifier I4 √ √

LINENUM proposal logsheet line number C15 √ √

PR_INV_L last name of principal investigator C30 √ √

PR_INV_F first name of principal investigator C20 √ √

PR_INV_M middle name initial of principal investigator C20 √ √

EXPOSURE INFORMATION

SUNANGLE angle between sun and V1 axis R4 √ √

MOONANGL angle between moon and V1 axis R4 √ √

SUN_ALT altitude of the sun above Earth’s limb R4 √ √
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FGSLOCK commanded FGS lock (FINE, COARSE, GYROS, 
UNKNOWN)

C18 √ √

GYROMODE number of gyros scheduled for observation C1 √ √

REFFRAME guide star catalog version C8 √ √

DATE-OBS UT date of start of observation (yyyy-mm-dd) C10 √ √

TIME-OBS UT time of start of observation (hh:mm:ss) C08 √ √

EXPSTART exposure start time (Modified Julian Date) R8 √ √

EXPEND  exposure end time (Modified Julian Date) R8 √ √

EXPTIME exposure duration (seconds)--calculated R4 √ √

EXPFLAG exposure interruption indicator C13 √ √

QUALCOM1 data quality comment 1 C68 √ √

QUALCOM2 data quality comment 2 C68 √ √

QUALCOM3 data quality comment 3 C68 √ √

QUALITY data quality summary C68 √ √

POINTING INFORMATION

PA_V3   position angle of V3-axis of HST (deg) R4 √ √

TARGET OFFSETS (POSTARGS)

POSTARG1 POSTARG in axis 1 direction R4 √ √

POSTARG2 POSTARG in axis 2 direction R4 √ √

DIAGNOSTIC KEYWORDS

OPUS_VER OPUS software system version number C18 √ √

CAL_VER CALWF3 code version C24 √ √

PROCTIME pipeline processing time (MJD) R8 √ √

SCIENCE INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION

OBSTYPE observation type - imaging or spectroscopic C14 √ √

OBSMODE operating mode C10 √ √

SCLAMP  lamp status, NONE or name of lamp which is on C14 √ √

NRPTEXP number of repeat exposures in set: default 1 I2 √ √

SUBARRAY data from a subarray (T) or full frame (F) L1 √ √

DETECTOR detector in use: UVIS or IR C04 √ √

FILTER  element selected from filter wheel C07 √ √

APERTURE aperture name C16 √ √

PROPAPER proposed aperture name C16 √ √

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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DIRIMAGE direct image for grism or prism exposure C09 √ √

NSAMP   number of MULTIACCUM samples I2 - √

SAMP_SEQ MULTIACCUM exposure time sequence name C08 - √

SAMPZERO sample time of the zeroth read (sec) R4 - √

SUBTYPE size/type of IR subarray C08 - √

CTEIMAGE  type of Charge Transfer Image, if applicable C04 √ -

CTEDIR if CTEIMAGE, CTE measurement direction: serial or par-
allel

C08 √ -

CRSPLIT number of cosmic ray split exposures I2 √ -

POST-SAA DARK KEYWORDS

SAA_EXIT time of last exit from SAA contour level 23 C17 - √

SAA_TIME seconds since last exit from SAA contour 23 I4 - √

SAA_DARK association name for post-SAA dark exposures C09 - √

SAACRMAP SAA cosmic ray map file C18 - √

CALIBRATION SWITCHES: PERFORM, OMIT, COMPLETE, SKIPPED

DQICORR data quality initialization C08 √ √

BLEVCORR subtract bias level measured from overscan (UVIS) or ref-
erence pixels (IR)

C08 √ √

CRCORR  combine observations to reject cosmic rays/identify cosmic 
ray hits

C08 √ √

DARKCORR subtract dark image C08 √ √

FLATCORR flat field data C08 √ √

PHOTCORR populate photometric header keywords C08 √ √

DRIZCORR drizzle processing C08 √ √

NLINCORR correct for detector nonlinearities C08 - √

RPTCORR combine individual repeat observations C08 - √

UNITCORR convert to count rates (see also BUNIT) C08 - √

ZSIGCORR zero read signal correction C08 - √

ZOFFCORR subtract MULTIACCUM zero read C08 - √

ATODCORR correct for A to D conversion errors C08 √ -

BIASCORR subtract bias image C08 √ -

EXPSCORR process individual observations after cr-reject C08 √ -

FLSHCORR post flash correction C08 √ -

SHADCORR apply shutter shading correction C08 √ -

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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CALIBRATION REFERENCE FILES

BPIXTAB bad pixel table C23 √ √

CCDTAB  detector calibration parameters C23 √ √

OSCNTAB table containing overscan (UVIS) or reference pixel (IR) 
locations 

C23 √ √

CRREJTAB cosmic ray rejection parameters C23 √ √

DARKFILE superdark image file name C23 √ √

PFLTFILE pixel to pixel flatfield file name C23 √ √

DFLTFILE delta flatfield file name C23 √ √

LFLTFILE low order flat C23 √ √

GRAPHTAB the HST graph table C23 √ √

COMPTAB the HST components table C23 √ √

IDCTAB  image distortion correction table C23 √ √

DGEOFILE distortion correction image C18 √ √

MDRIZTAB MultiDrizzle parameter table C18 √ √

NLINFILE detector nonlinearities file C23 - √

ATODTAB analog to digital correction file C23 √ -

BIASFILE superbias image file name C23 √ -

FLSHFILE post flash correction file name C23 √ -

SHADFILE shutter shading correction file C23 √ -

COSMIC RAY REJECTION ALGORITHM PARAMETERS

MEANEXP reference exposure time for parameters R4 √ √

SCALENSE multiplicative scale factor applied to noise R4 √ √

INITGUES initial guess method (MIN or MED) C03 √ √

SKYSUB  sky value subtracted (MODE or NONE) C04 √ √

SKYSUM  sky level from the sum of all constituent images R4 √ √

CRSIGMAS statistical rejection criteria C15 √ √

CRRADIUS rejection propagation radius (pixels) R4 √ √

CRTHRESH rejection propagation threshold R4 √ √

BADINPDQ data quality flag bits to reject I2 √ √

REJ_RATE rate at which pixels are affected by cosmic rays R4 √ √

CRMASK  flag CR-rejected pixels in input files (T/F) L1 √ √

MDRIZSKY sky value computed by MultiDrizzle R4 √ √

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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PHOTOMETRY KEYWORDS (see SCI extension for UVIS)

PHOTMODE observation configuration for photometric calibration C50 - √

PHOTFLAM inverse sensitivity, ergs/cm2/Ang/electron R8 - √

PHOTFNU inverse sensitivity, Jy*sec/electron R8 - √

PHOTZPT ST magnitude zero point R4 - √

PHOTPLAM pivot wavelength (Angstroms) R4 - √

PHOTBW  RMS bandwidth of filter plus detector (Angstroms) R4 - √

POST FLASH PARAMETERS

FLASHDUR exposure time in seconds: 0.1 to 409.5 R4 √ -

FLASHCUR post flash current (zero, low, medium, high) C07 √ -

FLASHSTA status: SUCCESSFUL, ABORTED, NOT PERFORMED C16 √ -

SHUTRPOS shutter position: A or B C05 √ -

CHARGE INJECTION PARAMETERS

CHINJECT charge injection mode C08 √ -

OTFR KEYWORDS

T_SGSTAR OMS calculated guide star control C18 √ √

PATTERN KEYWORDS

PATTERN1 primary pattern type C24 √ √

P1_SHAPE primary pattern shape C18 √ √

P1_PURPS primary pattern purpose C10 √ √

P1_NPTS number of points in primary pattern I2 √ √

P1_PSPAC point spacing for primary pattern (arc-sec) R4 √ √

P1_LSPAC line spacing for primary pattern (arc-sec) R4 √ √

P1_ANGLE angle between sides of parallelogram patt (deg) R4 √ √

P1_FRAME coordinate frame of primary pattern C09 √ √

P1_ORINT orientation of pattern to coordinate frame (deg) R4 √ √

P1_CENTR center pattern relative to pointing (yes/no) C03 √ √

PATTERN2 secondary pattern type C24 √ √

P2_SHAPE secondary pattern shape C18 √ √

P2_PURPS secondary pattern purpose C10 √ √

P2_NPTS number of points in secondary pattern I2 √ √

P2_PSPAC point spacing for secondary pattern (arc-sec) R4 √ √

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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P2_LSPAC line spacing for secondary pattern (arc-sec) R4 √ √

P2_ANGLE angle between sides of parallelogram patt (deg) R4 √ √

P2_FRAME coordinate frame of secondary pattern C09 √ √

P2_ORINT orientation of pattern to coordinate frame (deg) R4 √ √

P2_CENTR center pattern relative to pointing (yes/no) C03 √ √

PATTSTEP position number of this point in the pattern I2 √ √

ENGINEERING PARAMETERS

CCDAMP  CCD amplifier readout configuration C04 √ √

CCDGAIN commanded gain of CCD R4 √ √

CCDOFSAB commanded CCD bias offset for amps A&B I4 - √

CCDOFSCD commanded CCD bias offset for amps C&D I4 - √

CCDOFSTA commanded CCD bias offset for amplifier A I4 √ -

CCDOFSTB commanded CCD bias offset for amplifier B I4 √ -

CCDOFSTC commanded CCD bias offset for amplifier C I4 √ -

CCDOFSTD commanded CCD bias offset for amplifier D I4 √ -

CALIBRATED ENGINEERING PARAMETERS

ATODGNA measured gain for amplifier A R4 √ √

ATODGNB measured gain for amplifier B R4 √ √

ATODGNC measured gain for amplifier C R4 √ √

ATODGND measured gain for amplifier D R4 √ √

READNSEA measured read noise for amplifier A R4 √ √

READNSEB measured read noise for amplifier B R4 √ √

READNSEC measured read noise for amplifier C R4 √ √

READNSED measured read noise for amplifier D R4 √ √

BIASLEVA bias level for amplifier A R4 √ √

BIASLEVB bias level for amplifier B R4 √ √

BIASLEVC bias level for amplifier C R4 √ √

BIASLEVD bias level for amplifier D R4 √ √

ASSOCIATION KEYWORDS

ASN_ID  unique identifier assigned to association C10 √ √

ASN_TAB name of the association table C23 √ √

ASN_MTYP role of the member in the association C12 √ √

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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Table 2.8:  WFC3 SCI extension header keywords.  

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR

XTENSION extension type C08 √ √

BITPIX  bits per data value I2 √ √

NAXIS   number of data axes I2 √ √

NAXIS1  length of first data axis I4 √ √

NAXIS2  length of second data axis I4 √ √

PCOUNT  number of group parameters I2 √ √

GCOUNT  number of groups I2 √ √

INHERIT inherit the primary header L1 √ √

EXTNAME extension name C08 √ √

EXTVER  extension version number I2 √ √

ROOTNAME rootname of the observation set C34 √ √

EXPNAME exposure identifier C25 √ √

DATAMIN the minimum value of the data R8 √ √

DATAMAX the maximum value of the data R8 √ √

BUNIT   brightness units C18 √ √

BSCALE  scale factor for array value to physical value R8 √ √

BZERO   physical value for an array value of zero R8 √ √

CCD CHIP IDENTIFICATION

CCDCHIP CCD chip (1 or 2) I2 √ -

WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM AND RELATED PARAMETERS

WCSAXES number of World Coordinate System axes I2 √ √

CRPIX1  x-coordinate of reference pixel R8 √ √

CRPIX2  y-coordinate of reference pixel R8 √ √

CRVAL1  first axis value at reference pixel R8 √ √

CRVAL2  second axis value at reference pixel R8 √ √

CTYPE1  the coordinate type for the first axis C08 √ √

CTYPE2  the coordinate type for the second axis C08 √ √

CD1_1   partial of first axis coordinate w.r.t. x R8 √ √

CD1_2   partial of first axis coordinate w.r.t. y R8 √ √

CD2_1   partial of second axis coordinate w.r.t. x R8 √ √
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CD2_2   partial of second axis coordinate w.r.t. y R8 √ √

LTV1    offset in X to subsection start R4 √ √

LTV2    offset in Y to subsection start R4 √ √

LTM1_1  reciprocal of sampling rate in X R4 √ √

LTM2_2  reciprocal of sampling rate in Y R4 √ √

PA_APER position Angle of reference aperture center (deg) R8 √ √

VAFACTOR velocity aberration plate scale factor R8 √ √

ORIENTAT position angle of image y axis (degrees East of North) R4 √ √

RA_APER right ascension of aperture reference position R8 √ √

DEC_APER declination of aperture reference position R8 √ √

REPEATED EXPOSURES INFORMATION

NCOMBINE number of image sets combined during CR rejection I2 √ √

PHOTOMETRY KEYWORDS (see PRIMARY HEADER for IR)

PHOTMODE observation configuration for photometric calibration C50 √ -

PHOTFLAM inverse sensitivity, ergs/cm2/Ang/electron R8 √ -

PHOTFNU inverse sensitivity, Jy*sec/electron R8 √ -

PHOTZPT ST magnitude zero point R4 √ -

PHOTPLAM pivot wavelength (Angstroms) R4 √ -

PHOTBW  RMS bandwidth of filter plus detector (Angstroms) R4 √ -

READOUT DEFINITION PARAMETERS

CENTERA1 subarray axis1 center point in unbinned detector pix I4 √ √

CENTERA2 subarray axis2 center point in unbinned detector pix I4 √ √

SIZAXIS1 subarray axis1 size in unbinned detector pixels I4 √ √

SIZAXIS2 subarray axis2 size in unbinned detector pixels I4 √ √

BINAXIS1 axis1 data bin size in unbinned detector pixels I2 √ √

BINAXIS2 axis2 data bin size in unbinned detector pixels I2 √ √

READOUT PARAMETERS

SAMPNUM MULTIACCUM sample number I2 - √

SAMPTIME total integration time (sec) R4 - √

DELTATIM integration time of this sample (sec) R4 - √

ROUTTIME UT time of array readout (MJD) R8 - √

TDFTRANS number of TDF transitions during current sample I4 - √

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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DATA PACKET INFORMATION

FILLCNT number of segments containing fill I4 √ √

ERRCNT  number of segments containing errors I4 √ √

PODPSFF PODPS fill present (T/F) L1 √ √

STDCFFF science telemetry fill data present (T/F) L1 √ √

STDCFFP science telemetry fill pattern (hex) C06 √ √

IMAGE STATISTICS AND DATA QUALITY FLAGS

NGOODPIX number of good pixels I4 √ √

SDQFLAGS serious data quality flags I4 √ √

GOODMIN minimum value of good pixels R4 √ √

GOODMAX maximum value of good pixels R4 √ √

GOODMEAN mean value of good pixels R4 √ √

SNRMIN  minimum signal to noise of good pixels R4 √ √

SNRMAX  maximum signal to noise of good pixels R4 √ √

SNRMEAN mean value of signal to noise of good pixels R4 √ √

SOFTERRS number of soft error pixels (DQF1) I4 √ √

MEANDARK average dark level subtracted R4 √ √

MEANBLEV average bias level subtracted R4 √ √

MEANFLSH mean number of counts in post flash exposure R4 √ -

Keyword Description Format UVIS IR
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Table 2.9:  WFC3 extension header keywords (Imset extensions 2-5). 

Keyword Description Format

Extension Type

ERR DQ SAMP TIME

(UVIS and IR) (IR Only)

XTENSION extension type C08 √ √ √ √

BITPIX  bits per data value I2 √ √ √ √

NAXIS   number of data axes I2 √ √ √ √

NAXIS1  length of first data axis I4 √ √ √ √

NAXIS2  length of second data axis I4 √ √ √ √

PCOUNT  number of group parameters I2 √ √ √ √

GCOUNT  number of groups I2 √ √ √ √

TFIELDS number of fields in each table row I2 √ √ √ √

INHERIT inherit the primary header L1 √ √ √ √

EXTNAME extension name C08 √ √ √ √

EXTVER  extension version number I2 √ √ √ √

ROOTNAME rootname of the observation set C34 √ √ √ √

EXPNAME exposure identifier C25 √ √ √ √

DATAMIN the minimum value of the data R8 √ √ √ √

DATAMAX the maximum value of the data R8 √ √ √ √

BUNIT   brightness units C18 √ √ √ √

NPIX1   length of constant array axis 1 I4 √ √ √ √

NPIX2   length of constant array axis 2 I4 √ √ √ √

PIXVALUE values of pixels in constant array R4 √ √ √ √

WORLD COORDINATE SYSTEM AND RELATED PARAMETERS

WCSAXES number of World Coordinate System axes I2 √ √ √ √

CRPIX1  x-coordinate of reference pixel R8 √ √ √ √

CRPIX2  y-coordinate of reference pixel R8 √ √ √ √

CRVAL1  first axis value at reference pixel R8 √ √ √ √

CRVAL2  second axis value at reference pixel R8 √ √ √ √

CTYPE1  the coordinate type for the first axis C08 √ √ √ √

CTYPE2  the coordinate type for the second axis C08 √ √ √ √

CD1_1   partial of first axis coordinate w.r.t. x R8 √ √ √ √

CD1_2   partial of first axis coordinate w.r.t. y R8 √ √ √ √

CD2_1   partial of second axis coordinate w.r.t. x R8 √ √ √ √

CD2_2   partial of second axis coordinate w.r.t. y R8 √ √ √ √
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LTV1    offset in X to subsection start R4 √ √ - -

LTV2    offset in Y to subsection start R4 √ √ - -

LTM1_1  reciprocal of sampling rate in X R4 √ √ - -

LTM2_2  reciprocal of sampling rate in Y R4 √ √ - -

PA_APER position angle of reference aperture center 
(deg)

R8 √ √ - -

VAFACTOR velocity aberration plate scale factor R8 √ √ - -

IMAGE STATISTICS AND DATA QUALITY FLAGS

NGOODPIX number of good pixels I4 √ - - -

SDQFLAGS serious data quality flags I4 √ - - -

GOODMIN minimum value of good pixels R4 √ - - -

GOODMAX maximum value of good pixels R4 √ - - -

GOODMEAN mean value of good pixels R4 √ - - -

Keyword Description Format

Extension Type

ERR DQ SAMP TIME

(UVIS and IR) (IR Only)
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WFC3 Data Calibration
In this chapter. . .

 3.1    Calibration Overview

Each WFC3 image is calibrated with reference files particular to the observing
mode used. Once requested via the HDA, WFC3 data are processed with
“On-The-Fly-Reprocessing” (OTFR), which processes and calibrates raw telemetry
files using the most up-to-date reference files, parameters, and software (see Section
1.1.1 of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks).

OTFR calls calwf3 to correct for instrumental effects and generate calibrated
frames, and MultiDrizzle to correct for geometric distortion, cosmic-ray rejection,
and to combine associated dithered images. See Chapter 4 for information on
MultiDrizzle. 

calwf3 and MultiDrizzle are available in the STSDAS package. Users can
customize their calibrations by running the software locally. Please refer to Sections
3.2.4 and 5.2.1 for more information.
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 3.1.1  Image Processing Summary
The calwf3 software consists of individual tasks that:

• Orchestrate the flow of data through the calibration processes

• Perform basic two-dimensional image reduction tasks for UVIS and IR 
images

• Combine images and reject cosmic rays from CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS 
exposures

• Apply “up-the-ramp” fitting to the non-destructive readouts of an IR exposure

calwf3 products may still contain artifacts such as hot pixels and cosmic rays.
calwf3 cosmic rays rejection in UVIS exposures will only occur if CR-SPLIT or
REPEAT-OBS exposures are specified in the observing program. IR images through
the combining of multiple non-destructive reads in an individual exposure, naturally
receive cosmic ray rejection. Hot pixels can only be removed through the use of
dithered exposures, which are subsequently processed with MultiDrizzle after calwf3
processing.

Processing of single exposures
Every raw WFC3 exposure is processed by calwf3 following the steps outlined in

Section 3.2. The final calwf3 calibrated output product is the flt file and has the
suffix “_flt.” The data in the SCI and ERR extensions of this file are in units of
electrons for UVIS exposures and electrons per second for IR. This image is then
processed with MultiDrizzle to remove geometric distortions.

Processing of CR-SPLIT/REPEAT-OBS exposures
The same processing steps performed on single images are performed for the

multiple images that make up an association. calwf3 will recognize and correctly
process CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS exposures by interpreting the various entries
in the association table and thereby determining which exposures should be combined
during processing. 

UVIS CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS exposures receive identical processing.
Initially, the raw images that make up each CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS set have the
bias subtracted. These are then combined and simultaneously have cosmic rays
identified and rejected. Next, the combined image is dark subtracted and flat-fielded to
create a single cosmic-ray rejected and calibrated image. This output product is given
the “_crj” file name suffix. If the EXPSCORR header keyword switch is set to
PERFORM then all the exposures that are part of a UVIS CR-SPLIT or
REPEAT-OBS set will also be individually processed through all the steps of calwf3,
resulting in a set of flt files along with the combined crj product.

IR REPEAT-OBS exposures are individually run through all the calibration steps
to create a fully calibrated, flat-fielded product for each exposure and given the
“_flt” file name suffix. The flt images are then combined and cosmic-ray rejected,
using the same process as for UVIS CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS exposures. The
output product is given the “_crj” file name suffix.
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Processing of dithered exposures
Observations that use the default dither patterns provided in the proposal

instructions (APT) and pointing patterns created with POS-TARGs are automatically
associated. Associated observations are first processed with calwf3 to produce
calibrated flt products for each individual exposure and, if CR-SPLIT or
REPEAT-OBS exposures were specified as part of the dither pattern, crj products
for each dither position. MultiDrizzle is used to combine all the individual flt
products from calwf3, producing a final distortion-corrected image. The MultiDrizzle
output product is given the “_drz” file name suffix.      

 3.2    Overview of calwf3

 3.2.1  Structure and Processing Flow 
calwf3 uses separate paths for processing UVIS and IR images, as listed in Table

3.1. calwf3 automatically calls the appropriate tasks, but each may be run separately if
the user desires some variation from the normal processing. wf3ccd and wf32d are
used for processing UVIS images, while IR image processing is done with wf3ir. The
wf3rej program is used for both UVIS and IR images to combine multiple exposures
contained in a CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS set. Fig. 3.1 shows the calwf3 flow of
data and the decisions made.

All WFC3 observations, not just dithered images, need to be processed
with MultiDrizzle to correct for geometric distortion and pixel area
effects. Please refer to Chapter 4 for more information.

For multiple exposures, MultiDrizzle supersedes the calwf3 cosmic-ray
rejection processing. It uses the flt files produced by calwf3 as input,
and performs cosmic-ray rejection in the process of producing the
final distortion-corrected drizzled image. 
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Table 3.1:  Tasks in the calwf3 pipeline.  

UVIS Images 
wf3ccd first subtracts the bias and trims the overscan regions from the image. If an

associated set of UVIS CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS images is being processed, all
of the overscan-trimmed images are sent through wf3rej to be combined and receive
cosmic-ray rejection. The resulting combined image then receives final calibration
with wf32d, which includes dark subtraction and flat-fielding. If there are multiple
sets of CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS images in an association, each set goes through
the cycle of wf3ccd-wf3rej-wf32d processing.

IR Images
All individual IR images are processed with wf3ir. If an association of IR

REPEAT-OBS images is being processed, the calibrated images are combined into a
single product using wf3rej. If there are multiple sets of REPEAT-OBS images in an
association, each set goes through the cycle of wf3ir-wf3rej processing.

All Images
During automatic pipeline processing, MultiDrizzle follows calwf3. All calibrated

images are corrected for geometric distortion correction and associated sets of
dithered images are combined into a single product. See Chapter 4 for more
information.

Task Function UVIS IR

wf3ccd UVIS CCD-specific calibrations √ -

wf32d UVIS generic 2D image calibrations √ -

wf3ir IR calibrations - √

wf3rej Image combination/Cosmic-ray rejection task √ √
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Figure 3.1:  Flow diagram for WFC3 data shown with calwf3 task names.
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 3.2.2  UVIS Processing
The individual UVIS processing steps performed by wf3ccd and wf32d are shown

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The reference files needed for each step and the
calibration switches controlling them are also listed. The calibration steps are as
follows:

• Calculate a noise model for each pixel and record in the error (ERR) array

• Flag known bad pixels and saturated pixels in the data quality (DQ) array

• Correct for A-to-D conversion errors, if necessary

• Subtract bias level determined from overscan regions

• Subtract bias image

• Subtract post-flash image, if necessary

• Perform cosmic-ray (CR) rejection and combining of CR-SPLIT or 
REPEAT-OBS data, if necessary

• Scale and subtract dark image and calculate mean dark value

• Perform flat-fielding and gain conversion

• Perform shutter-shading correction, if necessary (if not done during cos-
mic-ray rejection)

• Calculate photometric header keyword values for flux conversion

• Calculate image statistics

Each step is described in detail in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2:  Flow diagram for CCD data using wf3ccd in calwf3.
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Figure 3.3:  Flow diagram for overscan-trimmed CCD data using wf32d in calwf3.  
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Detailed descriptions of each calibration step are given in Section 3.4. In general,
the first nine steps - through conversion to count rates - are applied independently to
each readout of the IR MultiAccum exposure stack. The up-the-ramp fitting processes
then produces a single image representing the best-fit count rate for each pixel. The
final two calibration steps are then applied to that single image, as well as to each read
of the MultiAccum stack.

 3.2.4  Running calwf3
calwf3 exists within STSDAS in the hst_calib.wfc3 package and is run like any

other IRAF or PyRAF task. The input to calwf3 can be given either as an association
table name with the “_asn” suffix, a single uncalibrated image with the “_raw”
suffix, or a CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS sub-product with the “_crj” suffix (see
Chapter 2 for a description of sub-products and product suffixes). Table 3.2 gives a
summary of the input file types. For a given input association file, calwf3 will process
all exposures listed in the input asn file, as appropriate for the exposure, including all
intermediate products referred to as sub-products. An individual exposure would be
run through the entire process when the input file is a raw file. Finally, if the root
name of any sub-product is given, calwf3 will search the current directory for an
association table that contains the given root name, determine which exposures are
involved in producing that sub-product, and process all those exposures as necessary.

Table 3.2:  Types of files used as input to calwf3.

While both CR-SPLIT and REPEAT-OBS exposures from an association get
combined using calwf3, dithered observations from an association do not.
MultiDrizzle must be used to create a dither-combined product. 

_asn file name of association table

_raw file name of individual, uncalibrated exposure

_crj file name of any sub-product from an association table

All WFC3 observations, not just dithered images, need to be processed
with MultiDrizzle to correct for geometric distortion and pixel area
effects. Please refer to Chapter 4 for more information.
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Figure 3.4:  Flow diagram for IR data using wf3ir in calwf3.
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 3.3    Keyword Usage

calwf3 processing is controlled by the values of keywords in the input image
headers. Certain keywords, referred to as “calibration switches”, are used to control
whether each available calibration step is performed or not. Another set of keywords,
referred to as “reference file keywords”, indicate which reference files to use in the
various calibration steps. The appropriate reference files are selected from the HST
Calibration Data Base System (CDBS) during the OPUS Generic Conversion process.
This is done by matching up certain instrument mode keywords, such as DETECTOR,
CCDAMP, and FILTER, for the image being processed. The matching reference file
names are then recorded in the reference file header keywords. The calibration switch
and reference file keywords are listed in the flow charts shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4. Users who desire to perform custom reprocessing of their data may modify these
keywords in the raw FITS file headers and then rerun the modified file through
calwf3.

Occasionally there may be an instrument mode for which there is no calibration
data. In these cases there will be a “placeholder” reference file in CDBS that is filled
with zeros. Such reference files are identified by having their header keyword
PEDIGREE set to “DUMMY”. When calwf3 encounters one of these reference files it
will automatically skip the calibration step for which the file is used (e.g.
DARKCORR will be skipped if the DARKFILE is dummy).

Other keyword values record instrument and detector parameters that are used in
the calibration and some record information that is computed or derived during
calibration. Table 3.3 provides a summary of the keywords used by calwf3, specifying
whether they function as input or output to the task(s) listed in column 2. For a
definition of each keyword see Tables 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

Table 3.3:  WFC3 keywords used with calwf3.  

Keyword Task(s) I/O Header Sample of Possible Values

APERTURE wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Input Primary UVIS1,UVIS2,UVIS1-FIX, 
UVIS2-FIX,UVIS,IR,...

ATODGNA, ATODGNB, 
ATODGNC, ATODGND

wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir
wf3rej

Output
Input

Primary 1.56, 2.26

BIASLEVA, BIASLEVB, 
BIASLEVC, BIASLEVD

wf3ccd Output Primary 2502.23, 2605.48

BINAXIS1, BINAXIS2 wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Input SCI 1, 2, 3

CAL_VER wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Output Primary 2.1 (15-May-2010)

CCDAMP wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3rej Input Primary ABCD, AC, BD, A, B, C, D

CCDCHIP wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3rej Input SCI 1, 2

CCDGAIN wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary 1.5, 2.5
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CCDOFSTA, CCDOFSTB,
CCDOFSTC, CCDOFSTD

wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3rej Input Primary 3

DETECTOR wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary UVIS, IR

EXPSTART, EXPEND, 
EXPTIME

wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary 51475.159

FILTER wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary F606W, F160W, G102, ..

FLASHDUR, FLASHSTA wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3rej Input Primary 0.2, SUCCESSFUL

LTM1_1, LTM2_2 wf3ccd, wf3ir Input SCI, ERR, DQ 1.0, 0.5, 0.333

LTV1, LTV2 wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Input SCI, ERR, DQ 0.0, 25.0, 19.0, 5.0

MEANBLEV wf3ccd, wf3ir Output SCI 2554.763, 14201.36

MEANDARK wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI 3.20642E-01

MEANFLSH wf3ccd Output SCI N/A

NEXTEND wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary 3, 6, 80

NSAMP wf3ir Input Primary 2-16

OBSTYPE wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary Imaging, Spectroscopic

PHOTMODE wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, Primary “WFC3 UVIS1 F606W”

PHOTFLAM wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, Primary Inverse sensitivity 
(ergcm-2Å-1DN-1)

PHOTFNU wf3ir Output Primary Inverse sensitivity 
(Jy*secDN-1

PHOTZPT wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, Primary ST magnitude zero point

PHOTPLAM wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, Primary pivot wavelength

PHOTBW wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, Primary rms bandwidth of filter plus 
detector

READNSEA, 
READNSEB, 
READNSEC, READNSED

wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir
wf3rej

Output
Input

Primary calibrated read noise for 
amplifier A, B, C, and D 
(electrons)

ROOTNAME wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir, wf3rej Input Primary rootname of the observa-
tion set

SAMP_SEQ wf3ir Input Primary RAPID, SPARS25, ...

SAMPTIME wf3ir Input SCI Total integration time (sec)

SAMPZERO wf3ir Input Primary Sample time of MULTI-
ACCUM zeroth read (sec)

SDQFLAGS wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Input SCI serious data quality flags 
considered ‘bad’ by calwf3

Keyword Task(s) I/O Header Sample of Possible Values
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SUBARRAY wf3ccd, wf32d, wf3ir Input Primary T, F

SUBTYPE wf3ir Input Primary FULLIMAG, SQ64SUB, ...

TDFTRANS wf3ir Input SCI 0, 1

IMAGE STATISTICS

NGOODPIX wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, ERR number of good pixels

GOODMIN, GOODMAX, 
GOODMEAN

wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI, ERR min, max and mean values 
of good pixels (electrons)

SNRMIN, SNRMAX, 
SNRMEAN

wf32d, wf3ir Output SCI min, max, and mean signal 
to noise of good pixels

CR-REJ PARAMETERS

BADINPDQ wf3rej Output Primary data quality flag used for 
rejection

CRMASK wf3rej Output Primary T, F

CRRADIUS wf3rej Output Primary 3.0

CRSIGMAS wf3rej Output Primary 6.5, 5.5, 4.5

CRTHRESH wf3rej Output Primary rejection propagation 
threshold

EXPSTART, EXPEND, 
EXPTIME, TEXPTIME

wf3rej Output Primary exposure start, and end 
times (modified Julian date)

EXPTIME, TEXPTIME wf3rej Output Primary total exposure duration (sec-
onds)--calculated

INITGUES wf3rej Output Primary minimum, mode

MEANEXP wf3rej Output Primary Average exposure time (sec) 
for each image

NCOMBINE wf3rej Output SCI number of image sets com-
bined during CR rejection

REJ_RATE wf3rej Output Primary rate at which pixels are 
affected by cosmic rays

SCALENSE wf3rej Output Primary Multiplicative term (in per-
cent) for the noise model

SKYSUB wf3rej Output Primary sky value subtracted (mode, 
none)

SKYSUM wf3rej Output Primary sky level from the sum of all 
constituent images

Keyword Task(s) I/O Header Sample of Possible Values
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 3.4    Description of Calibration Steps

The calwf3 pipeline consists of four individual calibration tasks: wf3ccd, wf32d,
wf3ir, and wf3rej. These tasks are diagrammed in Figure 3.1. calwf3 is responsible
for controlling the processing rather than actually calibrating the data. The individual
tasks apply the desired calibration steps to the data and create the output products,
including the trailer files, which record a processing log. 

In the following four sections, we describe each calwf3 task, give a detailed
description of the calibration steps performed within each task, and give a brief
description of the reference files used for each step. 

 3.4.1  wf3ccd 
This routine contains the initial processing steps for all WFC3 UVIS channel data.

These steps are listed in operational order in Table 3.4. The calibration switch
keywords and reference file keywords that are used for these steps are listed in Figure
3.2. Only those steps with switch values of “PERFORM” in the input _raw.fits
files will be executed. Each such switch value will be set to “COMPLETE” in the
corresponding output files. 

Input to wf3ccd is an image list or single image that is either automatically called
by calwf3 or input directly by the user. wf3ccd processes each image in the input list
one at a time, using the header keywords to determine which calibration steps are to be
performed and which calibration reference files to use in each step. It also processes
the image data from both CCD chips contained in the input file. Upon completion of
wf3ccd, the overscan regions will be trimmed from the image and the blv_tmp
output image is created. A description of each step follows.

calwf3 can be run on a single input raw file or an asn table listing the
members of an association. When processing an association, calwf3
retrieves calibration switch and reference file keyword settings from
the first image listed in the asn table. calwf3 does not accept a
user-defined list of input images on the command line (e.g.,
“*_raw.fits” to process all raw files in the current directory). The
wf3ccd, wf32d, and wf3ir tasks, on the other hand, will accept such
user-defined input file lists, but they will not accept an association
table (asn) as input.
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Table 3.4:  wf3ccd processing steps.

UVIS Error Array Initialization
- Header Switch: None (always performed)
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: CCDTAB (*_ccd.fits)

First, the image error array is initialized. The function examines the ERR extension
of the input data to determine the state of the array. Input raw images delivered by
OPUS Generic Conversion contain a null (empty) ERR array, defined by the keywords
NPIX1, NPIX2 and PIXVALUE, where PIXVALUE=0. If the ERR array has already
been expanded and contains values other than zero, then this function does nothing.
Otherwise, it will initialize the ERR array by assigning pixel values based on a simple
noise model. 

The noise model uses the science (SCI) array and for each pixel calculates the error
value σ (in units of DN): 

The CCDTAB reference file, the CCD Characteristics Table, contains the bias, gain,
and readnoise values for each CCD amplifier quadrant used in this calculation. The
table contains one row for each configuration that can be used during readout, which is
uniquely identified by the list of amplifiers (CCDAMP), the particular chip being read
out (CCDCHIP), the commanded gain (CCDGAIN), the commanded bias offset level
(CCDOFST), and the pixel bin size (BINAXIS). These commanded values are used to
find the table row that matches the characteristics of the image that is being processed
and reads each amplifier’s characteristics, including readnoise (READNSE), A-to-D
gain (ATODGN), and mean bias level (CCDBIAS). 

(no switch) Initialize error (ERR) array

DQICORR Initialize data quality (DQ) array

ATODCORR Perform A-to-D conversion correction (currently skipped)

BLEVCORR Subtract bias level from overscan region

BIASCORR Subtract bias image

FLSHCORR Subtract post-flash image (currently skipped)

Final Output Output overscan-trimmed image (if doBlev performed)

σCCD SCI bias–( ) gain( )⁄ readnoise gain⁄( )2
+=
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UVIS Data Quality Array Initialization
- Header Switch: DQICORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: BPIXTAB (*_bpx.fits), CCDTAB

(*_ccd.fits)
DQICORR initializes the data quality (DQ) array by reading a table of known bad

pixels for the detector, stored in the “Bad Pixel” reference table (BPIXTAB). The
types of bad pixels that can be flagged are listed in Table 2.5. 

The DQ array may already have been populated with some values to flag pixels
affected by telemetry problems during downlink. Other DQ values will only be
marked during further processing (such as cosmic-ray rejection). This function also
checks pixel values in the SCI extension for saturation, using the value of the
SATURATE column in the CCD parameters table (CCDTAB). Any SCI array pixel
value that is greater than the SATURATE value will be assigned the appropriate flag
value in the DQ array. This function also checks for SCI array pixel values that have
reached the limit of the detector’s 16-bit A-to-D converters, flagging any pixel with a
value > 65534 DN with the “A-to-D saturation” DQ value.

DQICORR combines the DQ flags from preprocessing, BPIXTAB, and saturation
tests into a single result for the particular observation. These values are combined
using a bit-wise logical “OR” operation for each pixel. Thus, if a single pixel is
affected by two DQ flags, those flag values will be added in the final DQ array. This
array then becomes a mask of all pixels that had some problem coming into the
calibrations, so that the calibration processing steps can ignore bad pixels during
processing. 

The BPIXTAB reference file maintains a record of the x, y position and DQ value
for all known bad pixels in each CCD chip for a given time period.

UVIS A-to-D Conversion Correction
- Header Switch: ATODCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: ATODTAB (*_a2d.fits)

An analog-to-digital conversion correction is applied if the CCD electronic
circuitry, which performs the analog-to-digital conversion, is biased toward the
assignment of certain DN values. WFC3 ground test results show that this correction
is not currently needed, so the ATODCORR switch is currently always set to “OMIT” so
that this function is not performed.

UVIS Bias Level Correction
- Header Switch: BLEVCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: BIASLEV[ABCD], MEANBLEV
- Reference File: OSCNTAB (*_osc.fits)

BLEVCORR fits the bias level in the CCD overscan regions and subtracts it from
the image data. The boundaries of the overscan regions are taken from the OSCNTAB
reference file. With these regions defined, the serial and parallel virtual overscans are
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analyzed to produce a two-dimensional linear fit to the bias level. The overscan level
for each row of the input image is measured within the serial virtual overscan region,
utilizing sigma-clipping to reject anomalous values (e.g., cosmic-ray hits that occur in
the overscan) and a straight line is fit as a function of image line number. The same
procedure is followed for the parallel overscan, resulting in a straight line fit as a
function of image column number. The parallel fit is computed in the form of a
correction to be added to the serial fit result, in order to remove any gradient that may
exist along the x-axis direction of the image. The serial fit and the parallel correction
to it are then evaluated at the coordinates of each pixel and the computed bias value is
subtracted from the pixel. This is done independently for each region of the image that
was read out by one of the four CCD amplifiers. The mean bias value determined for
each of the amplifier quadrants is recorded in the primary header keywords
BIASLEV[ABCD] and the overall mean bias value is computed and written to the
output SCI extension header as MEANBLEV.

UVIS subarray images do not include virtual overscan, therefore the serial physical
overscan will be used - if present - to perform the bias subtraction. If a subarray image
does not include the physical overscan region of the detector, then the bias level
cannot be determined. In this case a default value (CCDBIAS from the CCD
parameters table) will be subtracted instead and a warning message is written to the
processing trailer file. 

The full bias level-subtracted image is retained in memory until the completion of
all the processing steps in wf3ccd. The overscan regions will not be trimmed until the
image is written to disk at the completion of wf3ccd. 

The OSCNTAB reference file (Overscan Region Table) describes the overscan
regions for each chip along with the regions to be used for determining the actual bias
level of the observation. Each row corresponds to a specific configuration, given by
the CCD amplifier, chip, and binning factor used. The OSCNTAB columns
BIASSECTAn and BIASSECTBn give the range of image columns to be used for
determining the bias level in the leading and trailing regions, respectively, of the serial
physical overscan regions, while columns BIASSECTCn and BIASSECTDn give the
range of columns to be used for determining the bias level from the serial virtual
overscan regions. The parallel virtual overscan regions are defined in the OSCNTAB in
the VXn and VYn columns. 

To determine which overscan regions were actually used for measuring the bias
level, check the OSCNTAB reference file. Users may modify the overscan region
definitions in the reference table for manual calibration, but the TRIMXn and TRIMYn
values must not be changed.

UVIS Bias Image Subtraction
- Header Switch: BIASCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: BIASFILE (*_bia.fits)

BIASCORR subtracts the superbias reference image. The reference image,
BIASFILE, must have the same values of DETECTOR, CCDAMP, CCDGAIN, and
BINAXISi as the image being processed. The dimensions of the science image are
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used to distinguish between full- and sub-array images. Because the bias image is
already overscan-subtracted, it will have a mean pixel value of less than one.

Dark counts accumulate for an additional time beyond the exposure time, due to
the time required to read out the detector, and this portion of the dark current is
subtracted along with the bias. This is described further in the section on Dark Image
Subtraction.

The BIASFILE has the same dimensions as a full-size science image complete
with overscan regions (4206 × 2070 per chip for an unbinned image). Only after the
completion of wf3ccd are the science images trimmed to their final calibrated size
(4096 × 2051 per chip for an unbinned image). A BIASFILE with a binning factor
that matches the science data must be used. For sub-array images, however, it is not
necessary to use a matching sub-array BIASFILE. calwf3 will extract the matching
region from the full-size BIASFILE and apply it to the sub-array input image. 

UVIS Post-flash Subtraction
- Header Switch: FLSHCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: MEANFLSH
- Reference File: FLSHFILE (*_fls.fits)

WFC3 has a post-flash capability to provide a means of mitigating the effects of
Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) degradation.

This function subtracts the post-flash reference image, FLSHFILE, from the
science image. This file has the same dimensions as a full-size science image complete
with overscan regions. The appropriate FLSHFILE has matching values of the
following keywords from the image header: DETECTOR, CCDAMP, CCDGAIN,
FLASHCUR, BINAXISi, and SHUTRPOS. 

The success of the post-flash operation during the exposure is first verified by
checking the keyword FLASHSTA. If any problems were encountered, a comment
will be added to the history comments in the SCI extension header. The FLSHFILE is
renormalized to the appropriate post-flash current level (LOW, MED, HIGH), given by
the FLASHCUR keyword, and the flash duration (FLASHDUR) and is then subtracted
from the science image. The mean value of the scaled post-flash image is written to
the output SCI extension header in the keyword MEANFLSH. 

wf3ccd Final Output
- Header Keywords Updated: CRPIX[1,2], LTV[1,2],
SIZAXIS[1, 2]

If BLEVCORR was performed, the overscan regions are trimmed from the image
when it is written out to the blv_tmp file. Otherwise, the full image array is written
out. The keywords CRPIXi, LTVi, and SIZAXISi are updated in the output image

At this time, the post-flash hardware capability is not enabled. There-
fore, FLSHCORR is always set to “OMIT” and this step is skipped.
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extensions to reflect the offset of the image origin and the reduction in image size due
to removing the overscan. The OSCNTAB reference table columns TRIMXn give the
number of columns to trim off the beginning, end, and middle of each line (the serial
physical and virtual overscan regions), while the TRIMYn columns give the number of
rows to trim off the top and bottom of each column (the parallel virtual overscan
region) when the overscan-trimmed image is written to disk.

If multiple images from a CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS set are being processed,
the blv_tmp files are sent to the wf3rej task to be combined. The resulting combined
image (crj_tmp) is then sent to wf32d for final calibration. If multiple images are
not being combined, the blv_tmp files are sent directly to wf32d for final
calibration.

 3.4.2  wf32d
The wf32d primary functions are listed in Table 3.5 and include dark current

subtraction, flat-fielding, and photometric keyword calculations. The calibration
switch and reference file keywords used by these steps are listed in Figure 3.3. Only
those steps with a switch value of “PERFORM” in the input files will be executed, after
which the switch value will be set to “COMPLETE” in the corresponding output files. 

wf32d contains the same ERR and DQ array initialization functions used in
wf3ccd, but wf32d will check to ensure that these functions are not performed twice
on the data. Calibration switches in the image header control the performance of the
remaining calibration functions. 

Table 3.5:  The functions performed in wf32d (in operational order). 

UVIS Error Array Initialization
- Header Switch: None
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: CCDTAB (*_ccd.fits)

wf32d first checks to see if the image ERR array has already been populated,
indicating that previous processing has been performed. If not, wf32d performs the

(no switch) Apply a simple noise model, if not done in wf3ccd

DQICORR Initialize data quality array, if not done in wf3ccd

DARKCORR Subtract dark current image

FLATCORR Divide by flat field images and apply gain conversion

SHADCORR Perform CCD shutter shading correction (currently skipped)

PHOTCORR Compute photometric keyword values for header

(no switch) Compute image statistics
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same initialization as described for wf3ccd. If the input image has already been
processed this step is skipped and no changes are made to the ERR array.

UVIS Data Quality Array Initialization
- Header Switch: DQICORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: BPIXTAB (*_bpx.fits), CCDTAB

(*_ccd.fits)
If the DQICORR header keyword switch is set to “COMPLETE”, this step will be

skipped. Otherwise, the same initialization will be performed as described for wf3ccd.

UVIS Dark Image Subtraction
- Header Switch: DARKCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: MEANDARK
- Reference File: DARKFILE (*_drk.fits)

This function is responsible for subtracting the dark current image from the input
image. The dark image (in units of electrons/sec) is multiplied by the exposure time
and divided by the gain before subtracting. The dark reference file, DARKFILE, is
read in line-by-line and subtracted from the input image in memory. The mean dark
value is computed from the scaled dark image and used to update the MEANDARK
keyword in the SCI image header. The dark reference file will be updated frequently
and will allow the tracking of hot pixels over time.

“Dark time” is simply the exposure time; it does not include the idle time since the
last flushing of the chip or the readout time. Any dark accumulation during readout
time is included automatically in the BIASFILE. 

The reference file for dark subtraction, DARKFILE, is selected based on the values
of the keywords DETECTOR, CCDAMP, and BINAXISi in the image header. The dark
correction is applied after the overscan regions are trimmed from the input science
image. As for the BIASFILE, calwf3 requires the binning factors of the DARKFILE
and science image to match.

Sub-array science images use the same reference file as a full-sized DARKFILE.
calwf3 simply extracts the appropriate region from the reference file and applies it to
the sub-array input image.

UVIS Flat-Field Correction
- Header Switch: FLATCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: PFLTFILE (*_pfl.fits), LFLTFILE

(*_lfl.fits), DFLTFILE (*_dfl.fits)
This routine corrects for pixel-to-pixel and large-scale sensitivity variations across

the detector by dividing the overscan-trimmed and dark-subtracted science image by a
flat-field image. When performing the flat-field correction, calwf3 also multiplies by
the gain so that the calibrated data will now be in units of electrons.

Because of geometric distortion effects, the area of the sky seen by different pixels
is not constant and therefore observations of a constant surface brightness object will
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have counts per pixel that vary over the detector, even if every pixel were to have the
same intrinsic sensitivity. In order to produce images that appear uniform for uniform
illumination, the same counts per pixel variation across the field is left in place in the
flat-field images, so that when a science image is divided by the flat it makes an
implicit correction for the distortion. A consequence of this procedure is that two
point-source objects of equal brightness will not have the same total counts after the
flat-fielding step. Thus, point source photometry extracted from a flat-fielded image
must be multiplied by the effective pixel area map. This correction is automatically
included in pipeline processing by MultiDrizzle, which uses the geometric distortion
solution to correct all pixels to equal areas. Photometry is therefore correct for both
point and extended sources in drizzled images.

Up to three separate flat-field reference files can be applied: the pixel-to-pixel
flat-field file (PFLTFILE), the low-order flat-field file (LFLTFILE), and the delta
flat-field file (DFLTFILE). The PFLTFILE is a pixel-to-pixel flat-field correction
file containing the small-scale flat-field variations. Unlike the other flat fields, the
PFLTFILE is always used in the calibration pipeline. The LFLTFILE is a low-order
flat that corrects for any large-scale sensitivity variations across each detector. This
file can be stored as a binned image, which is then expanded when being applied by
calwf3. Finally, the DFLTFILE is a delta-flat containing any needed changes to the
small-scale PFLTFILE. 

If the LFLTFILE and DFLTFILE are not specified in the SCI header, only the
PFLTFILE is used for the flat-field correction. If two or more reference files are
specified, they are read in line-by-line and multiplied together to form a combined
flat-field correction image. 

All flat-field reference images must have detector, amplifier, filter, and binning
modes that match the observation. A sub-array science image uses the same reference
file as a full-size image; calwf3 extracts the appropriate region from the reference file
and applies it to the sub-array input image.

UVIS Shutter Shading Correction
- Header Switch: SHADCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: SHADFILE (*_shd.fits)

The SHADCORR routine applies the shutter shading correction image
(SHADFILE) to the science data. This corrects the input image for the differential
exposure time across the detector caused by the amount of time it takes for the shutter
to completely open and close, which is a potentially significant effect only for images
with very short exposure times (less than ~5 seconds). 

Pixels are corrected based on the exposure time using the relation:

. 

The SHADFILE is selected using the DETECTOR keyword in the input science
image. This reference file is normally binned, because the correction varies slowly
across the image.

corrected uncorrected EXPTIME× EXPTIME SHADFILE+( )⁄=
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The shutter shading correction can be applied either during wf32d processing for
single exposures or during cosmic-ray rejection in wf3rej for CR-SPLIT and
REPEAT-OBS exposures. 

UVIS Photometry Keyword Calculation
- Header Switch: PHOTCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: PHOTMODE, PHOTFLAM, PHOTFNU,
PHOTZPT, PHOTPLAM, PHOTBW

- Reference Files: GRAPHTAB (*_tmg.fits), COMPTAB
(*_tmc.fits)

Before photometry can be derived from WFC3 observations, a transformation to
absolute flux units must be done. calwf3 follows the WFPC2 and ACS methodology
for calculating the photometry keywords in the calibration pipeline. The calibration
reference files, GRAPHTAB and COMPTAB, point to the synphot tables containing the
latest WFC3 component throughputs (please refer to Section 5.2.1 for details on how
to set up environment variables that give the location of these files on your system).
These tables contain the throughput as a function of wavelength for the various WFC3
detector and filter combinations. Using synphot allows the WFC3 team to maintain
the latest throughput files in synphot to keep calwf3 up to date. For further discussion
of synphot, refer to Chapter 3 of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks.

During this process the keyword PHOTMODE is built to reflect the configuration of
the instrument for the exposure (e.g., “WFC3,UVIS1,F814W”). calwf3 then uses the
PHOTMODE string with synphot to compute the total throughput for this instrument
mode, based on the optics and filter throughputs and the detector QE. From that
information, it computes values for the following photometry keywords.

• PHOTFLAM: the inverse sensitivity in units of erg cm-2 A-1 electron-1

• PHOTFNU: the inverse sensitivity in units of Jy sec electron-1

• PHOTZPT: the Space Telescope magnitude zero point 

• PHOTPLAM: the bandpass pivot wavelength 

• PHOTBW: the bandpass RMS width 

Users who wish to convert calibrated images (which are in units of electrons) to
flux units can simply divide the image by the exposure time and then multiply by the
PHOTFLAM keyword value. Drizzled (drz) images are already in units of electrons

WFC3 tests have shown that the shutter shading effect is insignificant
(<1%), even for the shortest allowed UVIS exposure time of 0.5 sec-
onds (see WFC3 ISR 2007-17). Therefore this step is currently always
set to OMIT in calwf3 pipeline processing.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2007-17.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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per second and therefore only need to be multiplied by the PHOTFLAM value to obtain
flux units.

UVIS Image Statistics Calculation
- Header Switch: None
- Header Keywords Updated: NGOODPIX, GOODMIN, GOODMAX,
GOODMEAN, SNRMIN, SNRMAX, SNRMEAN

- Reference File: None
This routine computes the minimum, mean, and maximum, as well as the

minimum, mean, and maximum signal-to-noise ratio (the ratio of the SCI and ERR
pixel values) for data values that are flagged as “good” in the data quality array. These
quantities are updated in the SCI image header. The minimum, mean, and maximum
statistics are also computed for the ERR array.

 3.4.3  wf3ir
This routine contains all the instrumental calibration steps for WFC3 IR channel

images. The steps are listed in operational order in Table 3.6. The calibration switch
and reference file keywords used by these steps are listed in Figure 3.4. Only those
steps with a switch value of “PERFORM” in the _raw.fits files will be executed,
after which the switch value will be set to “COMPLETE” in the corresponding output
files. 

Input to wf3ir is an image list or single image that is either automatically called by
calwf3 or input directly by the user. wf3ir processes each image in the input list one at
a time, using the header keywords to determine which calibration steps are to be
performed and which calibration reference files to use in each step. 

The process begins working with the raw IR image file, which contains all of the
non-destructive readouts for an exposure. Most of the calibration steps are applied
independently to each readout. For example, the DQICORR, NLINCORR, and
FLATCORR steps apply the same bad pixel flags, non-linearity correction
coefficients, and flat-field image, respectively, to each readout. The CRCORR step,
on the other hand, which attempts to remove the effects of cosmic rays, utilizes the
values from all readouts of individual pixel simultaneously. Detailed descriptions of
each step are provided in the following sections.

All steps up through UNITCORR are applied to an in-memory image stack that
contains all the readouts. The CRCORR step produces an additional single image that
gives the best-fit count rate for each pixel. The remaining steps in the process -
FLATCORR and image statistics - are then applied to the full stack of readouts and to
the single image produced by CRCORR. 

Upon completion of wf3ir, two output files are produced. The Intermediate
MultiAccum (ima) file, which contains the full stack of calibrated readouts, and the
final calibrated image (flt) file, which is the single image produced by CRCORR
(with subsequent flat-fielding applied). The flt file has the reference pixel regions
trimmed from the image, so that it is appropriate to use in further processing, such as
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MultiDrizzle.(Note: although the flt images are normally flat-fielded, this is only
the case if the flat-fielding step FLATCORR is performed.)

Table 3.6:  wf3ir processing steps.

IR Data Quality Array Initialization
- Header Switch: DQICORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: BPIXTAB (*_bpx.fits)

DQICORR populates the data quality (DQ) array in all IR readouts by reading a
table of known bad pixels for the detector, stored in the “Bad Pixel” reference table
(BPIXTAB). The types of bad pixels that can be flagged are listed in Table 2.5. 

Note that the image data associated with the non-destructive readouts
of an IR exposure are stored in reverse time order in the input raw
and output ima files (see Section 2.2.2). The last readout of the expo-
sure is therefore stored in imset 1 (e.g., [sci,1]), while the first read-
out is in imset NSAMP (e.g.,[sci,16]for NSAMP=16). It is useful
in this context to think of the exposure data literally accumulating
“from the bottom up” in the file.

DQICORR Initialize data quality (DQ) array

ZSIGCORR Estimate amount of signal in zeroth-read

BLEVCORR Subtract bias level from reference pixels

ZOFFCORR Subtract zeroth read image

(no switch) Initialize error (ERR) array

NLINCORR Correct for detector non-linear response

DARKCORR Subtract dark current image

PHOTCORR Compute photometric keyword values for header

UNITCORR Convert to units of count rate

CRCORR Fit accumulating signal and identify CR hits

FLATCORR Divide by flat field image(s) and apply gain conversion

(no switch) Compute image statistics

Final Output
Output calibrated image stack and final reference-pixel 
trimmed image
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The DQ array may already have been populated with some values to flag pixels
that were affected by telemetry problems during downlink. Other DQ values will only
be marked during further processing (such as cosmic-ray rejection).

This function also checks to see if the HST Take Data Flag (TDF) went down
during any readout, as recorded in the TDFTRANS header keyword. If so, then all
pixels in the affected readouts are flagged as bad, which will prevent them from being
used to compute a final image value in the CRCORR step.

The reference file for data quality initialization, BPIXTAB, is selected based on the
value of the DETECTOR keyword only.

IR Zero-Read Signal Correction
- Header Switch: ZSIGCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: DARKFILE (*_drk.fits), NLINFILE

(*_lin.fits)
At the beginning of an IR observation the detector pixels are reset to the bias level

and then read out to record that bias level. An interval of approximately 2.9 seconds
elapses between the time each pixel is reset and then read. Because the IR channel
does not have a shutter, signal from external sources starts to accumulate during that
2.9 second interval. When the initial (or “zeroth”) read is later subtracted from
subsequent readouts, any signal in the zeroth read will also be subtracted. Because
linearity correction and saturation checking (described below) both depend on the
absolute signal level in a pixel at the time it was read, the signal in the zeroth read
from bright sources can be large enough to lead to inaccurate linearity corrections, as
well as the failure to detect saturation conditions, in the NLINCORR calibration step.

The ZSIGCORR step is used to estimate the amount of source signal in the zeroth
read and to supply this estimate to the NLINCORR step for linearity corrections and
saturation checking. ZSIGCORR estimates the signal in the zeroth read by first
measuring the signal in each pixel between the zeroth and first reads, and then scaling
that signal to the effective exposure time of the zeroth read (nominally 2.9 seconds).
Pixels that have an estimated zeroth read signal greater than 5 times their estimated
uncertainty (noise) value are assumed to contain detectable signal; those below this
threshold are ignored. The estimated zeroth read signal is then passed, as an
in-memory image, to the NLINCORR step, which accounts for that signal when
applying linearity corrections and saturation checking on the zeroth-read subtracted
images. 

Note that this technique will not work well for pixels covered by targets that are so
bright that the signal is already beginning to saturate in either the zeroth or first
readouts, because then it is difficult to accurately estimate the zeroth-read signal.
ZSIGCORR therefore checks for saturation in the zeroth and first read images and
flags those pixels.

Pixels that are determined to have detectable signal in the zeroth read are flagged
in the DQ arrays of the output ima file with a data quality value of 2048. 

The reference files used in this step, DARKFILE and NLINFILE, are selected
from CDBS based on the values of the DETECTOR, CCDAMP, CCDGAIN, SAMP_SEQ,
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and SUBTYPE keywords. The DARKFILE file is used to subtract dark current from
the first-minus-zero read difference image before using it to estimate incoming signal
levels and the NLINFILE is used to perform saturation checking.

IR Bias Level Correction From Reference Pixels
- Header Switch: BLEVCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: MEANBLEV
- Reference Files: OSCNTAB (*_osc.fits)

BLEVCORR uses the reference pixels located around the perimeter of the IR
detector to track and remove changes in the bias level that occur during an exposure.
For each raw readout, the mean signal level of the reference pixels is computed and
subtracted from the image, and recorded in the MEANBLEV keyword in the SCI header
of each readout.

The reference pixels located at the ends of each image row are used in this
computation. Reference pixels are also located along the bottom and top of the image,
but these have been found to be less reliable and are not used. As with the UVIS
overscan correction, the boundaries of the reference pixel regions that are used in the
computation are defined in the OSCNTAB reference table, in the BIASSECT*
columns. The BIASSECTA[1,2] values indicate the starting and ending column
numbers for the reference pixels on the left edge of the image, and the
BIASSECTB[1,2] give the values for the right side of the image.

The reference pixel regions are maintained throughout the remainder of
processing, but are usually ignored or skipped over in the actual application of
calibration algorithms. They are left in place in the calibrated data stored in the ima
file at the end of processing, but are trimmed from the flt image file.

The reference file for bias level correction, OSCNTAB, is selected from CDBS
based on the value of the DETECTOR keyword only.

IR Zero-read Image Subtraction
- Header Switch: ZOFFCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: None

ZOFFCORR subtracts the zeroth read from all readouts in the exposure, including
the zeroth read itself, resulting in a zero-read image that is exactly zero in the
remainder of processing. The zeroth-read image is propagated through the remaining
processing steps and included in the output products, so that a complete history of
error estimates and data quality (DQ) flags is preserved. 

Note: In interpreting the IR Intermediate MultiAccum (ima) file, it is important to
remember the file does not represent differences in adjacent reads, but always the
difference between a given readout and the zero read. The signal rate recorded in each
SCI extension of the ima file represents the average flux between that particular
readout and the zero read. 

IR Error Array Initialization
- Header Switch: None
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: CCDTAB (*_ccd.fits)
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This step computes an estimate of the errors associated with the raw science data
based on a noise model for the detector. Currently the noise model is a simple
combination of detector read noise and Poisson noise in the signal, such that:

where the read noise is in units of electrons, gain is the analog-to-digital conversion
gain factor (in electrons per DN) and counts is the signal in a science image pixel in
units of DN. The detector read noise and gain are read from the CCDTAB reference file
and use separate values for the particular amplifier quadrant with which each pixel is
associated. 

Throughout the remaining calibration steps the ERR image is processed in
lock-step with the science (SCI) image, getting updated as appropriate. Errors are
propagated through combination in quadrature. The ERR array for the final calibrated
“_flt” image is populated by the CRCORR step, based on the calculated uncertainty
of the count rate fit to the MultiAccum samples (see below for details).

The CCDTAB reference file used in this step is selected based on the value of the
DETECTOR keyword only.

IR Non-Linearity Correction
- Header Switch: NLINCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference File: NLINFILE (*_lin.fits)

NLINCORR corrects the integrated counts in the science images for the
non-linear response of the detector and flags pixels that go into saturation. The
observed response of the detector can be conveniently represented by two regimes:

• At low and intermediate signal levels the detector response deviates from the 
incident flux in a way that is correctable using the following expression:  

where c1, c2, c3, and c4 are the correction coefficients, F is the
uncorrected flux (in DN) and Fc is the corrected flux. The current
form of the correction uses a third-order polynomial, as shown here,
but the algorithm can handle an arbitrary number of coefficients. The
number of coefficients and error terms are given by the values of the
NCOEF and NERR keywords in the header of the NLINFILE.

• At high signal levels—as saturation sets in—the response becomes highly 
non-linear and is not correctable to a scientifically useful degree.

This step uses the NLINFILE reference file, which includes a set of images
containing the cn correction coefficients and their variances at each pixel. The
[NODE,1] image extension in the NLINFILE gives the saturation value for each
pixel, in units of DN. Each pixel that has an input value below its defined saturation
level is corrected according to the equation above. Pixels at or above their saturation
values receive no correction and are flagged as saturated in the DQ array for the

σIR
(readnoise)2 (counts gain)⋅+

gain
----------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Fc 1 c+ 1 c2 F× c3 F
2× c4 F

3×+ + +( ) F×=
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readout. Any pixel flagged as saturated in a given readout is also automatically
flagged as saturated in all subsequent readouts. 

As mentioned in the description of the ZSIGCORR routine, the estimated amount
of signal in the zeroth read of the exposure is temporarily added back into the signal of
each pixel during the NLINCORR step, before the pixel is checked for saturation or
receives the linearity correction. Once the correction has been applied, the zero read
signal is again removed. This process only occurs if the ZSIGCORR step is turned on
during processing. 

The NLINFILE reference files is selected based on the value of the DETECTOR
keyword only.

IR Dark Image Subtraction
- Header Switch: DARKCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: MEANDARK
- Reference File: DARKFILE (*_drk.fits)

DARKCORR subtracts the detector dark current from the science data. Due to
potential non-linearities in some of the signal components, such as reset-related effects
in the first one or two reads of an exposure, the dark current subtraction is not applied
by simply scaling a generic reference dark image to the exposure time and then
subtracting it. Instead, a library of dark current images is maintained that includes
darks taken in each of the available predefined MultiAccum sample sequences, as well
as the available sub-array readout modes. The MultiAccum dark reference file is
subtracted read-by-read from the stack of science image readouts. Thus there is an
exact match in the timings and other characteristics of the dark image that is
subtracted from each science readout.

The DARKFILE reference file must have the same values for the DETECTOR,
CCDAMP, CCDGAIN, SAMP_SEQ, and SUBTYPE keywords as the science image.

IR Photometry Keyword Calculation
- Header Switch: PHOTCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: PHOTMODE, PHOTFLAM, PHOTFNU,
PHOTZPT, PHOTPLAM, PHOTBW

- Reference Files: GRAPHTAB (*_tmg.fits), COMPTAB
(*_tmc.fits)

Before photometry can be derived from WFC3 observations, a transformation to
absolute flux units must be done. calwf3 follows the WFPC2 and ACS methodology
for calculating the photometry keywords in the calibration pipeline. The calibration
reference files, GRAPHTAB and COMPTAB, point to the synphot tables containing the
latest WFC3 component throughputs (please refer to Section 5.2.1 for details on how
to set up environment variables that give the location of these files on your system).
These tables contain the throughput as a function of wavelength for the various WFC3
detector and filter combinations. Using synphot allows the WFC3 team to maintain
the latest throughput files in synphot to keep calwf3 up to date. For further discussion
of synphot, refer to Chapter 3 of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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During this process the keyword PHOTMODE is built to reflect the configuration of
the instrument for the exposure (e.g., “WFC3,IR,F160W”). calwf3 then uses the
PHOTMODE string with synphot to compute the total throughput for this instrument
mode, based on the optics and filter throughputs and the detector QE. From that
information, it computes values for the following photometry keywords.

• PHOTFLAM: the inverse sensitivity in units of erg cm-2 A-1 electron-1

• PHOTFNU: the inverse sensitivity in units of Jy sec electron-1

• PHOTZPT: the Space Telescope magnitude zero point 

• PHOTPLAM: the bandpass pivot wavelength 

• PHOTBW: the bandpass RMS width 

Users who wish to convert calibrated IR images (which are in units of electrons per
second) to flux units can simply multiply the image by the PHOTFNU keyword value. 

IR Unit Conversion
- Header Switch: UNITCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: BUNIT
- Reference Files: None

This function simply converts the science data from a time-integrated signal to a
signal rate, by dividing the science (SCI) and error (ERR) image arrays for each
readout by the exposure time (TIME) image data. No reference file is needed.

Usually, the final units will be electrons per second, but if certain steps in the
standard processing are omitted, the final units in the ima and flt files may be
electrons, counts, or counts per second, where counts refers to the digitized signal
from the FPA. The BUNIT keyword in the output files will always reflect the units of
the data. 

IR Up-The-Ramp Fitting and Cosmic-Ray Identification
- Header Switch: CRCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: None

CRCORR combines the data from all readouts into a single image and in the
process identifies and flags pixels suspected of containing cosmic-ray (CR) hits. The
data from all readouts are analyzed pixel-by-pixel, iteratively computing a linear fit to
the accumulating counts-versus-exposure time relation. Samples flagged as bad in the
DQ arrays, such as when saturation occurs midway through the exposure, are rejected
from the fitting process. CR hits are identified by searching for outliers from the fit
results. The rejection threshold is set by the value in the “CRSIGMAS” column of the
Cosmic-Ray Rejection parameters reference table (CRREJTAB), which currently has
a default value of 4σ. When a CR hit is detected, a linear fit is then performed
independently for the sets of readouts before and after the hit. Those fitting results are
then again checked for outliers. This process is iterated until no new samples are
rejected. Pixel samples identified as containing a CR hit are flagged in the DQ arrays
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of the intermediate MultiAccum (ima) file, with a DQ value of 8192. The pixel values
in the SCI and ERR images of the ima file, however, are left unchanged. 

Once all outliers have been identified, a final count rate value, and its uncertainty,
are determined for each pixel by computing the weighted mean of the slopes of each
segment of non-flagged samples. The result of this operation is stored as a single imset
in the output flt file. In the flt file the SCI array contains the final slope computed
for each pixel, the ERR array contains the estimated uncertainty in the slope, the
SAMP array contains the total number of non-flagged samples used to compute the
slope, and the TIME array contains the total exposure time of those samples.

Pixels for which there are no unflagged samples, e.g., permanently hot or cold
pixels, still get a slope computed, which is recorded in the SCI array of the output flt
file, but they will also have their DQ flags recorded in the DQ array of the flt file.
Users should therefore be careful to always check the flt file DQ arrays to help
determine whether a given SCI image value is trustworthy for subsequent analysis.

IR Flat-field Image Correction
- Header Switch: FLATCORR
- Header Keywords Updated: None
- Reference Files: PFLTFILE (*_pfl.fits), LFLTFILE (*_lfl.fits),
DFLTFILE (*_dfl.fits)

FLATCORR corrects for pixel-to-pixel and large-scale sensitivity variations
across the detector by dividing the science images by one or more flat-field images. A
combined flat is created within calwf3 using up to three flat-field reference files: the
pixel-to-pixel flat (PFLTFILE), the low-order flat (LFLTFILE), and the delta flat
(DFLTFILE). FLATCORR also multiplies the science data by the detector gain so
that the calibrated data will be in units of electrons per second (or electrons if
UNITCORR is not performed).

The PFLTFILE is a pixel-to-pixel flat-field correction file containing the
small-scale flat-field variations. The PFLTFILE is always used in the calibration
pipeline, while the other two flats are optional. The LFLTFILE is a low-order flat that
corrects for any large-scale sensitivity variations across the detector. This file can be
stored as a binned image, which is then expanded when being applied by calwf3.
Finally, the DFLTFILE is a delta-flat containing any needed changes to the
small-scale PFLTFILE. 

If the LFLTFILE and DFLTFILE are not specified in the SCI header, only the
PFLTFILE is used for the flat-field correction. If two or more reference files are
specified, they are read in and multiplied together to form a combined flat-field
correction image. 

The flat-field correction is applied to all readouts of the calibrated IR MultiAccum
stack, as well as the single image produced by the CRCORR function.

All flat-field reference images are chosen from CDBS based on the DETECTOR,
CCDAMP, and FILTER used for the observation. A sub-array science image uses the
same reference file(s) as a full-size image; calwf3 extracts the appropriate region from
the reference file(s) and applies it to the sub-array input image.
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See the discussion of this step in “UVIS Flat-Field Image Correction” for
information regarding corrections for geometric distortion.

IR Image Statistics Calculation
- Header Switch: None
- Header Keywords Updated: NGOODPIX, GOODMIN, GOODMAX,
GOODMEAN, SNRMIN, SNRMAX, SNRMEAN

- Reference File: None
This routine computes the minimum, mean, and maximum, as well as the

minimum, mean, and maximum signal-to-noise ratio (the ratio of the SCI and ERR
pixel values) for data values that are flagged as “good” in the data quality array. These
quantities are updated in the SCI image headers. The minimum, mean, and maximum
statistics are also computed for the ERR arrays.

This operation is performed for every readout in the calibrated MultiAccum stack,
as well as the final (CRCORR-produced) calibrated image.

 3.4.4  wf3rej

• Header Switch: CRCORR (UVIS), RPTCORR (IR)

• Header Keywords Updated: BADINPDQ, CRMASK, CRRADIUS, CRSIGMAS, 
CRTHRESH, EXPEND, EXPSTART, EXPTIME, INITGUES, MEANEXP, 
NCOMBINE, REJ_RATE, ROOTNAME, SCALENSE, SKYSUB, SKYSUM

• Header Keywords Added: TEXPTIME

• Reference File: CRREJTAB (*_crr.fits)

 wf3rej, the cosmic-ray rejection and image combination task in calwf3, combines
CR-SPLIT or REPEAT-OBS exposures into a single image, first detecting and then
replacing flagged pixels. The task uses the same statistical detection algorithm
developed for ACS (acsrej), STIS (ocrrej), and WFPC2 data (crrej), providing a
well-tested and robust procedure.

First, wf3rej temporarily removes the sky background from each input image (if
requested via the SKYSUB parameter in the CRREJTAB), usually computed using the
mode of each image. Sky subtraction is performed before any statistical checks are
made for cosmic rays. Next, wf3rej constructs an initial comparison image from each
sky-subtracted exposure. This comparison image can either be a median- or
minimum-value sky-subtracted image constructed from all the input images, and it
represents the “initial guess” of a cosmic-ray free image. The comparison image
serves as the basis for determining the statistical deviation of each pixel within the
input images. 

A detection threshold is then calculated for each pixel based on the comparison
image. 

τn σ2 noise value gain⁄+ scale val× ue( )2+( ) Tn
2⁄×=
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where:
-  is the sigma value used as the detection limit (CRSIGMAS), 
- noise is the readnoise in DN squared and gain is the e−/DN of the

amplifier used to read the pixel, 
- scale is the scale factor for the noise model,
-  is the exposure time for the input image, and 
- value is the pixel value (in DN) from the median or minimum

combined comparison image. 
The actual detection criterion for a cosmic ray is determined as:

where:
- pixn is the pixel value from input image n, 
- skyn is the sky background of image n, and 
- median is the median or minimum pixel value from the compari-

son image.
If , the pixel is flagged as a cosmic ray in the input image’s DQ array and is

ignored when images are summed together. Surrounding pixels within some
expansion radius (CRRADIUS) are marked as “SPILL” pixels and are given less
stringent detection thresholds.

When all input images have been processed, the values of the non-rejected pixels
are summed over all input images. Each pixel in the summed output array is then
scaled by the total exposure time:

where:
-  is the exposure time for image n, 
- is the mask value (0 for rejected pixels, 1 for good data)

for the n-th image at pixel (x, y), 
- T is the total exposure time (regardless of whether all input images

were used for that particular pixel). This corresponds to the value
recorded in the header keywords TEXPTIME and EXPTIME.

The following keywords are also derived from the variables in this equation:
- TEXPTIME = EXPTIME = T
- SKYSUM = 
- REJ_RATE =  averaged over all pixels
- NCOMBINE = n

The remaining keywords EXPSTART, EXPEND are updated based on the values
corresponding to the first and last input images, respectively.

In summary, the cosmic ray rejection task sums all non-rejected pixel values,
computes the true exposure time for that pixel, and scales the sum to correspond to the
total exposure time. The final scaled, cleaned pixel is written to the comparison image

σ
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to be used for the next iteration. This process is then repeated with increasingly
stringent detection thresholds, as specified by CRSIGMAS.

Cosmic Ray Rejection Table
wf3rej uses the Cosmic Ray Rejection parameter table (CRREJTAB) to determine

the number of iterations for cosmic-ray rejection, the sigma levels to use for each
iteration, and the spill radius to use during detection. This allows the rejection process
to be tuned to each detector and observation, with suitable defaults being applied
during pipeline processing. Observers may fine-tune the cosmic-ray rejection
parameters when manually reprocessing data with wf3rej by editing the CRREJTAB. 

The CRREJTAB reference file contains the basic parameters necessary for
performing cosmic-ray rejection. The column names and default values for the
CRREJTAB are given in Table 3.7. The appropriate row is selected based on the chip
being processed (CCDCHIP), the number of images into which the exposure was split
(CR-SPLIT), and the exposure time of each CR-SPLIT image (MEANEXP). If an
exact match is not found for the exposure time, the table row with the closest value is
used. If the CR-SPLIT value of the input images exceeds the values in the table, the
table row with the largest CR-SPLIT value will be used. The sky fitting algorithm is
controlled by the parameter SKYSUB, which can have values of “mode”, “mean” or
“none”. The “initial guess” image is created using the median or minimum value of
the input exposures, as specified by the value of INITGUES.

Cosmic-ray detection requires the specification of a threshold above which a pixel
value is considered a cosmic ray. This threshold was defined above as

and uses the sigma rejection thresholds . These sigmas
correspond to the CRSIGMAS column values in the CRREJTAB file. SCALENSE is a
multiplicative term (in percent) for the noise model and is given as scale in the
threshold equation above. This term can be useful when the pointing of the telescope
has changed by a small fraction of a pixel between images. Under such circumstances,
the undersampling of the image by the detector will cause stars to be mistakenly
rejected as cosmic rays if a scale noise term is not included. This is a crude but
effective step taken to satisfy the maxim of “do no harm”. However, for cases in which
there have been no image-to-image offsets or the image is locally well-sampled, this
will unduly bias against rejecting cosmic rays.

Pixels within a given radius, CRRADIUS, of a cosmic ray will also be treated as
cosmic rays. A less stringent rejection threshold, CRTHRESH, can be used for
detecting pixels adjacent to a cosmic ray. As for CRSIGMAS, CRTHRESH is also given
as a sigma value. If CRTHRESH is exceeded, pixels within the defined radius of the
cosmic ray will also be flagged. All pixels determined to be affected by a cosmic ray
will have their DQ values set to 8192, as described in Table 2.5.

τn σ2 constant×= σ
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Table 3.7:  Columns in cosmic-ray rejection parameter table.   

 3.5    Calibration of WFC3 Spectroscopic Data

WFC3 images obtained using any of the three grism elements require special
handling during pipeline calibration. calwf3 processing of grism images does not
include extraction or calibration of the spectra. This must be done off-line using
special tools.

The aXe software package was developed by the Space Telescope European
Coordinating Facility (ST-ECF) for use with ACS slitless modes, and can be used for
the reduction of WFC3 spectroscopic data. This package enables automatic and
reliable extraction of large numbers of spectra from individual images. WFC3 grism
data calibration and analysis, including an overview of aXe processing, is discussed in
Section 7.4. 

Column Name
Default 
Value

Contents

CRSPLIT - Number of exposures into which observation was split

CCDCHIP - Chip to which this conversion applies

MEANEXP - Average exposure time (sec) for each image

SCALENSE 30.0 Multiplicative term (in percent) for the noise model

INITGUES minimum Method for computing initial-guess image (minimum, median)

SKYSUB mode Sky fitting algorithm (mode, none)

CRSIGMAS 6.5, 5.5, 4.5 Rejection thresholds (sigma)

CRRADIUS 2.1 Radius (in pixels) for propagating cosmic ray

CRTHRESH 0.5555 Propagation factor

BADINPDQ 39 Data quality file bits to reject

CRMASK yes Flag CR-rejected pixels in input files?

The aXe software and documentation can be downloaded from:
http://axe.stsci.edu/

The aXe cookbook is also available for download from:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/WFC3_aXe_cookbook.pdf

http://axe.stsci.edu/
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/WFC3_aXe_cookbook.pdf
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A slitless Spectroscopy Workshop was held at STScI in November, 2010, with a
focus on using the aXe software. The Web cast for this event can be found at:

https://webcast.stsci.edu/webcast/searchresults.xhtml?searchtype=20&
eventid=141&sortmode=1

 3.6    When should I recalibrate my data?

The goal of the STScI WFC3 pipeline is to provide data calibrated to a level
suitable for initial evaluation and analysis for all users. When data sets are retrieved
from the Hubble Data Archive (HDA) they are always reprocessed from scratch using
the latest available calibration reference files and software updates. At times, however,
observers may require a detailed understanding of the calibrations and processing
applied to their data and the ability to repeat, often with improved products or
non-default processing options, the calibration process at their home institution. There
are several occasions when the data obtained from the HDA may not be ideal and
when off-line interactive processing by the user is required:

• when running calwf3 with personal versions of reference files or when using 
new reference files downloaded from the WFC3 Web site not yet available in 
the pipeline,

• when running calwf3 with non-default calibration parameter values,

• when images must be cleaned of artifacts such as new hot pixels or cos-
mic-rays that are not properly cleaned with automatic processing.

While the final drizzled images from MultiDrizzle are produced using parameters
that are suitable for a wide range of scientific applications, there are often times when
specific datasets would benefit significantly from further customized processing
off-line. For example, a different output pixel scale or image orientation may be
desired, image offsets may need to be refined, or cosmic-ray rejection parameters
might need to be slightly adjusted. The same versions of calwf3 and MultiDrizzle that
are used in the STScI pipeline are therefore also available to users in STSDAS and
PyRAF. MultiDrizzle provides a single-step interface to the complex suite of tasks in
the STSDAS dither package. It is built around the PyDrizzle software and therefore
needs to be executed within the PyRAF environment.

As noted above, if a user is interested in recalibrating existing data to simply take
advantage of the latest available calibration reference files or calwf3 software, this can
be accomplished by retrieving the datasets again from the HDA, where they will be
reprocessed using the On-The-Fly-Reprocessing (OTFR) system, thus avoiding the
need to reprocess themselves. This is the best way to obtain the advantages of any
recent software upgrades, because updates to calwf3 are only released to the public
once or twice per year as part of the STSDAS package.

Reprocessing data to use alternate reference files, however, must be done at the
user’s home institution. For example, during the early years of WFC3 use on-orbit, the
calibrations will naturally evolve, sometimes fairly rapidly. At times the WFC3 team
will release to the public “alpha” versions of new calibrations before they are finalized
and put into use in the STScI OTFR system. Alternatively, there may be times when a

https://webcast.stsci.edu/webcast/searchresults.xhtml?searchtype=20&eventid=141&sortmode=1
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user finds the need to use a custom bad pixel table to handle spurious conditions in
their datasets that aren’t covered by the standard bad pixel table used in the STScI
pipeline. On these types of occasions users can rerun their datasets through calwf3 or
MultiDrizzle using their own customized reference data. Examples of how to do this
are discussed below. 

 3.7    Manual Recalibration of WFC3 Data

 3.7.1  Requirements for Manual Recalibration

Retrieving Software and Input Data Files
If observers decide to recalibrate their WFC3 on their own, the following must be

available on their system:

• calwf3 software from the STSDAS hst_calib.wfc3 package

• MultiDrizzle and PyDrizzle from the STSDAS dither package

• PyRAF, to run MultiDrizzle and PyDrizzle, obtained from STScI

• Reference files obtained from the HDA, or custom versions

• Uncalibrated (raw) data files from the HDA

• Association (asn) table, if needed

• synphot data set, if needed for photometric calculations

 

Uncalibrated data and calibration reference files can be obtained from
the HDA: http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php

The most recent version of STSDAS, which includes the wfc3 package
required for reprocessing, can be downloaded from:
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/stsdas

The most recent versions of PyRAF, MultiDrizzle, and PyDrizzle can be
downloaded from:
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/pyraf/stsci_python

http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/pyraf/stsci_python
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/stsdas
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Setting up “iref”
Before any recalibration can be done, the user’s local directory containing the

calibration reference files must be defined for the software tasks. For WFC3, this
directory is referred to as “iref”. The raw image headers already contain the
appropriate keywords that list the reference file names that were assigned during
STScI pipeline processing. The user must simply define the location of the “iref”
directory in the Unix environment.

If done from the command line, this setup must be done in the same window in which
IRAF (or PyRAF) will be started. Setting “iref” from within IRAF will not work,
even though subsequently typing “show iref” would suggest it might. For
convenience, this setup command can be added to your .setenv file, so that the
iref environment variable will always be defined.

Selecting Calibration Switches
When retrieving data from the HDA, OTFR uses the latest available calibration

reference files by default. In order to use non-default reference files, manual
recalibration is required. The calibration reference file keywords will need to be
updated manually in the raw data files with the desired file names before running
calwf3. In addition, the user can choose to change which calibration steps are
performed by calwf3 by resetting the values of the calibration switch keywords. These
keywords are listed in Table 3.8 along with their default values as used in the STScI
pipeline. To change the values of any of the keyword switches, use a FITS keyword
editor, such as the IRAF hedit task:

setenv iref /mydisk/myiref/

cl> hedit myfile_raw.fits[0] darkcorr omit
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Table 3.8:  Calibration switch and default settings.  

Set Up to Run the PHOTCORR Step
calwf3 does not alter the units of the pixels in the image when calculating

photometric information. Instead it calculates and writes the inverse sensitivity
conversion factors (PHOTFLAM and PHOTFNU) and the ST magnitude scale zero
point (PHOTZPT) into header keywords in the calibrated data files. Refer to
subsections on PHOTCORR in Section 3.4.2 (UVIS) and Section 3.4.3 (IR) for more
information.

To compute values for the photometric keywords during the PHOTCORR step,
calwf3 uses the STSDAS synthetic photometry package, synphot, which requires
accessing two reference files, GRAPHTAB and COMPTAB, which are included in the
synphot data set. This data set must be installed on the user’s system if this step is to
be performed during recalibration (see Section 4.5.1 of the Introduction to the HST

Switch Description Criteria

DQICORR Data Quality Array Initialization DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

ATODCORR Analog-to-Digital Correction DEFAULT = ‘OMIT’

ZSIGCORR Zero-read Signal Correction (IR) DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

BLEVCORR CCD Overscan Region Subtraction 
(UVIS) or Reference Pixel Bias 
Correction (IR)

DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

BIASCORR Bias Image Subtraction (UVIS) DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

FLSHCORR Post-flash Image Subtraction (UVIS) DEFAULT = ‘OMIT’

CRCORR Cosmic Ray Rejection UVIS: If CRSPLIT or NRPTEXP > 1 
then ‘PERFORM’, else ‘OMIT’
IR: DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

ZOFFCORR Zero-read Image Subtraction (IR) DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

NLINCORR Non-linearity Correction (IR) DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

DARKCORR Dark Image Subtraction DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

FLATCORR Flat Field Correction DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

SHADCORR Shutter Shading Correction (UVIS) DEFAULT = ‘OMIT’

UNITCORR Units Conversion (IR) DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

PHOTCORR Photometric Processing DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

RPTCORR Repeat-Obs Processing (IR) If NRPTEXP > 1 then ‘PERFORM’, 
else ‘OMIT’

EXPSCORR Full calibration of individual 
exposures in an association

DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

DRIZCORR Drizzle Processing DEFAULT = ‘PERFORM’

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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Data Handbooks). In order for calwf3 to access the synphot files, environment
variables pointing to the local synphot directories must be defined as follows: 

Bypassing the PHOTCORR Step
The synphot data set contains numerous files that are updated on a regular basis,

making it cumbersome for the user to maintain. A simple alternative is to set the
PHOTCORR calibration switch to “OMIT” in the primary header of the raw file. This
avoids the need for downloading and maintaining your own copy of the synphot data
files. The user may then simply copy the photometric keyword values from the
previously calibrated data files into the raw file header and then run calwf3, skipping
the PHOTCORR step. This is shown in the examples in 3.7.2.

Speed of Pipeline Processing
Reprocessing WFC3 UVIS and IR datasets can stress some computing platforms

because of the potentially large data volume and CPU-intensive calculations. Great
care has been taken to minimize the memory requirements of the pipeline software.
Line-by-line I/O used during UVIS processing is particularly useful when more than
one image is operated on at a time, such as during flat-field application or combining
images. Unfortunately, this places an extra burden on the I/O capabilities of the
computer. calwf3 requires up to 130MB of memory to process a full-frame UVIS
image and up to 250MB for an IR exposure containing a full set of 16 non-destructive
reads. MultiDrizzle requires up to 400MB.

Timing tests for processing WFC3 datasets using calwf3 are given in Table 3.9.
Geometric correction or dither-combining using MultiDrizzle will take extra time,
because these are performed separately. The CPU usage column reports the amount of
time the CPU was active and reflects the amount of time waiting for disk I/O. WFC3
observers should keep these requirements in mind when securing computing resources
for data processing.

setenv crrefer /mydisk/mycrrefer/

setenv mtab /mydisk/mymtab/

setenv crotacomp /mydisk/mycrotacomp/

setenv crwfc3comp /mydisk/mycrwfc3comp/

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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Table 3.9:  Timing tests for running calwf3 alone (no drizzling). 

 3.7.2 calwf3 Examples
This section presents several examples of calwf3 reprocessing. The boxes show

commands and output to the screen. The lines beginning with the “iraf>” symbol,
indicate commands typed into IRAF or PyRAF. Lines with no symbol indicate output
from IRAF.

Example 1: Reprocessing a Single Exposure
The following example uses hypothetical UVIS observations of a stellar cluster,

observed with the F814W filter. The exposures are CR-SPLIT into two exposures of
20 seconds each. The association table for this observation is
i8bt07020_asn.fits. Typing “tprint i8bt07020_asn.fits” reveals
the rootnames of the individual exposures: i8bt07oyq and i8bt07ozq.

For the purposes of this first example, assume that the observer desires to reprocess
only one of these exposures. This example illustrates the steps required to reprocess a
single exposure after changing the bias reference file from the default value to a file
specified by the user.

1. We assume here that the user has followed the instructions in the sec-
tion See “Setting up “iref”” on page 68. We also assume that calibra-
tion reference files were obtained as part of the HDA request, and are
stored in the local “iref” directory (i.e., “/mydisk/myiref/”).
In this example, the directory “/mydisk/” contains the pipeline
data. 

2. To see what bias reference file is currently in use, use hedit. Note
that the period used after the third argument is required.   

3. Next, edit the primary image header of the raw file to reflect the
name of the new bias file.

Dataset Run Time

Dell Optiplex GX280, P4 3.2GHz CPU, 1GB RAM, SATA (SCSI) HD

UVIS Assoc. CR-SPLIT=2 (full-frame, unbinned) 2m 45s

Single UVIS (full-frame, unbinned) 0m 50s

Single IR (NSAMP=16) 1m 25s

iraf> hedit i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0] BIASFILE . 

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0], BIASFILE = iref$s4r1753rj_bia.fits

iraf> hedit i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0] BIASFILE iref$mybias.fits verify-

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0], BIASFILE: iref$s4r1753rj_bia.fits-> iref$mybias.fits

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0] updated
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4. Now set the PHOTCORR processing step to “OMIT” and copy the
photometric keyword values from the previously calibrated image to
the raw image. Notice that the PHOTCORR keyword resides in the
primary header of the FITS file, while the remaining PHOT*
keywords are located in the SCI image extension headers (see Tables
2.7 and 2.8). Alternately, the user may keep track of these numbers in
any other preferred manner. Most users will only require knowledge
of the PHOTFLAM or PHOTFNU keywords for photometric
calibration. Setting PHOTCORR=OMIT allows users to skip this
synphot-based calibration step (see See “Bypassing the
PHOTCORR Step” on page 70 for more information). 

5. Within the directory containing the pipeline products
(“/mydisk/”), create the subdirectory “recal”. Copy the raw file
to this subdirectory, and “cd” to it.

6. Finally, load the package stsdas.hst_calib.wfc3 and run calwf3 on
the single raw exposure. 

The product will be a single calibrated image with the “_flt” file name suffix.

Example 2: Reprocessing Multiple Exposures within an Association
This example uses the same data from Example 1 and illustrates the steps required

to reprocess a WFC3 association after changing the bias reference file from the default
value to a file specified by the user. The steps required are similar to the previous
example, with a few modifications. IRAF output comments that are similar to
Example 1 have been omitted.

iraf> hedit i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0] PHOTCORR omit verify-

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0], PHOTCORR: PERFORM -> omit

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[0] updated

iraf> hedit i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1] phot* .

i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1], PHOTMODE = "WFC3 UVIS1 F814W"

i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1], PHOTFLAM = 1.3260861E-19

i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1], PHOTZPT = -2.1100000E+01

i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1], PHOTPLAM = 8.1209805E+03

i8bt07oyq_flt.fits[1], PHOTBW = 7.0114880E+02

iraf> hedit i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[1] PHOTFLAM 1.3260861e-19 verify-

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[1],PHOTFLAM: 0.000000E+00 -> 1.3260861E-19

i8bt07oyq_raw.fits[1] updated

iraf> stsdas.hst_calib

iraf> wfc3

iraf> calwf3 i8bt07oyq_raw.fits
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1. First, look at the contents of the association (asn) table.

2. To see what bias reference file is currently in use, use hedit.

3. Edit the primary image header of all the raw images to reflect the
name of the new bias file.

4. Set the PHOTCORR processing step to “OMIT” and copy the photo-
metric keywords from the calibrated to the raw file (see See
“Bypassing the PHOTCORR Step” on page 70 for more informa-
tion). 

5. Within the directory containing the pipeline products
(“/mydisk/”), create the subdirectory “recal”, copy the raw and
asn files to this subdirectory, and “cd” to this directory.

6. Finally, run calwf3 on the image association. 

Note: If this command is executed in the same directory in which you have run the
previous example, then one of the flt files will already exist and calwf3 will not
overwrite existing images. Either delete the existing flt file, move it to a separate
directory, or rename it.

The products will be two separate calibrated flt images
(i8bt07oyq_flt.fits, i8bt07oyq_flt.fits) and a single CR-combined
crj image (i8bt07021_crj.fits).

iraf> tprint i8bt07020_asn.fits

# MEMNAME       MEMTYPE        MEMPRSNT

i8bt07oyq       EXP-CRJ        yes

i8bt07ozq       EXP-CRJ        yes

i8bt07021       PROD-CRJ       yes

iraf> hedit i8bt07*raw.fits[0] biasfile . 

iraf> hedit i8bt07*raw.fits[0] biasfile iref$mybias.fits verify-

iraf> hedit i8bt07*raw.fits[0] PHOTCORR omit verify-

iraf> hedit i8bt07*flt.fits[1] phot* . 

iraf> hedit i8bt07*raw.fits[1] PHOTFLAM 1.3260861e-19 verify-

iraf> stsdas.hst_calib

iraf> wfc3

iraf> calwf3 i8bt07020_asn.fits
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Example 3: Reprocessing Images taken as part of a Dither Pattern
The following example uses IR images that are part of a 2-point line dither pattern.

This example illustrates the steps required to reprocess images that are part of a dither
pattern using a non-default dark reference file. The steps are similar to Example 2, but
the format of the association and the data products are unique.

1. First, look at the contents of the image association (asn) file.

2. To see what dark reference file is currently in use, use hedit.

3. Edit the primary image header of all the raw files to reflect the name
of the new dark reference file.

4. Set the PHOTCORR processing step to “OMIT” and copy the photo-
metric keywords from the calibrated to the raw file (see See
“Bypassing the PHOTCORR Step” on page 70 for more informa-
tion).

5. Within the directory containing the pipeline products
(“/mydisk/”), create the subdirectory “recal”, copy the raw and
asn files to this subdirectory, and “cd” to this directory.

6. Finally, run calwf3 on the image association.

The output products will be two separate calibrated datasets, consisting of ima and
flt files for each of the input images. In subsequent processing (see Chapter 4 for

iraf> tprint i8e654010_asn.fits

# MEMNAME      MEMTYPE        MEMPRSNT

i8e654c0q      EXP-DTH        yes

i8e654c4q      EXP-DTH        yes

i8e654010      PROD-DTH       yes

iraf> hedit i8e654*raw.fits[0] darkfile .

iraf> hedit i8e654*raw.fits[0] darkfile iref$mydark.fits verify-

iraf> hedit i8e654*raw.fits[0] PHOTCORR omit verify-

iraf> hedit i8e654*flt.fits[0] phot* . 

iraf> hedit i8e654*raw.fits[0] PHOTFLAM 7.7792272e-20 verify-

iraf> stsdas.hst_calib

iraf> wfc3

iraf> calwf3 i8e654010_asn.fits
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details), MultiDrizzle can be used to combine the two flt files into a single drz
image (i8e654010_drz.fits).

Example 4: Reprocessing IR data to reject data from entire 
readouts 

The following example is for a hypothetical IR exposure that has some number of
individual readouts affected by an anomaly, such as scattered Earth light. In this
example we reprocess the raw data using calwf3 after flagging all the pixels in the last
3 readouts of the exposure, so that the data from those readouts is not used in the ramp
fitting process (CRCORR step). A convenient data quality flag value to use is 256,
which causes the ramp fitting step to ignore any flagged reads as if the data were
saturated.

Raw WFC3 FITS files contain null DQ arrays, so it is not possible to directly edit
the pixel values in the DQ extensions of the raw files. Instead, the DQ extension
keyword “pixvalue” is modified, which will cause all pixels within the DQ extensions
to take on that value when the raw files are read into calwf3. The modified raw image
file is then processed normally with calwf3.

1. Edit the value of the “pixvalue” keyword in the DQ extensions corre-
sponding to the last 3 readouts of the exposure.

2. Reprocess the modified raw image with calwf3

iraf> hedit ia2k19k6q_raw.fits[dq,1] pixvalue 256

iraf> hedit ia2k19k6q_raw.fits[dq,2] pixvalue 256

iraf> hedit ia2k19k6q_raw.fits[dq,3] pixvalue 256

iraf> calwf3 ia2k19k6q_raw.fits



CHAPTER 4:

WFC3 Images:
Distortion Correction

and MultiDrizzle
In this chapter. . .

 4.1    WFC3 Geometric Distortion

WFC3 images exhibit significant geometric distortion, similar to that seen in ACS
images. The required folding, with powered optics, of the light paths in both channels
to fit within the instrument’s optical-bench envelope results in substantial tilts of the
focal surfaces with respect to the chief rays. The WFC3 UVIS detector is tilted at ~21°
about one of its diagonals, producing a rhomboidal elongation of ~7%. The IR
detector has a ~24° tilt about its x-axis, creating a rectangular elongation of ~10%. 

If these were the only distortions, they would not present much difficulty: their
impacts on photometry, mosaicking, or dithering could be computed simply. More
problematic, however, is the variation of plate scale across each detector. For the
WFC3 UVIS and IR channels, this variation in plate scale amounts to a change of
3.5% and 2%, respectively, over the full field. Hence the area on the sky covered by a
UVIS pixel varies by about 7% from corner to corner, and about 4% for the IR
channel. 

Dithering and mosaicking are complicated by the fact that an integer pixel shift
near the center of the detector will translate into a non-integer displacement for pixels
near the edges. Even this is not a fundamental difficulty, but will imply some
computational complexity in registering and correcting images. All of these

4.1 WFC3 Geometric Distortion / 76

4.2 MultiDrizzle: Distortion Correction and Dither Combination / 79

4.3 MultiDrizzle Examples / 82
76
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considerations make it necessary to obtain accurate measurements of the distortions.
The orientations of the WFC3 detector edges for both detectors are at approximately
45° with respect to the V2 and V3 coordinate axes of the telescope. Figure 2.2 of the
WFC3 Instrument Handbook shows the WFC3 apertures in the telescope’s V2,V3
reference frame. For a telescope roll angle of zero this would correspond to an on-sky
view with the V3-axis aligned with north and the V2-axis with east.

The first on-orbit measurements of the geometric distortion for the WFC3
detectors were made during SMOV (Servicing Mission Observatory Verification).
Astrometric fields in 47 Tuc (NGC 104) and the LMC were observed with multiple
offsets in programs 11444 (UVIS, filter F606W) and 11445 (IR, filter F160W). The
distortion solutions have since been improved by incorporating observations taken
during Cycle 17, where the globular cluster Omega Centauri (NGC 5139) was
observed in multiple filters in program 11911 (UVIS) and 11928 (IR). 

See WFC3 ISR 2009-33, WFC3 ISR 2009-34 to support the use of MultiDrizzle to
produce distortion-corrected images (see the MultiDrizzle Handbook).

 4.1.1  The UVIS Channel
Figure 4.1 illustrates the shape of the UVIS channel field of view as projected onto

the sky. As noted above, its rhomboidal shape is due primarily to the diagonal tilt of
the CCD focal plane with respect to the chief ray (see Figure 1.1). The angle between
the x- and y-axes is ~86.1°. The field diagonals are tilted slightly from the V2- and
V3-axes. There is a ~1.2 arcsec gap between the two CCD chips. The crosses in the
diagram indicate where points in the image would be located without non-linear
distortion, and the vectors, scaled up by a factor of 10, indicate the actual locations of
the points on the sky, including the non-linear distortion components.

The corner displacements are about 140 pixels, corresponding to 5.5 arcsec. The
principal effect is the diagonal variation of scale. At the center of UVIS1 (CCD
CHIP1), the scale in the x-direction is 0.0396 arcsec/pixel, and 0.0393 arcsec/pixel in
the y-direction. For UVIS2 (CCD CHIP2), these scales are 0.0400 arcsec/pixel, and
0.0398 arcsec/pixel, respectively. UVIS1 forms a slightly distorted rectangle 162 × 81
arcsec in size, while UVIS2 subtends 164 × 81 arcsec.

The resulting variation of the projected pixel area on the sky requires corrections to
photometry of point sources using images that have not been distortion corrected. See
Section 7.2.3 and WFC3 ISR 2010-08 for a discussion on the effects of the pixel area
map on photometry. 

Users can download the IDCTAB from the following Web site:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/idctab_lbn

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/idctab_lbn
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/wfc3_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-33.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-34.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/multidrizzle/multidrizzle_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-08.pdf
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Figure 4.1:   Linear Components (crosses) and non-linear components (vectors, magnified by 10) 
of the geometric distortion on the WFC3-UVIS detector.   

 4.1.2  The IR Channel
The IR detector field of view is nominally concentric with the UVIS field, but

subtends a somewhat smaller area on the sky, 136 × 123 arcsec. The detector tilt is
about the x-axis (USER1), so the projected aperture shape is nearly a rectangle, with
the angle between the x- and y-axes on the sky nearly 90°, as shown by the outline in
Figure 4.2. At field center, the x- and y-scales are 0.135 and 0.121 arcsec/pixel,
respectively. A vector plot of the deviation from linearity is also shown in Figure 4.2,
where the deviations have been magnified by a factor of 10 for illustrative purposes.
The largest deviation is 10 pixels, corresponding to about 1.4 arcsec. 
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Figure 4.2:  Linear components (crosses) and non-linear components (vectors, magnified by 10) 
of the geometric distortion on the WFC3-IR detector.  

 4.2    MultiDrizzle: Distortion Correction and Dither 
Combination

 4.2.1  Why drizzle?
Images produced by both WFC3 channels are affected by considerable geometric

distortion, introduced by the tilt of the image surface with respect to the chief ray. This
is compounded by non-linear terms that produce changes across the field of view in
both plate scale and area subtended by the pixels. MultiDrizzle relies on the Image
Distortion Correction Table (IDCTAB) reference file for a description of the WFC3
distortion model. (Other reference files to correct for filter dependence and time
dependence will be added as on-orbit measurements are made.) Using the task
“makewcs”, MultiDrizzle interprets the distortion model, updates the headers, and
provides the drizzle task with the information needed to resample the data.

MultiDrizzle automatically produces images that are both astrometrically and
photometrically accurate. The drizzling process removes the geometric distortion and
leaves the sky flat, so photometry of any sources in “_drz” images is uniform across
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the image. This is not true of the calibrated flt data products, and therefore a
field-dependent correction factor is needed to 1.) achieve uniformity in the measured
counts of an object across the field, and 2.) match the output drizzled counts. This
correction is called the Pixel Area Map and simply reflects the area of the pixels at the
location of the source. By multiplying the flt images by the pixel area map, users
will recover the same counts on flt and drz images.

The MultiDrizzle software was designed to provide a seamless, integrated
approach to using the various tasks in the IRAF/STSDAS dither package to correct
images for distortion and to register, clean, and optimally combine dithered
observations. The algorithm, known as Variable-Pixel Linear Reconstruction (or
informally as drizzle), was developed by Fruchter & Hook (2002) to combine
under-sampled dithered images of the Hubble Deep Field and has now been
implemented as part of standard processing by the HST calibration pipeline.

Drizzling can be used to combine both dithered and mosaicked exposures.
Mosaicking is performed with the aim of increasing the area of sky covered, usually to
provide a seamless joining of contiguous frames. Dithering is employed in imaging
programs for several reasons, including:

• removal of hot pixels and other detector blemishes

• improving sampling of the PSF

• improving photometric accuracy by averaging over flat-fielding errors

• bridging over the gap between the chips in the UVIS channel

 4.2.2  Pipeline products
All WFC3 data taken in orbit will be automatically corrected for geometric

distortion with MultiDrizzle during OTFR pipeline processing. This correction was
implemented in the OPUS pipeline for WFC3 on February 4, 2010, and the drizzled
data products make use of the latest on-orbit distortion solutions and MultiDrizzle
parameter tables, as given by the IDCTAB and MDRIZTAB reference files.

MultiDrizzle can process single as well as dithered exposures taken with both
UVIS and IR detectors. Dithered exposures are combined through the use of
association tables (see Section 2.1.2 for more information).

To understand the processing which took place in the pipeline, it can be helpful to
inspect the MultiDrizzle parameter table or MDRIZTAB. Drizzled products obtained
from the archive have been processed using a default set of parameters, as specified in
the MDRIZTAB. These parameters work best for observations which were obtained as

Users can download the latest IDCTAB and MDRIZTAB using the links
given below:
WFC3 Distortion Coefficients Tables and 
WFC3 Multidrizzle Parameters Tables

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/SIfileInfo/WFC3/WFC3distcoeff
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/SIfileInfo/WFC3/WFC3multidrizzle
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-08.pdf
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2002PASP..114..144F
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part of a pre-defined observing pattern and thus are `associated' in the pipeline via an
association table (“_asn”).

For example, images which were obtained using a sub-pixel dither box pattern are
usually aligned to better than 0.1 pixels and have highly accurate cosmic-ray flags. For
images obtained in separate visits, the image alignment and cosmic-ray flagging must
usually be fine-tuned through manual reprocessing (see Section 5.2.3 for details).
When a sub-pixel dither pattern has been used, the final drizzle sampling can be
fine-tuned to produce images with improved overall resolution. The pipeline uses
coarse values for both the output pixel size (scale) and drizzling kernel (pixfrac). This
speeds up processing of the pipeline and is sufficient to give the user a very good
quick view of the field. However, when the user has subsampled dithered data,
rerunning MultiDrizzle manually can be useful to derive a more optimal set of
parameters.

The calibration steps for both UVIS and IR images performed by MultiDrizzle
include the following:

• Correct the geometric distortion

• Determine the parameters necessary for aligning dithered images via the 
header World Coordinate System

• Perform cosmic-ray rejection using the flt files as input

• Convert the UVIS data from units of electrons to electrons per second (IR data 
are already in e−/s)

• Combine calibrated dithered observations into a single product

Using the flt files produced with calwf3 as input, MultiDrizzle performs the
geometric distortion correction on all individual images (dithered or not), carries out
cosmic-ray rejection (if multiple images exist), and combines dithered images into a
single output image with the drz file name suffix. For UVIS exposures, MultiDrizzle
combines the data from both chips into a single image.

MultiDrizzle is built around the script PyDrizzle, which is capable of aligning
images and correcting for geometric distortion, but does not remove cosmic rays.
MultiDrizzle supersedes the crj processing done by calwf3 and uses the individual
flt files directly as input, performing cosmic-ray rejection in the process of
producing the final drizzled image. This has significant advantages in cases where
small numbers of CR-SPLIT images were obtained at a small number of different
dither positions, because MultiDrizzle will use all the information from all the flt
files to produce the best cosmic-ray rejection. The resulting drizzled images should
generally be useful for science as-is, although subsequent reprocessing off-line may be
desirable in some cases to optimize the data for specific scientific applications.
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 4.2.3  Documentation
Extensive documentation on the MultiDrizzle software is available via the

MultiDrizzle Handbook (Fruchter & Sosey et al. 2009).

The handbook provides a description of the mathematical algorithms used by the
software, a discussion of how the astrometric header information is used to align
images, and an overview of the separate IRAF/STSDAS tasks and parameters linked
together by the MultiDrizzle interface.

 4.3    MultiDrizzle Examples

 4.3.1  IR MultiDrizzle example
This example, was prepared for the HST Calibration Workshop (Mutchler, M.

2010, HST Calibration Workshop), using data from the HST program 12050 (HH 901),
but can be used for any mosaic data sets from the HST Wide Field Camera 3 infrared
channel (WFC3/IR). A complete and well-documented set of drizzled output images,
prepared by the author for all UVIS and IR filters, are available as High Level Science
Products (HLSP) in the Multimission Archive at STScI (MAST): 

http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/carina 

MultiDrizzle: pipeline versus offline 
The MultiDrizzle table (MDRIZTAB) sets parameters for pipeline drizzling, but

the user can often produce more optimal results offline by setting parameters tailored
to the characteristics of a specific data set, as illustrated here. Data quality flags are
generated by steps within the WFC3 calibration pipeline (calwf3), and are stored in
the DQ arrays of the flt images used as input for MultiDrizzle. All of the flagged
pixels would be excluded during drizzling, but by setting bits (summing any flag types
to be included), the user can control which pixels are excluded. For example, the user
may set bits=4864 to include pipeline-rejected pixels (flag=4096), saturated pixels
(flag=256), and dust motes (flag=512) for an IR data set that did not employ a dither
pattern large enough to span them. 

The pipeline parameters are generic values set to run on every WFC3 image. Thus
the pipeline drz images should be considered quick-look products. Using the basic
WFC3 pipeline calibrations (bias, dark, flat), and the “on-the-fly” (OTFR)

Download the MultiDrizzle Handbook from the following Web
site:http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents
http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/carina
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pipeline-calibrated archival flt images from the HST archive (MAST) as input users
can run MultiDrizzle offline. A common reason for reprocessing is to take advantage
of subsampled data sets that can be drizzled offline to smaller pixel scales, using a
smaller pixel scale and drop fraction (pixfrac), to fully extract all the spatial
information contained in them. Similarly, mosaic data sets must be drizzled offline to
align and combine images from many different visits (various pointings or different
epochs). 

Getting started: input images and distortion tables 
The sample commands below are shown at a PyRAF prompt (so IRAF commands

can also be used), but MultiDrizzle can also be run with python syntax (see the
MultiDrizzle Handbook section 5.4). De-archive a set of calibrated flt images using
data from the HST program 12050 (HH 901): typically using the same instrument
modes and filter, with exposure times within 20% of each other. Make an input list in
your working directory: 

Download the latest distortion reference table, and specify it’s path name in your
image headers (IDCTAB keyword). You may wish to make your own local iref
directory and add reference files there: 

MultiDrizzle and the core drizzle task (Fruchter & Hook, 2002) are available in
the STSDAS dither package. Load multidrizzle and set parameters as suggested
below. Parameters can be saved in a “par” file to record and reuse them later, or a
command script can be used to quickly make parameter changes and iteratively
reprocess images. The initial run produces the single sci images needed to measure
shifts. 

pyraf> ls i*flt.fits > list_flt_f128n

Users can download the latest distortion reference table from the follow-
ing Web site: http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/lbn_archive/

pyraf> ls i*flt.fits > list_flt_f128n

pyraf> mkdir iref 

pyraf> set iref = "/grp/hst/cdbs/iref/" (STScI iref, or make 
your own) 

pyraf> hedit i*flt.fts[0] IDCTAB 
"iref$t20100519_ir_idc.fits" 

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/lbn_archive/
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Image registration and shift file 
MultiDrizzle uses the World Coordinate System (WCS) information in each image

header to align the images. However, any data set including images taken in different
visits or epochs will have small misalignments between visits, due to errors in the
cataloged positions of the different guide stars used. Objects in the overlaps between
different pointings can be used to measure “delta” shifts and rotations in each image or
update the World Coordinate System in each image. These shifts and rotations can
then be used to register the images for drizzle combination. Initial shifts can be
quickly measured by visually selecting a few ideal objects (e.g. stars which are
unsaturated and uncontaminated by cosmic rays) in the undistorted single_sci
images produced by the driz_separate step. The results must be put into a shiftfile
with the following format:  

After applying the initial x,y shifts (in the 2nd and 3rd columns above), tweakshifts
or geomap can be run on the single_sci images to further refine the shifts, and
also solve for small rotational or scale offsets (the 3rd and 4th columns in the shift
file).

# frame: output 

# refimage: ibdz21mcq_wcs.fits 

# form: delta 

# units: pixels 

ibdz21mcq_flt.fits 0.00 0.00 0.0 1.0 

ibdz21mhq_flt.fits 0.02 0.01 0.0 1.0 

ibdz21mnq_flt.fits -0.11 -0.04 0.0 1.0 

ibdz21msq_flt.fits -0.06 0.00 0.0 1.0 

ibdz22h9q_flt.fits -1.76 4.49 0.0 1.0 

ibdz22heq_flt.fits -1.76 4.51 0.0 1.0 

ibdz22hiq_flt.fits -1.78 4.49 0.0 1.0 

ibdz22hnq_flt.fits -1.79 4.49 0.0 1.0 

ibdz23hsq_flt.fits -1.77 3.11 0.0 1.0 

ibdz23hxq_flt.fits -1.75 3.09 0.0 1.0 

ibdz23i1q_flt.fits -1.98 2.92 0.0 1.0 

ibdz23i6q_flt.fits -1.94 2.99 0.0 1.0 

ibdz25wdq_flt.fits 1.72 12.22 0.0 1.0 

ibdz25wiq_flt.fits 1.71 12.20 0.0 1.0 

ibdz25wmq_flt.fits 1.70 12.16 0.0 1.0 

ibdz25wrq_flt.fits 1.77 12.22 0.0 1.0 
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Key drizzling parameters 
The following are a key subset of MultiDrizzle parameters optimized for an IR

mosaic dataset, with output at both the native detector pixel scale, and an enhanced
scale:   

pyraf> epar multidrizzle 

multidrizzle.mdriztab = no # ignore pipeline parameters 

multidrizzle.clean = no # keep intermediate files for inspection 

multidrizzle.ra = ’161.02219’ # convenient to fix central coords 

multidrizzle.dec = ’-59.49465’ 

multidrizzle.build = no # separate SCI and WHT output files 

multidrizzle.shiftfile = ’shifts_f128n.txt’ # apply your shifts 

multidrizzle.static = no # sometimes flags real features 

multidrizzle.skysub = no # handle sky subtraction offline? 

multidrizzle.driz_separate = yes 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_outnx = 2806 # 6 arcminutes on each side 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_outny = 2806 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_kernel = ’square’ # better than turbo 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_scale = 0.1283 # specify explicitly 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_pixfrac = 1.0 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_rot = 0.0 # rotate North up,East left 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_fillval = 99999.9 # arbitrary high value 

multidrizzle.driz_sep_bits = 4352 # 4864 to include dust motes 

multidrizzle.median = yes 

multidrizzle.combine_type = ’median’ 

multidrizzle.combine_nlow = 0 

multidrizzle.combine_nhigh = 0 # 0 suppress motes, persistence 

multidrizzle.combine_lthresh = -8.8 # exclude fill values 

multidrizzle.combine_hthresh = 8888.8 # exclude fill values

multidrizzle.blot = yes 

multidrizzle.driz_cr = yes 

multidrizzle.driz_cr_snr = ’10.0 8.0’ # set high for IR, no CRs 

multidrizzle.driz_cr_scale = ’1.2 0.7’ 

multidrizzle.driz_combine = yes 

multidrizzle.final_wht_type = ’EXP’ 
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Drizzle to native scale, and make a scaled sum image (Figure 4.3) for diagnostic
purposes:  

Although this observing program did not employ an optimally subsampling dither
pattern, much of the nebula resides in the overlap areas with extra sampling, so the
following is an example of drizzling to enhance resolution. The smaller pixel scale is
62% of the detector pixel scale, and happens to be conveniently twice the UVIS scale.
Also note the smaller pixfrac “drop size” and alternate kernel: 

Inspecting output and iteration 
To visually verify the quality of your drizzled output, blink your drz_sci,

drz_weight, and drz_sum images (Figure 4.3) to look for signs of bad rejections
(too much or too little), misregistration, or other signs that some parameters may need
to be adjusted. The median image produced by MultiDrizzle is also worth inspecting:
it is used to identify cosmic rays and other bad pixels to be rejected, so it should look

multidrizzle.final_outnx = 2806 

multidrizzle.final_outny = 2806 

multidrizzle.final_kernel = ’square’ # try different kernels 

multidrizzle.final_wt_scl = ’exptime’ 

multidrizzle.final_scale = 0.1283 

multidrizzle.final_pixfrac = 1.0 

multidrizzle.final_rot = 0.0 # rotate North up, East left 

multidrizzle.final_fillval = 0.0 

multidrizzle.final_bits = 4352 # same as single drizzle 

multidrizzle.crbit = 0 # don’t record rejections in flt DQ arrays

pyraf> multidrizzle input=’@list_flt_f128n’ 
output=’hh901_wfc3_f128n’ 

pyraf> epar imcombine 

imcombine.combine = ’sum’ 

imcombine.reject = ’none’ 

imcombine.lthreshold = -8.8 # exclude fill values 

imcombine.hthreshold = 8888.8 # exclude fill values 

pyraf> imcombine *single_sci.fits temp_sumN.fits 

pyraf> imcalc temp_sumN.fits hh901_wfc3_f128n_drz_sum.fits 
"im1/4" 

pyraf> multidrizzle input=’@list_flt_f128n’ 
output=’hh901x_wfc3_f128n’ final_scale=0.07920 
final_pixfrac=0.8 final_kernel=’gaussian’ 
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almost as good as the final drizzled image. The rms of the exposure weight map (drz
weight) should typically be under 30% of the mean, to ensure photometric consistency
throughout the image. Several trial and error iterations of are typically required to
arrive at optimal results. 

Figure 4.3:  F128N sum image, which shows the relationships between IR detector features, 
pointing overlaps, and the target. Blinking this image against the clean drizzled output and the 
corresponding exposure weight map provides a good initial diagnostic inspection. 

One quadrant of the mosaic is rotated with respect to the others: that pointing failed initially, and had to be 
repeated several weeks later with a different nominal roll angle. 

More examples on how to use MultiDrizzle with WFC3 data will be
made available on the following Web site:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/driz_examples

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/driz_examples
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Meanwhile, users may also find the examples included in Chapter 6 of the
MultiDrizzle Handbook (Fruchter & Sosey et al. 2009) useful. The examples
developed for the ACS CCDs in Section 6.2 may be used as a guide for reprocessing
images from the WFC3 UVIS detector. Example 1 describes the steps required to
improve the final drizzle sampling, Example 2 describes how to refine the image
alignment (especially important for images obtained in separate visits), and Example 3
describes how to fine-tune the cosmic-ray flagging and create an image mosaic. For
WFC3-IR images, the NICMOS example in Section 6.3 may be used as a guide for
reprocessing.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/multidrizzle


CHAPTER 5:

WFC3-UVIS Error
Sources

In this chapter. . .

 5.1    Gain and Read Noise

 5.1.1  Gain
Electrons that accumulate in the CCD wells are read out and converted to data

numbers (DNs), often called Analog-to-Digital Units (ADUs), by the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The ADC output is a 16-bit number, producing a maximum of
65,535 DN for each pixel. A straightforward scheme in which one DN corresponded
to one electron would make it impossible to measure signals larger than 65,535
electrons. Hence the conversion gain parameter provides a way of adjusting the scale
so that multiple counts correspond to a single DN, allowing larger numbers of
electrons to be measured. The conversion gain is defined as the number of electrons
per DN. 

Although it is possible to operate the WFC3 CCD detector at gains of 1, 1.5, 2, and
4 e–/DN, only a gain of 1.5 e–/DN is supported. This gain permits sampling of the
entire dynamic range of the detectors, with negligible impact on the readout noise. The
gains for the WFC3 CCDs measured during Cycle 17 are summarized in Table 5.1
(from WFC3 ISR Borders in prep). The gains were measured via the standard
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mean-variance technique: the inverse slope of the mean signal level plotted versus the
variance yields the gain. 

Table 5.1:  WFC3-UVIS Gains

 5.1.2  Read Noise
The read noise level in the science area pixels of bias frames for all of the

amplifiers at the default gain setting was measured during SMOV (WFC3 ISR
2009-26). Table 5.2 shows the results obtained at the default gain setting of 1.5 e–/DN.
The read noise was found to be stable to 1%, 0.4%, 0.7%, and 0.8%, for amps A,B,C,
& D, respectively (based on measurements through the end of August 2009).

Table 5.2:  WFC3-UVIS readout noise (e–) and uncertainty for normal and binned 
modes.

A preliminary analysis of the statistical behavior of the WFC3 ADCs shows some
tendency for the least significant bit to be slightly biased at the readout speed adopted
by the WFC3 electronics (see WFC3-ISR 2005-27). This minor effect should not
degrade the photometric and noise characteristics of the WFC3-UVIS images.

CCD Chip Amp Gain (e–/DN)

1 A 1.54

B 1.54

2 C 1.56

D 1.55

Amplifier A Amplifier B Amplifier C Amplifier D

Binning 1×1 2×2 3×3 1×1 2×2 3×3 1×1 2×2 3×3 1×1 2×2 3×3

Mean 2.91 3.11 3.22 2.99 3.15 3.26 2.90 2.99 3.09 3.01 3.29 3.38

Uncertainty 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 <0.01

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-26.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-26.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2005-27.pdf
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 5.2    Bias Subtraction

 5.2.1  Bias Calibration Issues
Bias reference frames are acquired daily for scientific calibration purposes and for

monitoring the detector performance. Multiple bias frames are combined together on
roughly a monthly basis (120 frames) into a reference superbias image. The
combination removes the cosmic rays accumulated during the readout time and
enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of the final results.

CALWF3 performs the bias correction in two steps (see Section 3.2.4):
BLEVCORR subtracts the bias level from the overscan region and BIASCORR
subtracts a reference bias image. The location of the overscan regions in a raw image
varies, depending upon the type of readout that is performed. The overscan regions are
used to monitor the instrument as well as provide a measure of the bias level at the
time of the image. This overscan-based bias level is subtracted from the raw image,
normally through the BLEVCORR step in the WFC3 calibration pipeline. Residual
two-dimensional bias structure is removed via the superbias reference file correction
applied via the BIASCORR step. 

 5.2.2  Bias Correction for WFC3 Subarrays
When science data are obtained in subarray format, the requisite dark and flat-field

corrections will be obtained from the full-frame calibration files, extracted from the
appropriate subregion. The superbias correction will also be extracted from full-frame
superbias files (if the subarray resides entirely within a single detector quadrant).
Tests have shown that this does not degrade the quality of the dark, flat-field or bias
corrections as compared to full-frame data. For subarrays that span detector quadrants,
special superbias files must be constructed from individual bias frames read out
through the same amplifier as the subarray. For example, a single-chip readout (the
largest possible subarray) read out through amp A must be calibrated with a superbias
constructed from single-chip bias frames read out through amp A; similarly, science
data read out through amp B must be calibrated with a superbias constructed from bias
frames read out through amp B. 
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 5.3    Dark Current, Hot Pixels, and Cosmic Rays

 5.3.1  Dark Current
Superdark reference files are generated every four days, with typically between 10

- 18 dark images in each superdark. The individual darks are recalibrated with the
latest superbias file and most recent calwf3 software version, stacked to remove
cosmic rays, converted from DN to electrons, and normalized to 1 sec. Any pixels
with values > 0.015e−/sec are considered hot; their values are left unchanged in the
science extension and flagged with a value of 16 in the DQ extension which is
propagated into the final flt DQ extensions. In this way, observers can decide
whether to ignore hot pixels (for instructions on how to control which bit masks are
used during drizzling, please see the HST MultiDrizzle Handbook - Section 5.5.7) or
to allow the dark subtraction to stand. 

Because the mean dark current in the WFC3 CCDs is so low it is very difficult to
achieve a useful signal-to-noise for pixels that have normal levels of dark current.
Subtracting these uncertain values from science images during calwf3 processing
would introduce noise into the calibrated images, therefore all good (non-hot) pixels in
the SCI extensions of superdark reference images are set to the median value of the
good pixels in the chip. 

Users can verify whether the darkfile most appropriate to their observations has
been installed for pipeline use in several different ways:

• using Starview to obtain a list of best reference files

• re-retrieving the images from the HST data archive, which automatically 
updates the headers and recalibrates the data

• by checking the WFC3 Dark Images page

Using an old superdark reference file can produce a poor dark correction: either
leaving too many hot pixels uncorrected and unflagged, or creating many negative
“holes” caused by the correction of hot pixels which were not actually hot in the
science data (i.e., if the detectors were warmed to anneal hot pixels in the interim).

 5.3.2  Hot Pixels
Two types of bad pixels are routinely monitored using on-orbit WFC3 data: hot

pixels and dead pixels. Hot pixels, i.e., those pixels with a higher than normal dark
current, are identified in dark frames using a threshold of 54 e−/hr. The cutoff was
chosen based on the tail of the dark histogram (see Figure 5.1) as well as visual
examination of the dark frames. The number of hot pixels increases over time due to
on-orbit radiation damage; periodic anneal procedures, where the UVIS detector is
warmed to ~20C, successfully fix about 90% of the hot pixels. Hot pixel locations and

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/multidrizzle/ch56.html#251281
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/starview
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/SIfileInfo/WFC3/WFC3UVISdarks?no_wrap=true
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levels are provided in the UVIS superdark reference files which are subtracted from
science data though dithering can mitigate their effect as well.

Dead pixels, specifically dead columns, are identified through visual inspection
from both individual, and stacks of, internal frames. Bad pixel locations are
propagated into the bad pixel mask (header keyword BPIXTAB and the file name
*_bpx.fits) which is applied by calwf3 in the standard data reduction pipeline. 

Figure 5.1:  Dark Histogram used to determine Hot Pixels using a 54 e–/hr threshold.

Table 5.3 summarizes the number of hot and dead pixels in each chip. The hot
pixel range is the number of hot pixels observed between a single anneal procedure
conducted during Cy17, i.e., immediately after an anneal and just preceding the next
anneal. Typically, ~1000 new hot pixels appear every day.

Table 5.3:  Summary of bad pixels for Chip 1 and 2.  

Chip 1 Chip 2

Bad Pixel Type Amp A & B % of Chip Amp C & D % of Chip

Hot Pixels
• Aug 21 - Sep 14, 2009
• Nov 14 - Dec 11, 2009
• Feb 05 - Mar 02, 2010

15626 - 39568
22682 - 48641
28899 - 54857

 
0.186 - 0.471
0.270 - 0.579
0.344 - 0.653

 
16382 - 40492
25202 - 52337
30999 - 57294

 
0.195 - 0.482
0.300 - 0.623
0.369 - 0.682

Dead Pixels ~8000 0.095 ~16000 0.190
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Trending
We have chosen a limit of 54 e−/hr (0.015 e−/s/pix) as a threshold above which we

consider a pixel to be “hot”, based on the tail of the histogram as well as a visual
examination of 900-s dark frames taken during Cycle 17. Figure 5.1 shows a
histogram of CR-free pixels from 900-s darks taken at three different times after the
April 2010 anneal procedure: immediately following the procedure (red line), about
10 days later (green line) and about 18 days later (blue line). The increase in hot pixels
due to on-orbit radiation damage is apparent; the anneal procedures have been found
to fix 80-90% of the hot pixels which accumulate over time. The hot pixel cutoff is
shown with a vertical line at 54 e−/hr; at this threshold, the growth rate for WFC3 hot
pixels is ~1000 pix/day.

While the number of hot pixels increases over time due to the continual damage the
detectors sustain in the harsh on-orbit radiation environment, periodic anneal
procedures, which warm the CCD chips, are able to reduce the number of hot pixels.
Figure 5.2 shows the number of hot pixels as a function of time since the installation
of WFC3 on HST, where the red vertical lines indicate the dates of the anneal
procedures, the orange vertical lines represent the Science Instrument Command and
Data Handling Unit (SIC&DH) failures, when WFC3 was safed (prior to Oct 2009,
WFC3 safings warmed the chips slightly), and the brown vertical line is the switch
between SMOV darks (1800-s) and Cycle 17 darks (900-s). Typically, about 90% of
the hot pixels are 'fixed' during an anneal procedure, though the fraction varies slightly
from procedure to procedure. 

For ACS the hot pixel removal rate is ~82% for WFC and ~86% for HRC, where
“hot” is classified as those pixels with dark rate 0.08e−/pix/sec (see ACS Instrument
Handbook - Section 4.3.5). 

The WFC3 CCDs detectors will degrade over time due to exposure to the space
environment. This damage manifests itself in two ways: as an increase in the number
of individual hot pixels as well as in an overall higher dark current. Based on a fit to
the Cycle 17 900-s dark frames, the median dark current (excluding hot pixels) is
increasing by >0.5 e−/hr/pix/year. The number of permanent hot pixels, i.e., pixels that
the anneals are unable to fix, is growing by 0.05-0.1% per month.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/documents/handbooks/cycle18/c04_detector4.html#378117
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/documents/handbooks/cycle18/c04_detector4.html#378117
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Figure 5.2:  Hot pixel growth between anneals; about 90% of the pixels are fixed during 
an anneal procedure.     

The UVIS channel flat-field reference files currently in use by the WFC3
calibration task CALWF3 were created at the Goddard Space Flight Center under
thermal vacuum conditions using an external illumination source. These flat fields
take into account the pixel-to-pixel variations in QE (P-flats). However, because the
overall illumination pattern of the ground-based flats did not precisely match the
illumination attained on-orbit from the OTA, there are low-frequency variations in
sensitivity over the detector field of view present in the ground-based flats. These
variations can be removed using L-flat corrections, which have been derived from
in-flight dithered observations of the globular cluster Omega Centauri. 

 5.4    Flat Fields

 5.4.1  Ground Flats (P-flats)
During spring 2008, flat-field images for the UVIS channel were produced at the

Goddard Space Flight Center (see WFC3 ISR 2008-46) during the third and last
thermal vacuum campaign (TV3) using the CASTLE Optical Stimulus (OS) system.
The CASTLE is an HST simulator capable of delivering OTA-like, external,
monochromatic point-source and broad-band full field illumination.
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During TV3, CASTLE flat fields were acquired only in the standard CCD readout
configuration of four amplifiers (ABCD), gain=1.5 and binning=1x1. Flat fields with
the OS Xenon lamp were taken with the detector at its nominal operating temperature
of -82C. A subset of ultraviolet (UV) flat fields was also acquired at a warmer
temperature (-49C) using the deuterium lamp to achieve higher count rates.

A total signal of about 75,000 electrons per pixel was required for each flat field to
avoid degrading the intrinsic pixel-to-pixel rms response of <1%. The flats are
normalized to 1.0 over the chip 1 section [1031:1133,328:429]. This region was
selected to avoid the small dark rings (“droplets”) that are spread across the UVIS
field of view. The droplets are likely shadows of mineral residue caused by a
condensation event that occurred before TV3 (see WFC3 ISR 2008-10). 

In the case of full-frame filters, the chip 2 images are divided by the chip 1 average
value, in order to preserve the overall sensitivity difference between the two CCD
chips across the gap that separates the two independent pieces of the UVIS channel
detector. Because of the different response of the various quadrants of each QUAD
filter, each quadrant was normalized to a level of 1.0, with respect to the median value
in a 100x100 pixel box of that quadrant (for more details see WFC3 ISR 2008-46).

 5.4.2  On-orbit L-flats
The large-scale uniformity of the UVIS channel detector response, as provided by

the TV3 ground-based flats, can be improved in-flight by using multiple pointing
dithered patterns of a stellar field. Because of the broad wavelength range covered by
the UVIS filters, we used the globular cluster Omega Centauri, which hosts thousands
of bright red giant branch (RGB) stars, and at the same time shows a spectacular blue
horizontal branch (HB). By placing the same group of stars over different portions of
the detector and measuring relative changes in brightness, low frequency spatial
variations in the response of each detector have been measured. Average photometric
errors of +/-1.5% to +/-4.5% have been found in the original UVIS ground-based flat
fields (see WFC3 ISR 2009-19). The derived L-flats are based on a 3rd-order
polynomial fit and are shown in Figure 5.3, where white indicates that the photometry
produced using the ground-based flats is too faint with respect to the true stellar
magnitude, and black indicates that the photometry is too bright. There is a gradient in
the L-flat correction along the diagonal of the detector, which corresponds to the axis
of maximum geometric distortion.

L-flats were determined from in-flight observations using filters F225W, F275W,
F336W, F390W, F438W, F555W, F606W, F775W, F814W, and F850LP. The L-flat
correction for the remaining filters was derived by using a linear interpolation as a
function of wavelength. The pivot wavelength of each filter was used for the
interpolation, where the resulting L-flat is equal to the weighted average of the L-flat
for the two filters nearest in wavelength. For a discussion of the mathematical
algorithm used to derive the L-flats, refer to ACS ISR 03-10.

The L-flat calibration program revisited the same target two times during Cycle 17,
so that observations are obtained at two different orientations, due to the roll of the
telescope. Differential photometry of stars falling on different portions of the detector

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-10.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-46.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-19.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/documents/isrs/isr0310.pdf
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as the telescope rolls provides an independent test of the absolute sensitivity
dependence with time for the full suite of the UVIS channel filters. Initial testing
indicates that the photometric response for a given star is now the same to ~1% for any
position in the field of view for filters which were observed during the in-flight L-flat
campaign. Further observations of Omega Centauri are planned for Cycle 18. Once
the analysis of additional stellar observations is complete, new flat fields will be
delivered to the pipeline and the errors are expected to be less then <1%.

Figure 5.3:  UVIS L-flat corrections required for the ground-based P-flat. From top to 
bottom, left to right the corrections for the filters F225W, F275W, F336W, F438W, 
F555W, F606W, F775W, F814W and F850LP are shown. Peak to peak corrections 
range from -4 to +7% for the F225W filter to -1 to +3% for the filter F775W.
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 5.4.3  Pipeline Flats
At this time the calibration pipeline is using the ground-based P-flats only. 
The low-frequency variations in sensitivity over the detector field of view were

derived in-flight from dithered stellar observations of the globular cluster Omega
Centauri. 

These observations allowed us to model the L-flat corrections, which can be
applied to the corresponding P-flats. The resulting corrected flat fields (LP-flats) are
available on the WFC3 Web site. Observers can download these LP-flats and run the
CALWF3 program on their own computer to apply the corrected flats. 

Figure 5.4 shows the corrected UVIS channel ground-based flats for several
broadband filters. Note that the gap between the top and bottom halves of the UVIS
channel detector is not shown here. The dark structure (“happy bunny”) visible in the
lower right quadrant is due to variations in chip thickness (see WFC3 ISR 2010-05)
and is dependent on wavelength.

The small dark rings (“droplets”) spread across the UVIS field of view are
shadows of mineral residue caused by a condensation event that occurred before TV3
(see WFC3 ISR 2008-10). About 1/3 of the droplets moved in a coherent way during
the launch (see WFC3 ISR 2009-27).

Because of geometric distortion effects, the area of the sky seen by a given pixel is
not constant; therefore, observations of a constant surface brightness object will have
count rates per pixel that vary over the detector, even if every pixel has the same
sensitivity. In order to produce images that appear uniform for uniform illumination,
the observed flat fields include the effect of the variable pixel area across the field. A
consequence of dividing by these flat fields is that two stars of equal brightness do not
have the same total counts after the flat-fielding step. Thus, point source photometry
extracted from a flat-fielded image must be multiplied by the effective pixel area map
(see Section 7.2.1). This correction is accounted for in pipeline processing by
MultiDrizzle (see Section 4.2), which uses the geometric distortion solution to correct
all pixels to equal areas. In the drizzled images, photometry is correct for both point
and extended sources.

Observations of the bright Earth will be acquired during Cycle 18 to provide a
uniform flat-field source for the complete OTA optical complement and incorporate
both the low frequency L-flat and the high frequency pixel-to-pixel P-flat response. 

To summarize, the pipeline flats were created by correcting the pixel-to-pixel flats
by low-frequency corrections derived from dithered stellar observations. For the most
used modes, the flats are accurate to better than 1% across the detector. Additional
verification of the UVIS pipeline flats will be provided by earth flats, confirming also

Observers can download the LP-flats and run the CALWF3 pipeline on
their own computer to apply the correction:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/uvis_flats

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/uvis_flats
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-05.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-10.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-27.pdf
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the derived L-flats and setting limits to their dependence on the color of the source
spectrum.

Figure 5.4:  UVIS LP-flats for the filters F225W, F336W, F606W, and F814W (from 
left to right and from top to bottom).  

 5.5    Image Anomalies

Some UVIS images may contain features that are not direct images of astronomical
sources. The causes of these features include multiple reflections between optical
surfaces (detector, filters, and windows) of light from the astronomical scene,
scattered light from bright sources outside the detector FOV, light from the bright
Earth that is scattered in the OTA, and electronic cross talk between readout
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amplifiers. In general, these artifacts are not calibrated and cannot be removed by the
WFC3 pipeline. 

 5.5.1  Ghosts
Ghosts appear as images of the pupil formed from the light of a bright target in, or

near the UVIS detector FOV. The target light is scattered twice (or more) by optical
surfaces forming one (or more) out of focus images. The separation of the ghost from
the source depends upon separation of the scattering surfaces and the angle of
scattering. Filter ghosts are formed by scattering of the near-normal source light at the
surfaces of a filter and, as such, are found close to, or overlapping, the source image.
Further details concerning these ghosts may be found in WFC3 ISR 2007-09. 

So-called 'optical' ghosts are formed by scattering between the UVIS CCD and
either the detector, or dewar window. These ghosts are separated by ~80 arcsec from
their source generally in pairs (a “figure eight”). Further details may be found in
WFC3 ISR 2001-17, 2004-04, and 2007-21.

 5.5.2  Stray Light
Diffuse, structured linear features may be occasionally found in UVIS images. The

features are approximately aligned either along rows, or along columns. The stray
light may be scattered from astronomical sources outside and close to the detector
field of view. In a dithered set of exposures, the stray light feature follows the dithers.

When the line of sight passes within ~30 deg of the bright limb of the Earth, stray
light may be scattered by the OTA onto the UVIS detector.

 5.5.3  Cross Talk
Whenever two or more quadrants are read out simultaneously, there is a chance of

generating electronic crosstalk (Janesick 2001). In fact, both channels in WFC3 do
exhibit some crosstalk (CT) though the level is very low.

In the UVIS detectors, point sources and extended targets generate low-level
mirror images in the quadrant adjoining the target quadrant, i.e., amps A+B and amps
C+D are coupled. In the IR channel, the CT is also a low-level mirror image although
in this case, the coupled amps are 1+2 (upper left and lower left, when image is
displayed with x=1,y=1 at lower left) and 3+4 (upper right and lower right). In both

Examples of the different kinds of image anomalies can be found on the
WFC3 Web site:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/anomalies

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/anomalies
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2007-09.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2001-17.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2004-04.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2007-21.pdf
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channels, the CT appears as a negative image; thus, these electronically-induced
features are unlikely to be confused with e.g. optical ghosts.

Figure 5.5 shows a UVIS image with CT (from WFC3 ISR 2009-03). The UVIS
crosstalk (CT) is linear, negative, and appears at the level of ~10-4 to 10-5 that of the
source. Specifically, in full-frame, unbinned UVIS readouts, the CT level is ~2x10-4

that of the source when the target is in quadrants A or C and about 8x10-5 when the
target is in quadrants B or D (WFC3 ISR 2009-03). Crosstalk in the UVIS channel
only occurs in the chip containing the target, i.e., the CT does not cross between chips.
To within the errors, the CT due to hot pixels and cosmic rays is the same as that due
to point or extended sources.

Dithering of observations should help mitigate the low-level effects of CT: the
mirror image nature of the CT moves the features in a direction opposite to the target
motion, i.e., they will appear to be transients and thus be removed during the drizzling
procedure. Tests using ground-based single images of an isolated source showed that
the UVIS CT could be effectively removed by scaling the target image quadrant by the
amp-dependent factor noted above, flipping the image about the y-axis, and
subtracting it from the CT image quadrant (WFC3 ISR 2009-03). On-orbit data, of
course, typically contain more complicated fields  with sources in all four amps, so an
iterative solution will likely be required in order to achieve acceptable corrections. An
option to correct for UVIS CT is a planned enhancement for the calwf3 pipeline but
has not been implemented yet.

Figure 5.5:  A UVIS chip1 image, taken from the PSF Wing calibration proposal 11919, 
shown with a hard stretch to emphasize the CT. The slightly saturated star is in the B 
quadrant at right; the resulting mirror image CT (circled) is in the A quadrant at left. The 
partial dark column below and to the left of the PSF is a bad column.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-03.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-03.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-03.pdf
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 5.6    Generic Detector and Camera Properties

 5.6.1  Full Well Depth
Conceptually, full well depths can be derived by analyzing images of a rich

starfield taken at two significantly different exposure times, identifying bright but still
unsaturated stars in the short exposure image, calculating which stars will saturate in
the longer exposure and then simply recording the peak value reached for each star in
electrons (using a gain that samples the full well depth, of course). In practice, as
discussed in WFC3 ISR 2010-10, it is also necessary to correct for a ~10% “piling up”
effect of higher values being reached at significant levels of over-saturation relative to
the value at which saturation and bleeding to neighboring pixels in the column begins.

  Since the full well depth may vary over the CCDs, it is desired to have a rich star
field observed at a gain that samples the full well depth (the default WFC3 UVIS gain
does that), and for which a large number of stars saturate. Calibration and GO
programs have serendipitously supplied the requisite data of rich fields observed at
two different exposure times.

There is a real and significant large scale variation of the full well depth on the
UVIS CCDs. The variation over the UVIS CCDs is from about 63,000 e− to 72,000 e−

with a typical value of about 68,000 e−. There is a significant offset between the two
CCDs. The spatial variation may be seen in Figure 5 in the WFC3 ISR 2010-10.

 5.6.2  Linearity at Low to Moderate Intensity
Linearity at low and moderate exposure levels is explored by comparing counts in

back-to-back exposures on NGC 1850. Figure 5.6 shows the response of one of the
chips, where aperture sums for stars with flux greater than about 2,000 e− in a short
exposure (central pixel would be at greater than about 350 e−) show apparently perfect
linear response when compared to the counts in the same aperture in an exposure 50
times as long.  However, below a level of 2,000 e− the ratio of long to short exposure
counts deviates from a linear response.  By summed counts of 200 e− in the short
exposure these values are some 5% lower than expected based on scaling from the
corresponding long exposure.  These data were acquired in October, 2009 some 5
months after launch of WFC3. The results will be published in a future ISR. 

Figure 5.7 shows data from both UVIS CCD for stars yielding short exposure
aperture sums of 500 - 2000 e−.  A clear signature appears that is consistent with
perfect linearity for stars near the readout amplifiers, with linearly growing losses in
the short relative to long exposure with distance from the amplifiers.  This is
consistent with losses induced by finite charge transfer efficiency in successive
parallel shifts in clocking the charge packets off the CCDs.

The extent to which CTE losses are influencing faint object photometry will be an
active part of the calibration program. These early results suggest that any intrinsic

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-10.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-10.pdf
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nonlinearities related merely to accumulated charge levels are small compared to
minor-nonlinearities induced by CTE losses at low intensity.

Figure 5.6:  The upper panel shows the counts in r = 3 pixel apertures for several thou-
sand stars in back-to-back 500s and 10s exposures plotted against each other. To better 
illustrate small differences the lower panel shows the same data after binning and plot-
ting as the ratio of long to short, which in this case would result in values of 50.0 for per-
fect linearity.
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Figure 5.7:  This shows the data from the previous figure for UVIS2, plus similar data 
for UVIS1 plotted against y-position in the concatenated detector space. y-values near 
2050 correspond to the maximum distance from the readout amplifiers, and hence the 
most parallel shifts inducing CTE losses.

 5.6.3  Linearity Beyond Saturation
   The response of the WFC3 UVIS CCDs remains linear not only up to, but well

beyond, the point of saturation. WFC3 ISR 2010-10 shows the well behaved response
of WFC3: electrons are clearly conserved after saturation -- in some locations with the
need for a minor calibration, as provided in the ISR, in other regions no correction is
needed. This result is similar to that of the STIS CCD (Gilliland et al., 1999, PASP,
111 1009-1020), the WFPC2 camera (Gilliland, R. L. 1994, ApJ, 435, L63-66), and
ACS (ACS ISR 2004-01). It is possible to easily perform photometry on point sources
that remain isolated simply by summing over all of the pixels into which the charge
has bled.

Here the extent to which accurate photometry can be extracted for point sources in
which one or more pixels have exceeded the physical full well depth is explored. Ideal
data for these tests consist of multiple exposures taken back-to-back on a
moderate-to-rich star field with a broad range of exposure times resulting in both
unsaturated and saturated data for many stars.

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show results for UVIS. Over a range of nearly 7
magnitudes beyond saturation, photometry remains linear to ~ 1% after a simple
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http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-10.pdf
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1999PASP..111.1009G
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1999PASP..111.1009G
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1994ApJ...435L..63G
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calibration. For Amp C of UVIS2 the response is sufficiently linear beyond saturation
that no correction is required.

All of the above linearity results are based upon comparisons of FLT images. The
conservation of flux property of drizzle leads to equally good results for linearity
beyond saturation comparing long and short drz images.

Figure 5.8:  Analysis of linearity beyond saturation for Amp A on UVIS1. The upper 
panel shows the ratio of counts in the long exposure divided by the counts in the short 
exposure multiplied by the relative exposure time; linearity would thus result in a value 
of unity. The x-axis shows the multiplicative degree by which a star is over-saturated in 
the long exposure. The middle panel shows the long exposure aperture sums versus 
short exposure aperture sums. The lower panel shows the peak data value in the long 
exposure relative to the short exposure value. The response is linear up to the value of 
68,000 e− (y-axis) where the long exposure encounters saturation. Amp A data show 
significant deviations from a linear response for over-saturations near and beyond 10.
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Figure 5.9:  Upper panel shows data from the upper panel of Figure 5.8 for Amp A, plus 
similar data for Amp B. The lower panel shows the same data after applying the correc-
tions given in detail in WFC3 ISR 2010-10. Not only is the mean level appropriately 
restored independent of degree of over-saturation, but the star-to-star scatter is much 
reduced.

 5.6.4  Shutter Stability
The WFC3-UVIS shutter is a circular, rotating blade divided into two open and

two closed quadrants (See Section 2.3.3 of the Instrument Handbook for details).
Operationally, the shutter mechanism has two distinct modes, based on commanded
exposure times. At the shortest commanded exposure time of 0.5 seconds, the shutter
motion is continuous during the exposure, rotating from the closed position through
the open position and on to the next closed position. For commanded exposure times
of 0.7 seconds and longer (0.6 seconds is not allowed), the shutter rotates into the open
position, stops and waits for an appropriate amount of time, and then rotates to the
closed position.

For short exposure times, detector position dependent exposure time (shutter
shading), A versus B blade shutter dependence, stability, and timing accuracy were
assessed using data taken during SMOV. For a full discussion of the analysis of shutter
behavior from on-orbit data see WFC3 ISR 2009-25.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/c02_instr_descript4.html#337359
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/c02_instr_descript4.html#337359
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2019-25.pdf
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No systematic difference in shutter behavior (exposure time, repeatability, etc) is
found when comparing the A and B blades of the shutter. Even at the shortest
exposures, measured shutter shading does not exceed ~0.2% across the detector. The
small magnitude of this effect means that no correction for shutter shading is
necessary in calwf3.

Stability of shutter timing is a bit more problematic. Results are based on 11 pairs
of back-to-back exposures at each commanded exposure time. For exposure times of
1.0 seconds or shorter, the rms variation in exposure time for a series of images is 1%
or greater, implying possible trouble in achieving 1% photometric accuracy. For a
commanded exposure time of 0.5 seconds, the rms variation is 1.9%. For commanded
exposure times of 0.7 and 0.8 seconds, the true exposure times vary by 1.5% and 1.4%
respectively. At an exposure time of 1.0 second, the rms variation falls to 1.0%. 

While rms variations were all less than 2%, we observed individual exposures at
each commanded exposure time that deviated by larger amounts. For the 0.5, 0.7, 0.8
and 1.0 second exposures, we found individual exposures with measured errors of
4.0%, 4.0%, 3.0%, and 2.0% respectively. This implies that exposures of 1.0 seconds
or shorter may experience timing fluctuations that could compromise a goal of 1 or
even 2.0% accuracy. This conclusion regarding shutter stability is not regarded as
robust, but is offered as that most consistent with a simple and conservative
interpretation of the test data.

Finally, our investigation of measured versus commanded exposure times indicated
that for exposures commanded to be 0.5 seconds, the shutter was actually open for
0.48 seconds. Similarly, for exposures commanded to be 0.7 seconds, the measured
exposure time was in fact 0.695 seconds. In order to support accurate photometry, we
account for these exposure time differences by updating the header information in all
0.5 and 0.7 second exposures. For these data, the EXPTIME header keyword value is
updated to the shorter, measured values during initial OPUS data processing.

 5.6.5  Fringing
At wavelengths longer than about 650 nm, silicon becomes transparent enough that

multiple internal reflections in the UVIS detector can create patterns of constructive
and destructive interference, or fringing. Fringing produces wood-grain patterns in
response to narrow-band illumination at long wavelengths, see Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10:  Quadrant B of two ground flat fields: affected by fringing (right) and not 
affected (left). Black region of the FQ906N flat is masked to avoid areas affected by the 
quad filter edges; the same region of F673N is masked for consistency.

The amplitude and phase of the fringes is a strong function of the silicon detector
layer thickness and the spectral energy distribution of the illumination. Fringe
amplitude--the contrast between constructive and destructive interference--is greatest
at the longest wavelengths (where the high transparency allows more internal
reflections) and for the narrowest spectral energy distributions. For broad SEDs,
interference is averaged over phase, so that the amplitude of the fringing is reduced.
Thus fringing is significant for UVIS imaging data only if narrow-band red filters are
used, or if sources with red line emission are observed.

Flat fields from ground tests (see WFC3 ISR 2008-46) have been used to estimate
the magnitude of fringing effects, for a continuum light source, in the narrow-band red
filters (see Table 5.4 and WFC3 ISR-2010-04). Each column lists a different metric of
fringe amplitude, for a control filter (F606W) and for the filters in which fringing
effects could be detected in the flat-field data. These metrics can best be understood by
examining the histograms (Figure 5.11) of the flat fields shown in Figure 5.10.

F673N flat field (quadrant B) FQ906N flat field (quadrant B)

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-46.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-04.pdf
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Table 5.4:  Metrics of fringe amplitude based on ground flat fields. Values are given in 
units of percentage of the normalized flat-field signal level. Each metric is described in 
the text and graphically represented in Figure 5.11.

Filter Quadrant
RMS deviation 

(percent)

Full Width at 20% 
maximum
(percent)

Distance between 
histogram peaks 

(percent)

Manual
peak-to-trough

(percent)

F606W A 0.9 2.9 — —

F606W B 1.0 3.0 — —

F606W C 1.2 3.3 — —

F606W D 1.2 3.3 — —

F656N A 1.4 4.9 — 2.2 ± 1.2

F656N B 1.3 4.5 — 1.7 ± 1.1

F656N C 1.6 5.1 — 1.7 ± 1.2

F656N D 1.5 5.1 — 3.2 ± 1.3

F658N A 1.3 4.4 — —

F658N B 1.2 3.9 — —

F658N C 1.4 4.4 — —

F658N D 1.3 3.7 — 0.9 ± 1.1

F673N A 0.9 3.1 — —

F673N B 1.0 3.2 — —

F673N C 1.3 3.6 — —

F673N D 1.4 4.2 — 0.5 ± 1.1

FQ674N B 2.1 7.4 — 2.4 ± 1.3

FQ672N D 2.0 7.0 — 4.6 ± 1.3

FQ750N B 1.3 4.5 — 1.2 ± 1.1

FQ727N D 1.6 5.3 — 2.3 ± 1.1

FQ889N A 3.8 13.5 7.8 10.0 ± 1.3

FQ906N B 5.4 18.2 12.5 12.2 ± 1.4

FQ924N C 4.4 16.5 6.9 10.1 ± 1.4

FQ937N D 5.0 18.4 9.4 14.2 ± 1.4

F953N A 7.6 23.7 17.8 19.8 ± 1.7

F953N B 7.8 24.0 17.3 20.8 ± 1.8

F953N C 7.1 23.5 14.9 17.8 ± 1.7

F953N D 6.7 22.9 15.0 11.5 ± 1.6
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Figure 5.11:  Histograms of the two flat-field samples shown in Figure 5.10. Symbols 
correspond to fringe amplitude metrics listed in Table 5.4: rms deviation (triangles with 
error bars), full width at 20% maximum (circles with error bars), and bimodal histogram 
peaks (squares). 

The first data column in the table is simply the root mean square deviation from the
mean of the sample, and is indicated by triangles with horizontal error bars in the
histograms. Filters/quadrants with rms deviations greater than corresponding values
for the control filter (F606W) may be influenced by fringing. The second column is
full width at 20% maximum, rather than full width at 50% maximum, because this
metric is more effective for bimodal pixel brightness distributions in filters with strong
fringing, such as FQ906N (pictured). The third data column gives the separation
between histogram peaks, which can be detected in flat-field data for only the five
reddest of the twelve filters affected by fringing. Squares in Figure 5.11 mark the
histogram peaks. Adjacent fringes were also manually sampled, and the results
reported in the final data column.

For estimating photometric uncertainties in data taken with these filters, it may be
useful to consider how much the rms deviation in the flat fields departs from that of
the control filter F606W. For exposure time calculations of targets affected by
fringing, the full width at 20% maximum or the distance between histogram peaks
may be the most useful metric. To understand how small dithers might affect
photometry of targets that happen to fall on adjacent positive and negative fringes, the
manually determined amplitude might be most appropriate. For sources with SEDs
very similar to the calibration lamp, application of the pipeline flat fields should
considerably reduce the effect of fringing on the data.

Eventually, tools will be created so that users of UVIS data will be able to generate
“fringe flats” for any combination of source SED and long-wavelength filter.
Monochromatic ground test data have been used to create thickness maps of the UVIS
detector (WFC3 ISR 2010-05), and these maps can be used to model the expected
fringing response to an arbitrary SED. On orbit calibration data (Programs 11922 and
12091) are being taken in 2010 with the narrow band filters listed in Table 5.4, and
these data will be analyzed to evaluate the fringe model solutions and thickness maps.
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CHAPTER 6:

WFC3-IR Error Sources
In this chapter. . .

 6.1    WFC3-IR Error Source Checklist

In comparison to the previous IR detectors flown on the Hubble Space Telescope
the WFC3-IR detector data is subject to much fewer problems; simplifying the task of
data reduction and analysis. We list in this chapter the known error sources to allow
careful data processing, which will result in improved results.

We present a checklist of potential WFC3-IR instrumental anomalies and potential
data processing problems about which the user should be aware. Each of these is
discussed in further detail in the sections that follow: the nature of the problem and its
impact on the data is illustrated and, if available, the possible processing solutions are
presented. The relevant sections for each anomaly are given in parentheses below.

6.1 WFC3-IR Error Source Checklist / 111

6.2 WFC3 Bias Correction / 112

6.3 WFC3 Dark Current and Banding / 113

6.4 Blobs / 117

6.5 Detector Nonlinearity Issues / 119
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6.9 Image Persistence / 130

6.10 Scattered Earthlight / 137
111
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Checklist 

• Bias Subtraction (Section 6.2)

• Dark Subtraction and Banding (Section 6.3)

• Blobs (Section 6.4)

• Nonlinearity correction uncertainties

- nonlinearity corrections (Section 6.5.1)
- non-zero zeroth read correction (Section 6.5.2)

• Count rate non-Linearity (Section 6.6)

• Flat fields, including sky flats (Section 6.7)

• Pixel defects and bad imaging regions (Section 6.8)

• Persistence (Section 6.9)

• Scattered earthlight (Section 6.10)

 6.2    WFC3 Bias Correction

At the beginning of each MULTIACCUM observation, when the detector is reset, a
net DC bias with a value of order 11,000 DN is introduced. For details, see Section
7.7.2 of the Instrument Handbook. The overall bias level is somewhat different within
each readout quadrant. On top of this signal is a fixed pattern representing the inherent
pixel-to-pixel reset levels. In standard MULTIACCUM processing, a two-step process
is used to remove these signals. First, reference pixels are used to remove any changes
in the overall bias level that may occur during the exposure. The 5 rows and columns
of reference pixels surrounding the IR detector are insensitive to illumination, and are
used to measure the bias level of the detector at the time of each readout. During
calwf3 processing, the mean measured signal of the reference pixels in each read is
calculated and subtracted from all of the science pixels on the detector for that read.
This method has the advantage of removing any bias drifts with time. WFC3 ISR
2002-06 details the method of reference pixel bias subtraction. This processing is
performed in the BLEVCORR step of calwf3. 

After this, pixel-to-pixel and quadrant-to-quadrant differences in reset levels are
removed by subtracting the zeroth readout of the exposure from all subsequent
readouts. This is performed in the ZOFFCORR step of calwf3. Bias signal is therefore
not a component of any of the calibration reference files, because it is removed using
data contained in the science exposure itself. 

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/c07_ir08.html#356792
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/c07_ir08.html#356792
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/2003/WFC3-2002-06.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/2003/WFC3-2002-06.pdf
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 6.3    WFC3 Dark Current and Banding

 6.3.1  Dark Current Subtraction
The dark current in the IR detector is the signal measured when no illumination

source is present. In an ideal detector, this signal would grow linearly with integration
time. In practice, the dark current behavior of the IR detector is dependent upon the
timing pattern used to collect each observation and is not constant for the duration of a
given MULTIACCUM ramp. In certain situations, the measured dark current can even
be negative. Figure 6.1 shows a plot of the mean measured dark current signal versus
time for three different timing patterns. Note that the three curves do not overlie one
another, nor do they show a straight line for the entire duration of the ramps. Details
are presented in WFC3 ISR 2009-21. For these reasons, there is a separate
MULTIACCUM dark current reference file for each sample sequence. During pipeline
processing, calwf3 uses the appropriate dark current ramp and subtracts it,
read-by-read, from the science observation. 

Figure 6.1:  Dark Current Signal vs. Time.    

The dark current calibration files are created from many dark observations, which
are taken on a regular basis throughout each observing cycle. For each sample
sequence, the dark current calibration file is created by calculating the robust (outlier
rejected) mean signal for each pixel in each read. Calculated uncertainties in the dark
current calibration signals (in the error arrays of these files) are propagated into the
error arrays of the calibrated science observations at the time of the dark current
subtraction by calwf3.

Figure 6.2 provides a general idea of the large-scale dark current structure. This
figure shows the measured signal rate in a high signal-to-noise dark current calibration

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-21.pdf
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ramp. In general, the upper left quadrant of the detector has the highest dark current,
while the upper right has the lowest.

Figure 6.2:  Dark Current Image.    

Dark current image for a high signal to noise observation. Histogram equalization stretch 
from 0 to 0.4 e−/s

 6.3.2  Banding
Banding has been observed in some IR subarray dark calibration images, and some

subarray and full-frame external science images. Banded images exhibit a rectangular
region containing pixels with brightness levels that are significantly different
(typically +/- 3-5 DN) from values in the rest of the image. This region is vertically
centered within the image and extends all the way across the image horizontally into
the reference pixels. The banded region is “bookended” on top and bottom by single
row of pixels with “discontinuous” brightness levels (see sample images and plots
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below). The vertical extent of the banded region is always exactly one-half the image
height: 64 pixels high in a 128x128 subarray image, 128 pixel high in a 256x256
image, and so one. Figure 6.3 shows two example images, and Figure 6.4 their
respective vertical brightness profiles. 

Figure 6.3:  Examples of banded images. 

Left: 64-pixel-high band in a SPARS50 full-frame external science image. Right: 128-pixel-high band in 
a SPARS10 256x256 subarray dark calibration image.

Figure 6.4:  Vertical brightness profile.     

Plotted above are 3-sigma clipped robust mean brightness profile (of the two images in Figure 6.3) along 
the y-axis. Note the central banded region and the discontinuous rows that bound it.
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Behavior
One of the most puzzling properties of the banding anomaly is the fact that under

the right conditions, isolated images of a type that normally do not exhibit any trace of
banding can in fact show strong banding. Of particular interest is the fact that in nearly
every case, a subarray image whose size exactly matches the vertical height of the
band was taken minutes to an hour prior. For example, several 64x64 subarrary images
were taken just minutes prior to the banded full-frame science image illustrated
above—which has a 64-pixel wide band.

Calibration of banding is another open issue. It is not fully understood how
banding affects external science images, and if the anomaly can be calibrated out.
Further complicating the issue is the fact that many (but not all) subarray dark
calibration files exhibit strong banding. Table 6.1 shows the preliminary results for all
the subarrays that have been seen with the banding effect. We will continue to monitor
all the subarrays in cycle 18.

Table 6.1:  Preliminary results of banding survey

Mitigation
Because the effects of banding on calibrated images and dark calibration files is not

fully understood, the best course of action for observers is to run calwf3 on one’s data
to manually recalibrate twice — once with DARKCORR set to “OMIT”, and once
with DARKCORR set to “PERFORM” (see Section 3.7 for examples). This will
allow an assessment to be made of what effect, if any, banding has on one’s
observations. Contact the STScI help desk for additional assistance.

In summary, banding is still not that well understood and very much an open issue.
The behavior of the banding anomaly is complex enough that additional analysis is
required to fully determine the root cause. 

RAPID SPARS10 SPARS25 STEP25

IRSUB64 NO N/A N/A N/A

IRSUB128 NO NO N/A N/A

IRSUB256 NO YES YES N/A

IRSUB512 NO N/A YES YES
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 6.4    Blobs

Small blemishes are present in the WFC3-IR images. These have been visible on
all WFC3-IR data and are most noticeable in observations with high background or
observations of large, extended objects. We have determined that these are regions of
effectively lowered sensitivity and we refer to them as “IR Blobs”. 

The reduced sensitivity in these regions is caused by reduced reflectivity of the
Channel Select Mechanism mirror and are not an artifact of the IR detector itself. They
however appear as if they reside on the detector for all practical purposes. The top
panel of Figure 6.5 shows these blobs as they appear on top of a uniform background.
While the exact cause for the existence of these blobs remains uncertain and
speculative, they have been monitored and studied extensively since the installation of
WFC3 on HST. 

The IR blobs were first observed shortly after WFC3 was installed on HST and the
total number of IR blobs was initially seen to increase steadily. We however found
little correlation between the number of CSM moves (which is used to reflect
incoming light away from the UVIS channel and into the IR channel) and the
appearance of these artifacts. But while their number initially increased, it has now
stabilized and remained constant since December 2009. The current number of known
blobs is 19.

 The size and absorption properties of the blobs vary, and have a  somewhat
circular and fuzzy shape, with a measured half-light radius of 10-15 pixels, and absorb
as much as 10-15% of the incoming light at their centers. It should be noted that as of
this writing, the physical properties (position, size, etc.) of a blob, once it appeared,
have remained fixed and do not vary. Blobs are not seen to move in the field of view,
nor to grow in size, nor to eventually disappear. While extended, the total number of
pixels affected by blobs is ~1.2%. Information about the pixels affected by these blobs
is contained in pipeline calibrated FLT files as the corresponding pixels are flagged
using the DQ=512 bit in the DQ extension of the calibrated file. The bottom panel of
Figure 6.5 shows the current IR blob map in the DQ array. Blobs are described in
details in WFC3 ISR 2010-06. Appropriate dithering strategies can be used to mitigate
the effect of these artifact in combined images, as described in WFC3 ISR 2010-09.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-06.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-09.pdf
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Figure 6.5:  Blobs in the IR data    
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 6.5    Detector Nonlinearity Issues

 6.5.1  Nonlinearity Calibrations
HgCdTe detectors, such as that in the WFC3-IR channel, are inherently non-linear

in their response to incident photons.  Figure 6.6 shows the measured signal up the
ramp for a single pixel during a flat-field ramp.  The black diamonds show that the
measured signal is clearly non-linear as the signal increases.  The red line is a linear fit
to reads at low signal levels, extended out to the end of the ramp.  The difference
between these two lines (normalized by the measured signal values) represents the
amount of non-linearity in the measured signal.  By measuring this difference for each
pixel using a set of flat-field ramps, the non-linearity behavior of each pixel is
characterized, and a correction produced. This correction takes the form of a 3rd order
polynomial, as seen in the equation below, that relates the measured and idealized
signal and is applied by calwf3 in the NLINCORR step of the processing.  Further
details can be found in WFC3 ISR 2008-39.  The non-linearity correction in calwf3 as
of September 2010 uses quadrant-averaged polynomials derived from ground testing
data. This correction will soon be updated based on results from on-orbit data.
 Preliminary results from the on-orbit data indicate that uncertainties in the
non-linearity correction should be less than 1%.

Figure 6.6:  Measured non-linear response of an IR pixel. 

Scorr Smeas 1 A BSmeas CS 2
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http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-39.pdf
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 6.5.2  Non-Zero Zeroth Read Correction for Bright Sources
As described in Section 6.2, the first non-destructive readout after the detector

reset provides the reference bias level for each pixel in a WFC3-IR science image.
This image is referred to as the “zeroth readout” or “zeroth read”. Due to the timing
patterns in use, this read is collected at a finite time after the detector reset. Because
the IR channel has no shutter, when a bright source is present in the field, a
non-negligible amount of charge may accumulate on the detector between the time of
the detector reset and the zeroth read. This implies that after the subtraction of the
zeroth read from all subsequent reads in a ramp, the pixels at the location of the bright
source will be under-reporting the amount of signal they were subjected to during the
ramp. While this has no effect on the calwf3 calculation of the signal rate, it can lead
to errors in the non-linearity correction step, since this correction is based on the
measured amount of non-linearity versus the absolute signal level.

In order to correct for this situation, the ZSIGCORR step in calwf3 (very similar to
that in the calnica software for NICMOS) computes an estimate of the number of
counts for each pixel in the zeroth readout of a MULTIACCUM ramp, based on the
count rate measured between the first two reads. This information is then used in the
non-linearity correction (NLINCORR) step to estimate the absolute signal in each
pixel and apply the appropriate linearity correction and saturation checks for that
signal level.

 6.6    Count Rate Non-Linearity

Previous HgCdTe detectors on HST have suffered from a count-rate dependent
non-linearity, motivating an investigation of a similar effect on the WFC3-IR detector.
An initial measurement of this effect was made by comparing the photometry of star
clusters observed over a wide dynamic range and at overlapping wavelengths in
WFC3-IR and NICMOS and/or ACS-WFC. Utilizing a color term to account for
differences in the observed bandpasses, we find a significant detection of a
non-linearity in WFC3-IR photometry which is in the same direction but a few times
smaller than that of NICMOS. From 235 stars in 47 Tuc observed with WFC3-IR in
F110W and F160W and in similar bandpasses in NICMOS Camera 2, we measure a
non-linearity of WFC3-IR of 0.011+/- 0.0023 and 0.010+/-0.0025 mag per dex,
respectively, over a range of 10 magnitudes (4 dex). An independent measurement
utilizes 1390 stars in NGC 3603 observed with ACS-WFC F850LP and WFC3-IR
F098M and yields a very similar result, 0.010 +/- 0.0033 mag/dex. The consistency of
this measurement from two different comparison detectors of different technology
indicates this result is robust. The impact of this non-linearity is that photometry of
faint (i.e., sky dominated) sources calibrated with WFC3-IR zeropoints will appear
0.04 +/-0.01 mag too faint. 
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 6.7    Flat-Fielding

As for the UVIS channel (see Section 5.2), the IR channel flat-field reference files
currently in use in the WFC3 calibration pipeline were created at the Goddard Space
Flight Center under thermal vacuum conditions using an external illumination source.
These flat fields take into account the pixel-to-pixel variations in QE (P-flats).
Low-frequency variations in the illumination pattern, however, are present in these
flats. These variations can be removed using L-flat corrections, which have been
derived from in-flight dithered observations of the globular cluster Omega Centauri. 

 6.7.1  Ground Flats (P-flats)
During spring 2008, flat-field images for the IR channel were produced in the

laboratory (see WFC3 ISR 2008-28) during the third and last thermal vacuum
campaign (TV3) using the CASTLE Optical Stimulus (OS) system. The CASTLE is
an HST simulator designed to deliver an OTA-like external beam to WFC3. It can
provide either point-source and flat-field illumination in either monochromatic or
broadband mode.

During TV3, CASTLE flat fields were acquired using the SPARS10 sample
sequence for the readout mode, with varying numbers of readouts (samples) per
exposure, chosen to obtain a signal of about 60,000 electrons per pixel in the final
read. Flat fields with the OS tungsten lamp were taken with the detector at its nominal
operating temperature. 

The flats are normalized to 1.0 over the image section [101:900,101:900], which
excludes areas of the detector known to contain anomalies, such as the “Death Star”
and the “Wagon Wheel”. 

 6.7.2  On-orbit L-Flats
The large-scale uniformity of the IR channel detector response, as provided by the

TV3 ground-based flats, has been improved in-flight by using multiple pointing
dithered patterns of the globular cluster Omega Centauri. By placing the same group
of stars over different portions of the detector and measuring relative changes in
brightness, low frequency spatial variations in the response of the detector have been
measured. Average photometric errors of +/-1.5% have been found in the original IR
ground-based flat fields (see WFC3 ISR 2009-39). The derived L-flats are based on a
3rd-order polynomial fit and are shown in Figure 6.7, where white indicates that the
photometry produced using the ground-based flats is too faint with respect to the true
stellar magnitude, and black indicates that the photometry is too bright. 

L-flats were determined from in-flight observations using filters F098M, F110W,
F125W, F139M, and F160W. The L-flat correction for the remaining filters was
derived by using a linear interpolation as a function of wavelength. The pivot
wavelength of each filter was used for the interpolation, where the resulting L-flat is

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-28.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-39.pdf
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equal to the weighted average of the L-flat for the two filters nearest in wavelength.
For a discussion of the mathematical algorithm used to derive the L-flats, refer to ACS
ISR 03-10.

The L-flat calibration program revisited the same target three times during Cycle
17, so that observations are obtained at three different orientations due to the roll of
the telescope. Differential photometry of stars falling on different portions of the
detector as the telescope rolls provides an independent test of the absolute sensitivity
dependence with time for the full suite of the IR channel filters. Initial testing indicates
that the photometric response for a given star is now the same to ~1% for any position
in the field of view for filters which were observed during the in-flight L-flat
campaign. Further observations of Omega Centauri are planned for Cycle 18. Once
the analysis of additional stellar observations is complete, new flat fields will be
delivered to the pipeline and the errors are expected to be reduced to <1%. 

Figure 6.7:  IR L-Flats 

IR L-flat corrections required for the ground-based P-flat. From left to right and top to bottom the correc-
tions for the filters F098M, F110W, F125W, and F160W are shown. Peak to peak corrections range from 
-3 to +1%.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/documents/isrs/isr0310.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/documents/isrs/isr0310.pdf
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 6.7.3  Pipeline Flats
At this time the calibration pipeline is using the ground-based P-flats only. The

derived L-flat corrections have been multiplied into the corresponding P-flats, to
produce corrected hybrid LP-flats. The resulting LP-flats are available on the WFC3
Web site for downloading:

 Figure 6.8 shows the corrected IR channel ground-based flats for several
broadband filters. The 18 small dark spots (“IR blobs”) across the IR field of view are
regions of lower sensitivity (by about 10-15%, see WFC3 ISR 2010-06). The blobs are
physically located on the Channel Select Mechanism (CSM) mirror. The blobs are
small, with a radii of about 10-15 pixels, and affect about 1.2% of the IR pixels. 

Because of geometric distortion effects, the area of the sky seen by a given pixel is
not constant; therefore, observations of a constant surface brightness object will have
count rates per pixel that vary over the detector, even if every pixel has the same
sensitivity. In order to produce images that appear uniform for uniform illumination,
the observed flat fields include the effect of the variable pixel area across the field. A
consequence of dividing by these flat fields is that two stars of equal brightness do not
have the same total counts after the flat-fielding step. Thus, point source photometry
extracted from a flat-fielded image must be multiplied by the effective pixel area map
(see Section 7.2.3). This correction is accounted for in pipeline processing by
MultiDrizzle (see Section 4.2), which uses the geometric distortion solution to correct
all pixels to equal areas. In the drizzled images, photometry is correct for both point
and extended sources.

Observations of the bright Earth will be acquired during Cycle 18 to provide a
uniform flat-field source for the complete OTA optical complement and incorporate
both the low frequency L-flat and the high frequency pixel-to-pixel P-flat response. 

The numerous survey programs that the IR channel is executing are being used to
build high signal-to-noise sky flats. These data consist mostly of sparsely populated
images with relatively uniform sky that can be stacked to further quantify the low
frequency and high frequency flat-filed components. 

To summarize, the pipeline flats were created by correcting the pixel-to-pixel flats
by low-frequency corrections derived from dithered stellar observations. For the most
used modes, the flats are accurate to better than 1% across the detector. Additional
verification of the IR pipeline flats will be provided by earth flats, confirming also the
derived L-flats and setting limits to their dependence on the color of the source
spectrum.

Additional discussion and the latest information about IR flats can be
found on the WFC3 Web site:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/ir_flats

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/ir_flats
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-06.pdf
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Figure 6.8:  IR LP-Flats    

From from left to right and top to bottom, IR flat fields for the filters F098M, F110W, F125W, and 
F160W.

 6.7.4  Sky Flats
On-orbit monitoring of the IR flat field response is done using an internal flat-field

lamp. The only flat fields obtained using an external source were obtained during the
ground testing of the instrument. Neither of these two types of flat fields are true
observations of the illumination of the IR detector in real operating conditions, where
the instrument is being operated in orbit and the incoming light propagates through the
entire optical system consisting of HST and WFC3. One commonly used method to
obtain realistic flat fields consists of observing a large uniform source that is external
to the observatory. In our case, we currently do not have the ability to do this, while we
are investigating using observing the Earth bright limb for this purpose, and we have
instead assembled “super sky” type flat fields. These were generated by combining
WFC3-IR observations of sparse fields after masking out astronomical sources. We
have so far been able to assemble relatively high signal to noise Sky flats for both the
F125W and F160W filters. The F160W sky flat is shown in Figure 6.9. The sky flats
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show  a +/- 3% field variation of the flat field that is currently uncorrected by the
current ground based pipeline flat fields. Both the F125W and the F160W IR Sky Flat
have larger pixel to pixel variation than the current pipeline flat fields, which is a
direct consequence of their lower signal-to-noise levels but both show the identical
large scale structure. The F125W and the F160W sky flats differ by less than 1%,
indicative that this correction may not have a large color component. Sky Flats will
continue to be assembled as more WFC3-IR data becomes available and will be made
available to users wishing to use them.

Figure 6.9:  IR Sky Flat    

Preliminary IR sky flat in the F160W filter.
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 6.8    Pixel Defects and Bad Imaging Regions

 6.8.1  Bad Pixels
Various on-orbit calibration programs have been used to identify bad pixels and

regions on the IR detector. All pixels found anomalous enough to potentially impact
data analysis results are flagged and listed in the current bad pixel table reference file.
While these pixels are listed in the bad pixel table, they will still have calwf3
calculated signals and signal rates in observer's data.

During calwf3 processing, the bad pixel table is imprinted onto the data quality
(DQ) array associated with each ramp. Using the pixel values in the DQ array,
observers can tailor the types of bad pixels used in their analysis. Figure 6.10 shows in
white all pixels which are flagged in the bad pixel mask.

It is the responsibility of the observer to determine which flavors of bad
pixels are acceptable and which are to be avoided during data analysis.
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Figure 6.10:  IR Bad Pixel Mask    

 6.8.2  Non-nominal Detector Regions
As noted in Section 5.7.6 of the Instrument Handbook, there are several coherent

features on the IR detector composed of poorly performing pixels. The “death star”,
along the bottom edge of the detector, on the left side, is a collection of unresponsive
pixels. Similarly, the unbonded pixels in the upper left and right corners and along the
top edge of the detector are also unresponsive. These pixels have all been flagged as
dead in the bad pixel mask and should be avoided during analysis. In the lower right
corner of the detector is the feature known as the “wagon wheel”. This is a collection
of pixels with quantum efficiencies 25% to 50% below normal. This does not mean
that these pixels cannot be used during data analysis, but sources in this region will
have a lower signal-to-noise ratio than they would elsewhere on the detector. This fact
will be captured in the error arrays of calwf3 calibrated data. A more detailed
description of these detector regions is given in WFC3 ISR 2008-28.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-28.pdf
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 6.8.3  Dead Pixels
These are pixels with a very low quantum efficiency which measure little or no

signal when illuminated. In addition to the dead pixels found through the analysis of
on-orbit data, we also manually marked the pixels comprising the “death star” as dead.
In total, 3,910 pixels are flagged as dead (0.4% of the detector’s light-sensitive pixels),
and are marked with a 4 in the bad pixel table (see WFC3 ISR 2010-13 for details).
Other than those pixels within the death star, dead pixels are scattered randomly across
the detector. It is recommended that observers ignore any pixel marked as dead.

 6.8.4  Bad Zeroth Read Pixels
These are pixels which exhibit anomalous signals in the zeroth read of a data ramp,

usually due to being shorted or unbonded (see WFC3 ISR 2003-06). This implies that
many of the bad zeroth read pixels are also flagged as dead. By flagging bad zeroth
read pixels in the bad pixel table, we are taking a conservative approach to bad pixel
behavior. Historically, pixels with a non-nominal signal in the zeroth read displayed
other non-nominal behaviors. Based on this experience, we felt it safer to flag these
pixels. As with all flavors of bad pixels, observers should determine whether or not
using these pixels will have a significant impact on their analysis.

In total, there are 4,990 pixels (~0.5% of the science pixels) flagged as bad in the
zeroth read. These pixels are largely concentrated in the areas of the death star, the
upper corners, and along the quadrant boundaries of the detector.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-13.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2003-06.pdf
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 6.8.5  Unstable Pixels
These pixels display an inconsistent measurement of signal in a set of nominally

identical ramps. Unstable pixels are characterized more thoroughly in WFC3 ISR
2010-13. Unstable pixels observed on the WFC3-IR detector display a wide range of
behaviors. Given a data set composed of many nominally-identical ramps, some
unstable pixels appear stable and repeatable in almost all ramps, but will measure
appreciably different signal values in only one or two ramps. Other unstable pixels
display signal values that vary wildly from ramp to ramp in all observations of a data
set. Pixels flagged by these searches were all flagged with a value of 32 in the final
bad pixel mask. We find a total of 10,885 unstable pixels (1.06% of all science pixels)
on the IR detector. Due to the unpredictable behavior of these pixels, we recommend
against including them in data analysis.

 6.8.6  Snowballs
Recently, a new feature was identified in ground testing data for the WFC3-IR

channel. These sources have been dubbed “snowballs”, due to their extended, fuzzy
appearance in the data. Snowballs are transient, extended sources with unknown
origins that appear in on orbit IR channel data at rates of roughly 2 - 2.5 snowballs per
hour of exposure time. Similar to the manner in which cosmic rays appear, the entire
flux of a snowball is deposited into the detector's pixels instantaneously. A snowball
affects between 11 and 34 pixels, and contains between 200,000 and 900,000 e−.
Figure 6.11 shows a 7x7 mosaic of snowballs gathered from ground testing and on
orbit data. With their behavior mimicking that of cosmic ray impacts, calwf3 should
be able to remove snowballs from WFC3-IR data during standard pipeline processing.
That, combined with snowballs’ low rate of occurrence, implies that snowballs should
have a minimal impact on science observations. Further details on snowballs can be
found in WFC3 ISR 2009-43.

Figure 6.11:  A mosaic of snowballs generated using ground and on-orbit data. 

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-13.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-13.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-43.pdf
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 6.9    Image Persistence

Image persistence is a phenomenon commonly observed in HgCdTe IR detectors.
It is an afterglow of earlier images that in the case of WFC3 is present when individual
pixels are exposed to values greater than about 50,000 electrons. It has been observed
both in dithered exposures in a single orbit and in some cases in subsequent orbits.   A
very obvious example is shown in Figure 6.12. The image shown is of a fairly sparse,
high latitude field, but the observation occurred shortly after several observations of
fields containing very bright stars that had been dithered. Refer to WFC3 ISR 2010-17
for detailed information.

Figure 6.12:  Persistence induced by bright stars 

Persistence is most likely due to imperfections in the detector material, traps,
which become available to electrons or holes when voltage levels change as a pixel
saturates. A detailed theory of persistence is described by Smith (SPIE 7021-22,
Marseille 2008-06-24). In WFC3, a fully saturated pixel (one filled to > 100,000 e)
produces a signal of about 0.2 elec/s 1000 seconds afterwards; the charge decays
roughly as a power law with a slope of about -2. An example of the amount of
persistence produced as a function of the amount of exposure in an earlier image is
shown in Figure 6.13.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-17.pdf
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Figure 6.13:  Persistence  

Given a pixel that has been exposed to a depth z at a time t previous to an
observation, the persistence P(z,t) is roughly described by a Fermi-like distribution of
the form:

where Po is the persistence at a fiducial time to and characteristic exposure zo
measured in electrons. Here dz describes the scale of exposures over which the
persistence rises from a minimal to maximal value.

More examples of persistence are shown in Section 7.9.4 of the Instrument
Handbook.  

From the perspective of the data analyst, the primary questions about persistence
are how to find it in ones images and how to mitigate its effects if it is there.

Additional discussion and the latest information about persistence can
be found on the WFC3 Web site:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/persistence/
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 6.9.1  Finding Persistence
Within a visit, persistence is usually not important unless the images are dithered

by steps that are larger than the size of the psf. This is because the flux due to
persistence is a very small fraction of the original rate (usually considerably less than a
percent). However, some observations will have been planned with large dither steps
in order to avoid large features, e.g. the “Death Star”, and these images can contain
regions with visible persistence. The easiest way to locate regions of the detector
where persistence could be important in, for example, the last exposure of an orbit, is
to multiply each of the science extensions in the preceding flt images by their
respective exposure times to recover the depth to which each pixel was exposed, and
then to construct a “hit map” containing the maximum value of the individual images.
Regions with values greater than about 50,000 e– may have noticeable persistence (if
as noted above the images have been dithered by large amounts). A fairly
straightforward way to see the persistence is to use MultiDrizzle, comparing the
so-called single_sci.fits files, which are the individual exposures projected onto a
common coordinate frame. Subtracting the first image from subsequent images (with
the same exposure and filter settings) will reveal the persistence in the later images. 

Persistence from previous visits is often easier to recognize than self-induced
persistence because the persistence image often shows multiple dither offsets
superposed or a very different star field, e.g. a cluster of stars in a field that was not
expected to contain one. The easiest way to see if your image has persistence is often
simply to display the first image in an orbit with a stretch designed to bring up faint
features (or in histogram equilibration mode) and look for features and/or patterns that
are unexpected.   Using the single_sci.fits files, as described above, is another way to
look for persistence from previous visits, particularly if the last exposure is a
significant amount of time later than the first exposure.

An example of this is shown in Figure 6.14. The top image shows the first
exposure in an observation of a high latitude field with WFC3-IR. The image contains
a fairly large number of objects which appear to be stars, although in fact an
examination of the “objects” would show that they all appear extended. Many of these
stars are persistence images of bright stars in the outskirts of 47 Tuc which had been
observed in the previous orbit. The difference of the first and last single_sci.fits
images is shown in the bottom image. It clearly reveals the persistence.
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Figure 6.14:  Persistence example
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If you suspect persistence, or if you want to assure yourself persistence from earlier
visits is unlikely to be a problem, it is also useful to establish what the history of
WFC3-IR usage was prior to your visit.

If there are no visits within 4 hours of your observation, then it is unlikely there is
any persistence in your images. If there are earlier images, and the images are public,
you can learn a lot more about the problem by downloading the images and
determining which portions of the image have been saturated. If the images have not
yet been released to the public, you cannot download the images, but you can learn
more about the field looking at the proposal abstract, and in some cases by looking at
information that is available on the program status page (which you reach from the
results from the search above by following the link on proposal ID, and then the link
labeled “about this proposal”.) Downloading the phase II proposal for the “offending”
proposal, and displaying the DSS or 2MASS field, will give you a pretty good idea of
the magnitude of the problem you are facing.

 6.9.2  Mitigating effects of Persistence
Basically, there are two ways to mitigate persistence. One can exclude the regions

affected by your data from your analysis, or one can try to subtract the persistence
signal from your data and use the modified data in your data analysis. 

About 1% of the pixels in the IR array have data quality problems (e.g. IR blobs),
and if one needs to exclude another 1% of the pixels due to persistence this may well
be the best course. Simple IRAF procedures can be used to mark bad regions and add
a flag in the data quality extensions of the flt files. At this point, down-stream
analysis proceeds as it normally would if the tools that are used take data quality into
account. This is the case, for MultiDrizzle, which most observers use to analyze their
data. 

If on the other hand, it is important to use the data in the region affected by
persistence in data analysis, then one needs a procedure for modeling the persistence,
and then subtracting the data from the images. The STScI is currently proto-typing
such a procedure. It assumes a Fermi-like distribution for the persistence signature
described above and a power law time decay of persistence. An estimate of the
persistence affecting Figure 6.12 is shown in Figure 6.15, and the persistence
subtracted image is shown in Figure 6.16.

A simple tool which searches the MAST archive for other WFC3-IR
exposures prior to a given data set can be found at:
http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/history_search.html/

http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/history_search.html/
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Figure 6.15:  Estimated persistence  
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Figure 6.16:  Persistence cleaned final image

The image appears much cleaner now, though a careful inspection shows some
residual signatures of the persistence. At present, we are usually able to remove 90%
of the persistence signatures in typical images, but we have to tune some of the
parameters in our model for the overall signature and the decay in order to do so. Most
likely this is due to the fact that we have not included some of the characteristics of
persistence in our model, including for example the length of time at which pixels are
filled to a high level. Calibration observations have been undertaken to attempt to
characterize the persistence better.

 At some point, we expect to release the tools we have for general use. In the
meantime, if persistence is a significant problem in the analysis of your images, please
contact the help desk. We can provide estimates of the persistence in flt files and
work with you to either mask out the bad regions or to subtract at least partially the
effects of persistence in your images.

Future information about this will be reported in the WFC3 STANS and
on the following page:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/persistence/

Residual signature 
of persistence

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/ins_performance/persistence
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 6.10    Scattered Earthlight

WFC3-IR observations have revealed that for certain HST orientations, the IR
detector can be subject to elevated and/or irregular background levels. Observations
made when HST is pointing near the bright Earth limb can result in the left most ~200
columns of the detector being subjected to background levels up to twice as bright as
that on the rest of the chip. This is due to scattered Earth light, most likely reaching the
detector through an unintended path through the optics. Figure 6.17 shows an example
of this behavior. The overall shape of this high background region is very similar from
one affected image to another, but the brightness of the scattered light varies as the
HST pointing approaches or recedes from the bright Earth limb. Details on the nature
of this effect in IR darks can be found in WFC3 ISR 2009-21. This effect can often be
present for observations made when the limb angle, which is the angle between HST's
pointing direction and the nearest limb of the bright Earth, is less than ~30o. 

Figure 6.17:  IR Image affected by scattered earth-shine.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-21.pdf


CHAPTER 7:

WFC3 Data Analysis
In this chapter. . .

 7.1    STSDAS Software

Software tools for working with WFC3 FITS files are available in the STSDAS
packages. toolbox.imgtools.mstools and hst_calib.wfc3 have been designed to
maintain compatibility with pre-existing analysis software. The tools have either been
written in ANSI-C or are IRAF CL scripts interfacing with pre-existing
IRAF/STSDAS tasks. 

These tasks include tools for mathematical and statistical operations on science
images and for analysis and display of raw and reduced data. In most cases, the
utilities extend existing routines to include error and data quality propagation. These
are the utilities of greatest interest to the user community. Under this category are
several tasks described in Chapter 3 of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks,
msarith, mscombine, msstatistics, msjoin and mssplit, along with a few other tasks
we describe below, ndisplay, markdq, mosdisplay, pstack, pstats, sampinfo,
sampdiff, and sampcum. The first five are found in the package
toolbox.imgtools.mstools; the remaining ones reside in the hst_calib.wfc3 and
hst_calib.nicmos packages.

The tasks in the toolbox.imgtools.mstools package are particularly useful for
working with individual WFC3 imsets. See “Working with FITS Imsets” in Chapter 3
of the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks if you are not familiar with these
tasks. Below we describe a few tasks of specific interest to WFC3 observers. For
additional details and examples of these and other tools, please refer to the online help.

7.1 STSDAS Software / 138

7.2 Photometry / 140

7.3 Astrometry / 153

7.4 Spectroscopy / 156
138

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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ndisplay and markdq
The markdq task reads the data quality (DQ) array from a multi-extension image

and marks the DQ flags on a previously displayed science image. Each flag value can
be set independently to a different color or can be turned off. The ndisplay task
combines the capabilities of the IRAF task display and the task markdq: it displays a
science image and overlays the DQ flags according to a user-specified color-code.
Both tasks are useful for locating specific DQ values, such as pixels flagged as
saturated or marked as cosmic ray hits. These two tasks were originally developed for
use with NICMOS images and are therefore located in the nicmos package, but they
can be used for any HST dataset that uses the multi-extension FITS format to store
SCI, ERR, and DQ arrays. 

mosdisplay
The mosdisplay task provides a convenient way to display images from all

IMSETS of a WFC3-IR multiaccum image together as a mosaic in a single ximtool or
saoimage/ds9 window. The user may select which extension (e.g., SCI, ERR, DQ,
SAMP or TIME) to display and can control the display threshold parameters or leave
them to be automatically determined. This task is located in both the wfc3 and nicmos
packages.

pstack and pstats
The pstack and pstats tasks plot all the samples of a specified pixel or image

section, respectively, from a WFC3-IR multiaccum image as a function of sample
time. These tasks can be used to track the time behavior of an image on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. For example, the temporal positions of cosmic ray hits or the
onset of saturation during the course of an exposure can be located for a particular
pixel or set of pixels. The pstats task can be particularly useful for identifying
anomalous data behavior, such as drifting bias levels or scattered light, which may
cause the background level to vary substantially during the course of an exposure.
These two tasks are located in both the wfc3 and nicmos packages.

sampinfo
The sampinfo task offers a convenient way to get readout-by-readout information

about a WFC3-IR multiaccum image. It provides information about the overall
readout sequence (SAMP_SEQ, NEXTEND, NSAMP, and EXPTIME), and then for
each imset of the multi-extension FITS file it lists the corresponding SAMPNUM,
SAMPTIME and DELTATIME values. These can be useful bits of information when
using non-standard processing techniques. It is located in both the wfc3 and nicmos
packages.

sampdiff and sampcum
The sampdiff task provides a convenient way to convert a WFC3-IR multiaccum

image into a set of independent “first differences.” Normally, each IMSET (readout)
of a multiaccum image is the cumulative sum of the total exposure time prior to that
readout. As such, the [sci,*] images are not statistically independent. When
analyzing multiaccum images, it is sometimes helpful to look at the data collected
during each readout interval independently of that which was accumulated previously,
i.e. by taking the difference of successive readouts. In this way, you can isolate
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readouts that have problems (e.g., major cosmic ray hits or moving objects, sudden
changes in scattered light, etc.). The sampdiff task automates this process. Note that,
in general, this is only really a sensible thing to do if the image has not been converted
from counts to count rate by the UNITCORR step of calwf3! The sampcum task
inverts this process, re-accumulating the first differences. These tasks are located in
the nicmos package. 

Using These Tasks: An Example.
As an example, you might want to inspect WFC3 data for anomalies occurring

during individual readouts of an IR exposure using a procedure like this:

In this example, the raw image is processed through calwf3 with the unitcorr
step turned off so that the data in the _ima file readouts are left in units of
accumulating counts rather than count rate. You then take first differences with
sampdiff, display the individual SCI extensions as a mosaic with mosdisplay to look
for monster cosmic rays or other oddities in the readouts, and then use pstats to plot
the median count rate (units=rate) per sample time in the image quadrant
[1:512,1:512].

 7.2    Photometry

 7.2.1  Photometric Systems, Units, and Zeropoints
The WFC3 filters naturally define their own photometric system and users are

encouraged to refer their photometric results to this native system. The magnitude of a
given object observed in a WFC3 filter is therefore simply given in “instrumental
magnitudes” as WFC3MAG = -2.5log (count rate [e− s-1]). It is also often convenient
to convert the measured brightness of a source into a common photometric system.
Today, three of the most common systems in use in astronomy are VEGAMAG,
STMAG, and ABMAG. Although convenient, transformation to these (as well as
other) photometric systems always has a limited precision and is dependent on the
color range, surface gravity, and metallicity of the source stars considered (e.g., see
Sirianni et al., 2005, PASP, 117, 1049 for a nice discussion). 

--> hedit ib3x01a1q_raw.fits[0] unitcorr=omit

--> calwf3 ib3x01a1q_raw.fits

--> sampdiff ib3x01a1q_ima.fits ib3x01a1q_fdiff.fits

--> mosdisplay ib3x01a1q_fdiff.fits 1 extname=sci number+

--> pstats ib3x01a1q_fdiff.fits[1:512,1:512]\
>>> extname=sci units=rate stat=midpt
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A detailed discussion of these three photometric systems within the context of HST
observations is provided in Sirianni et al. (2005) as well as WFC3 ISR 2009-31.
Further information on the VEGAMAG system is also provided in Bohlin & Gilliland
(2004, AJ, 127, 3508), the ABMAG system in Oke (1964, ApJ, 140, 689) and the
STMAG system in Koorneef et al. (1986, in Highlights of Astronomy IAU, Vol.7, ed.
J.-P. Swings, 833).

Summarizing, the VEGAMAG system is defined such that the bright AOV star
α-Lyrae (i.e., Vega) has a magnitude of 0 at all wavelengths. The system was/is
convenient for ground-based observers as Vega is a bright star that can be easily
observed in the northern hemisphere, and contains a smooth spectrum with few
features. The VEGAMAG system is the default SYNPHOT magnitude system, and
the magnitude of a star with flux f in this system is simply −2.5log (f/fVega), where
fVega is the calibrated spectrum of Vega in SYNPHOT. As this system depends on the
calibration of the standard star, it is also subject to errors and changes in that
calibration. The STMAG and ABMAG systems are different in that they define an
equivalent flux density for a source of predefined shape that would produce the
observed count rate. In the STMAG system, the flux density is expressed per unit
wavelength, and, in the ABMAG system, the flux density is express per unit
frequency.   The reference spectra are flat as a function of wavelength and frequency in
each respective case. The definitions of the systems are:

• STMAG = -2.5 Log fλ - 21.10 (where fλ is expressed in erg cm-2sec-1Å-1), 

• ABMAG = -2.5 Log fν - 48.60 (where fν is expressed in erg cm-2sec-1Hz-1) 

The offsets in these equations, e.g., −21.10 and −48.60, are also frequently referred
to as zero points. However, these are a part of the definition of the photometric system.
For example, in the STMAG system, the zero point of −21.10 is set so an object with
this brightness will have a flux density of 1 erg cm-2sec-1Å-1.

Photometric Zero Points
The photometric zero point of a telescope/instrument/filter combination is a

convenient way to characterize the overall sensitivity of the system. By most
definitions, the zero point represents the magnitude of a star-like object that produces
one count per second within a given aperture (see Maiz Apellaniz 2007, ASP, 364,
227). For WFC3, this throughput will measure the final performance taking into
account the HST Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA), pick-off mirror, mirror
reflectivity, filter throughput, outer window, inner window, and the quantum efficiency
(QE) of the detector. For HST instruments such as WFC3, the zero points depend on
the absolute flux calibration of HST white dwarf spectra, and therefore they will
change whenever that calibration is improved. 

The photometric zero point can be determined using several techniques. In
SYNPHOT, a user can renormalize a spectrum to 1 count/sec in the appropriate WFC3
bandpass and output the zero point in the selected magnitude system (assuming that
updated throughput tables are included in the local SYNPHOT installation). These

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-31.pdf
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examples renormalize a 10,000 K blackbody for WFC3-UVIS in the F606W filter and
WFC3-IR in the F110W filter, and output the zero point in the VEGAMAG system:

Similarly, the most updated STMAG and ABMAG zero points for WFC3 data can
be retrieved from photometric keywords in the SCI extension. Specifically, the
keyword PHOTFLAM is the inverse sensitivity (erg cm-2 sec-1 Å-1); it represents the
flux density of a star that produces a response of one count per second in this band
pass.   The header keyword PHOTPLAM is the pivot wavelength. The header
keywords PHOTFLAM and PHOTPLAM relate to the STMAG and ABMAG
zeropoints through the formulae:

• STMAG_ZPT = -2.5 Log (PHOTFLAM) - PHOTZPT 

                                = -2.5 Log (PHOTFLAM) - 21.10

• ABMAG_ZPT = -2.5 Log (PHOTFLAM) - 21.10 - 5 Log (PHOTPLAM) +      
18.6921 

--> calcphot wfc3,uvis1,f606w,cal "rn(bb(10000),band(v),1,counts)" vegamag

Mode = band(wfc3,uvis1,f606w,cal)

   Pivot       Equiv Gaussian

 Wavelength         FWHM

  5903.182        1558.406    band(wfc3,uvis1,f606w,cal)

Spectrum:  rn(bb(10000),band(v),1,counts)

    VZERO            VEGAMAG     Mode: band(wfc3,uvis1,f606w,cal)

       0.           26.41582

--> calcphot wfc3,ir,f110w "rn(bb(10000),band(v),1,counts)" vegamag

Mode = band(wfc3,ir,f110w)

   Pivot       Equiv Gaussian

 Wavelength         FWHM

  11505.85        3376.167    band(wfc3,ir,f110w)

Spectrum:  rn(bb(10000),band(v),1,counts)

    VZERO            VEGAMAG     Mode: band(wfc3,ir,f110w)

       0.           26.32638 
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These zero points, as well as those in the VEGAMAG system, are all published in
WFC3 ISR 2009-31 for WFC3-UVIS and WFC3 ISR 2009-30 for WFC3-IR and are
also published on the WFC3 Web page:

 7.2.2  Aperture and Color Corrections
For WFPC2, Holtzman et al. (1995, PASP, 107, 1065) measured photometric zero

points in an intermediate-sized aperture of R = 0.5 arcseconds to alleviate
uncertainties in the sky background for measurements made at larger apertures. These
can include mapping the extended PSF wings, the digitized effects of the A/D
converters, and CTE problems. Such an aperture is more convenient for typical point
source photometry, however it cannot be used directly for surface photometry and will
require a large correction. For ACS, Sirianni et al. (2005) use a much larger standard
aperture of R = 5.5 arcseconds. Such an aperture is impractical for most point source
photometry measurements, especially in crowded fields. However, Sirianni et al.
(2005) point out that the ACS correction from a small to a large aperture varies
strongly from filter to filter and the “infinite” aperture approach is the traditional
SYNPHOT default and therefore a better conversion between point sources and
extended sources will be enabled by this convention. 

Both of the approaches above have advantages and, therefore, for WFC3, we
compute zero points both for an infinite aperture and for R = 0.4 arcseconds (WFC3
ISR 2009-30 and WFC3 ISR 2009-31). Formally, the infinite aperture measurement
was obtained by taking the counts (i.e., of a standard star) in a large 2 arcsecond
aperture and correcting it a small amount based on a model (see WFC3 ISR 2009-37
and WFC3 ISR 2009-38). The infinite aperture value can also be scaled to the zero
point in any aperture based on the enclosed energy fractions, which are provided on
the same Web site listed above where the zero points are published. These corrections
are wavelength specific. As an example on WFC3-UVIS, the measured flux in F606W
within an aperture of radius 0.4 arcseconds (i.e., 10 pixels) is 91% of the total flux and
the flux within 2.0 arcseconds is 98% of the total flux. For WFC3-IR, the flux in
F140W within an aperture of 0.4 arcseconds (i.e., 3 pixels) is 84% of the total flux and

WFC3 UVIS and IR Zero Points are available on the WFC3 Web page
at: http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/phot_zp_lbn

Note: As of September 2010, the WFC3 photometric keywords and
derived zero points are based on the ground flat field from TV3 testing.
New photometric zero points will soon be calculated based on on-orbit
flat fields and updated on the Web page.

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-31.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-30.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/phot_zp_lbn
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-38.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-37.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-30.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-30.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-31.pdf
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the flux within 2.0 arcseconds is 97% of the total flux. Note, that an “aper” keyword
can be used in SYNPHOT to scale the total counts from an infinite aperture to a
specific radius, e.g.,:

Users should determine the offset between their own photometry and aperture
photometry within a given radius aperture. This can be done by measuring a few
bright stars in an uncrowded region of the field of view and applying the offset to all
photometric measurements. If such stars are not available, encircled energies have
been tabulated (WFC3 ISR 2009-37 and WFC3 ISR 2009-38). However users should
be reminded that accurate aperture corrections are a function of time and location on
the chip and also depend on the kernel used in Drizzle. They should avoid the blind
application of tabulated encircled energies especially at small radii.

Color Correction
In some cases it may be desirable to compare WFC3 photometric results with

existing datasets in different photometric systems (e.g., WFPC2, ACS, SDSS,
2MASS, Johnson-Cousins). Since the WFC3 filters do not have exact counterparts in
any other “standard” filter set, the accuracy of these transformations is limited.
Moreover if the transformations are applied to objects whose spectral type (e.g., color,
metallicity, surface gravity) do not match the spectral type of the calibration
observation, serious systematic effects can be introduced. For WFC3, at this time,
these transformations can be determined by using SYNPHOT only. In the future, we
will also publish transformation coefficients based on observations of star clusters
observed in common with other photometric systems. In any case, users should not
expect to preserve the 1% accuracy of WFC3 photometry on the transformed data.

 7.2.3  Pixel Area Maps
The WFC3-UVIS CCDs and WFC3-IR detector contain pixels that vary in their

area on the sky as a result of the geometric distortion. As a consequence of this, more
light will fall on a larger pixel relative to a smaller pixel, leading to an overall gradient
in an image of a smooth background. However, the flatfielding process in the HST
CALWF3 pipeline is designed to produce images that have a flat background (e.g.,
sky), thereby suppressing counts (hereafter taken to be in units of electrons) in larger
pixels relative to smaller pixels. Hence, the measured total brightness of sources on flt
images will vary depending on the position of the object, and the areas of the pixels at
that location. 

To achieve uniform photometry over the detector, most users will measure counts
on distortion free images. The geometric distortion can be corrected using
multidrizzle. The output of this processing will be a drz image, which has a flat sky
and contains pixels that are uniform in area (i.e., through proper corrections of the
distortion and related pixel area variations). Therefore, photometry of any source in a

iraf> calcphot "wfc3,uvis1,aper#0.4,f606w,cal" 
gd153_mod_005.fits counts

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-37.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-38.pdf
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drz image will yield the same count rate (electrons per second) irrespective of the
position of the source on the image. 

Photometry measured on an flt image therefore requires a field-dependent
correction factor to: 

• achieve uniformity in the measured count rate of an object across the field, 

• match the output drizzled count rate.

This correction is reflected as an image and is called the Pixel Area Map (PAM),
and comes from the derivatives of the geometric distortion polynomial. The size of the
PAM image is the same as the flt image and each pixel value is set to the normalized
area of that pixel. By multiplying the flt images by the PAM, users will recover the
same count rate on flt images and drz images, and the same zero point will apply to
both data products: 

DRZ_flux = FLT_flux * PAM, 

where the flt image has been converted to counts per second of exposure time.  
A contour plot of relative pixel size across the UVIS image, normalized to the

central pixel, is shown in Figure 7.1. The ratio of maximum to minimum pixel area
over the detector is 1.074.

The variation of pixel area across the IR channel to be used for correction of
point-source photometry from distortion-corrected images is shown in Figure 7.2. The
maximum deviation from the central value is 4.1%.

A detailed description of the WFC3 UVIS and IR PAMs is provided in WFC3 ISR
2010-08. This description also discusses a unique choice for normalizing the WFC3
PAMs that differs from previous instruments. This choice ensures that the PAMs do
not artificially scale the flt flux by large amounts. Rather, the PAMs simply serve to
provide a relative correction of the counts based on the size of pixels as compared to
the size of a reference pixel near the center of the detectors (see detailed description in
the ISR). 

The PAMs are also available to download, along with a brief descrip-
tion, at: http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/pam/pixel_area_maps

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-08.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2010-08.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/pam/pixel_area_maps
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Figure 7.1:  Variation of the effective pixel area with position on the UVIS detector. 
Darker shading indicates pixels with smaller area. Contours are drawn at 1% incre-
ments.
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Figure 7.2:  Variation of the effective pixel area with position on the IR detector. Darker 
shading indicates pixels with smaller area. Contours are drawn at 2% increments. 

PAM Concept Illustration
To illustrate the concepts of extended source and point source photometry on FLT

and drz images we consider a simple idealized example of a 3x3 pixel section of the
detector. We assume that the bias and dark corrections are zero and that the quantum
efficiency is unity everywhere.

Example #1 Constant Surface Brightness Object
Let’s suppose we are observing an extended object with a surface brightness of 2

e−/pixel in the undistorted case. With no geometric distortion the image is:

2           2          2

2           2          2

2           2          2

Actual scene 
on the sky:
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In reality WFC3 suffers from geometric distortion and as a consequence pixels are not
square and the pixel area varies across the detector

Let’s suppose the pixel area map (PAM) is:

As a result in the raw data there is an apparent variation in surface brightness.

The geometrical area of each pixel is imprinted in the flat field as well as the
photometric sensitivity. In this example, since we assumed that the quantum efficiency
is unity everywhere, the flat field is just the equivalent of the PAM:

Detector pixel 
layout on the 
sky:

PAM:
1.4           1.2        1.0

1.2           1.0        0.9

1.0          0.9       0.8

RAW image: 2.8         2.4        2.0

2.4           2.0      1.8

2.0         1.8        1.6

Flat field:
1.4          1.2       1.0

1.2         1.0      0.9

1.0          0.9       0.8
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WFC3 flat fields are designed to level out a uniformly illuminated source and not
to conserve total integrated counts, so after the flat-field correction the FLT image has
the correct surface brightness and can be used to perform surface photometry.
However the image morphology is distorted.

MultiDrizzle can be run on the FLT image. The result is that each pixel is free of
geometric distortion and is photometrically accurate.

Example #2 Integrated photometry of a point source
Now let’s suppose we are observing a point source and that all the flux is included

in the 3x3 grid. Let the counts distribution be:

FLT image:
2.0          2.0       2.0

2.0         2.0      2.0

2.0          2.0       2.0

2.0       2.0       2.0

2.0       2.0       2.0

2.0       2.0       2.0

DRZ image:

Actual scene 
on the sky:

2.0       10.5        2.0

10.5     50       10.5

2.0      10.5        2.0
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The total counts are 100. Due to the geometric distortion, the PSF as seen in the
raw image is distorted. The total counts are conserved, but they are redistributed on
the CCD.

After the flat-field correction, however, the total counts are no longer conserved:

In this example the counts now add up to 99.08, instead of 100.
In order to perform integrated photometry the pixel area variation need to be taken

into account. this can be done by multiplying the FLT image by the PAM or by
running MultiDrizzle.

Only by running MultiDrizzle can the geometric distortion be removed, but both
approaches correctly recover the count total as 100. Users should be cautioned that
this is just an idealized example. In reality the PSF of the star extends to a much bigger
radius. If the user decides to work on the flat-fielded image after correcting by the
pixel area map, they need to calculate a new aperture correction to the total flux of the
star. The aperture corrections discussed in Section 7.2.2 are only for MultiDrizzle
output images. In most cases the aperture correction for distorted images will be quite

1.9         10      1.9

10.1       50     10.1

2.5         11    2.5

RAW image:

FLT image:
1.36     8.33     1.9

8.42       50   11.22

2.5      12.22   3.13

1.9         10      1.9

10.1       50     10.1

2.5         11    2.5

2.0       10.5        2.0

10.5     50       10.5

2.0      10.5        2.0

DRZ im-
age

FLTx-
PAM
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different from the same star measured in the drz image. This is particularly true for
small radius apertures.

 7.2.4  CTE
To date, all CCDs flown in the harsh radiation environment of HST suffer

degradation of their charge transfer efficiency (CTE). The effect of CTE degradation
is to reduce the apparent brightness of sources, requiring the application of
photometric corrections to restore measured integrated counts to their “true” value.

On-orbit data taken with the WFC3 UVIS detector shows evidence for CTE
degradation (see Section 5.6.2.) There are calibration proposals in the next cycle to
study both hardware and software CTE mitigation techniques. 

 7.2.5  Red Leak
The design and manufacture of the UV filters was based on a careful balance of the

in- and out-of-band transmissions: in general, higher in-band transmission results in
poorer suppression of out-of-band transmission, and vice versa. The WFC3 filters
represent an attempt to achieve an optimum result, maximizing the in-band
transmission while keeping the out-of-band transmission as low as possible in order to
minimize red leaks. 

Table 7.1 below summarizes the red-leak levels for the WFC3 UV filters. The table
lists the fraction of the total signal that is due to flux longward of 400 nm, as a function
of effective temperature. This was calculated by convolving a blackbody of the given
Teff with the system throughput in the listed filter. As can be seen from the table, red
leaks should not be an issue for observations of any objects taken with F275W or
F336W. The other UV filters have some red leaks, whose importance depends on
stellar temperature. The red leaks in F218W and F300X, for example, exceed ~1% for
objects cooler than ~6000 K, while in F225W the red leak reaches ~1% for objects
with even cooler temperatures. The most extreme red leaks arise from F218W and
F225W observations of objects with Teff of ~4000 K or cooler, necessitating
appropriate corrections. 
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Table 7.1:  Fraction of flux longward of 400 nm as a function of effective temperature.

 7.2.6  UV Contamination
We have been monitoring the detectors for UV contamination since launch via two

calibration proposals observing a standard star in the blue filters. Thus far we have
seen no evidence of contamination. The monitoring program will be continued in the
current cycle.

Teff (K) F218W F225W F275W F300X F336W

1000 1 1 1 1 1

2000 9.9E-01 9.9E-01 8.4E-01 5.5E-01 3.0E-02

3000 6.0E-01 2.7E-01 3.0E-02 8.9E-02 8.4E-04

4000 1.1E-01 1.8E-02 3.1E-03 3.3E-02 1.4E-04

5000 2.7E-02 3.2E-03 8.6E-04 1.7E-02 4.5E-05

6000 9.9E-03 1.0E-03 3.8E-04 1.0E-02 2.2E-05

7000 4.9E-03 4.6E-04 2.2E-04 7.3E-03 1.3E-05

8000 2.8E-03 2.5E-04 1.5E-04 5.5E-03 9.0E-06

9000 1.9E-03 1.6E-04 1.1E-04 4.4E-03 6.8E-06

10000 1.3E-03 1.1E-04 8.6E-05 3.7E-03 5.4E-06

11000 1.0E-03 8.6E-05 7.1E-05 3.2E-03 4.5E-06

12000 8.3E-04 6.9E-05 6.0E-05 2.8E-03 3.9E-06

13000 6.9E-04 5.7E-05 5.3E-05 2.6E-03 3.5E-06

14000 5.9E-04 4.8E-05 4.8E-05 2.3E-03 3.1E-06

15000 5.1E-04 4.2E-05 4.3E-05 2.2E-03 2.9E-06

20000 3.3E-04 2.6E-05 3.2E-05 1.7E-03 2.2E-06

30000 2.1E-04 1.7E-05 2.4E-05 1.3E-03 1.7E-06

40000 1.8E-04 1.4E-05 2.1E-05 1.2E-03 1.5E-06

50000 1.6E-04 1.3E-05 2.0E-05 1.1E-03 1.4E-06
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 7.3    Astrometry

 7.3.1  Coordinate Transformations
There are three coordinate systems applicable to WFC3 images. First, there is the

position of a pixel on the geometrically distorted raw image (RAW) or, identically, the
position on the flat-fielded images (FLT) after pipeline processing through calwf3.
Second, there is the pixel position on the drizzled images (DRZ) created by
MultiDrizzle which corresponds to an undistorted pixel position on a tangent plane
projection of the sky. Third, there is the corresponding position (RA, Dec) on the sky.

A position measured on a drizzled output image (DRZ) from MultiDrizzle may be
transformed to a position on the celestial sphere using the utility xy2rd in the
stsdas.toolbox.imgtools package within STSDAS. There is also a corresponding
rd2xy task to go from the sky to the pixel position on a drizzled frame. These tools
cannot be used for RAW/FLT files as they do not include the very large effects of
geometric distortion.

The transformation between the pixel position on a distorted (RAW or FLT) and
drizzled (DRZ) image may be performed using utilities in the dither package in
STSDAS. The tasks traxy and tranback implement the same geometric mapping as
drizzle and blot except applied to X,Y pixel positions rather than images. For more
details on how to use these the IRAF help files should be consulted. As a more
convenient high-level wrapper, the tran task, which was released as part of the
late-2004 version of STSDAS, allows the mapping of X,Y positions between FLT and
DRZ images. This task uses information in the image headers to define the necessary
geometrical transformation and requires that the drizzle-style “coeff” geometric
distortion coefficients files are also available. These files are not provided by the
STSDAS archive and must be recreated by running MultiDrizzle on the FLT file on
the local machine. Please note that to run MultiDrizzle you also need the IDCTAB
distortion file, along with the DGEO files appropriate for the particular filter used in
the observations. If DGEO files were used when the drizzled products were produced,
then these files are also needed when tran is run. The DGEO are standard calibration
reference files that will be available from the archive for WFC3 in 2011.

For example, if an object was found to be at (123,234) on an FLT image
(test_flt.fits[sci,1]) the position on the drizzled DRZ product (test_drz.fits) can be
found as follows:

pyraf> tran test_flt.fits[sci,1] test_drz.fits[1] forward 123 234
Running Tran Version  0.11 (May 2004)
-Reading drizzle keywords from header...
-Image  test_flt.fits[sci,1]  was # 1
-to be drizzled onto output  test_drz.fits[1]
-Transforming position...
Xin,Yin:  123.00000  234.00000   Xout,Yout:  128.20980   239.63962 
PAM:      0.96218
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The last number refers to the pixel-area map value at this point (see Section 7.2.3).
The reverse operation, DRZ to FLT, can be applied as follows:

Finally the xytosky task, which forms part of the current dither package, will
convert a pixel position on a distorted FLT file directly to a sky position, by applying
the distortion correction from the IDCTAB and using the world coordinate
information from the header. It may be used as follows:

This task doesn’t require the coefficient files but, like MultiDrizzle, requires a
copy of the IDCTAB to be available. Both tran and xytosky have options for lists of
positions to be supplied as text files to allow multiple positions to be efficiently
transformed. The task xytosky does not currently support DGEO files. If accuracy at a
level better than 0.1 pixels is needed, then we recommend either of the following: (a)
run tran to get the corresponding X, Y pixel position on the drizzled (DRZ) image,
followed by xy2rd; or (b) use other tasks in the dither package, such as wtraxy.

 7.3.2  Absolute and Relative Astrometry
The astrometric information in the header of a WFC3 image is derived, in part,

from the measured and catalog positions of the particular guide stars used. As a result,
the absolute astrometry attainable by using the image header world coordinate system
is limited by two sources of error. First, the positions of guide stars are not known to
better than about 200 mas. Second, the calibration of the FGS to the instrument
aperture introduces a smaller, but significant error – approximately 15 mas.

Although absolute astrometry cannot be done to high accuracy without additional
knowledge, relative astrometry with WFC3 is possible to a much higher accuracy. In
this case the limitations are primarily the accuracy with which the geometric distortion
of the camera has been characterized. Typical accuracy of the distortion correction in
the pipeline with the standard fourth order polynomial solutions is 0.1 pixels (4 mas
for the UVIS and 10 mas for the IR).

pyraf> tran test_flt.fits[sci,1] test_drz.fits[1] backward
       128.20980 239.63962 
Running Tran Version  0.21 (Jan 2006)
-Reading drizzle keywords from header...
-Image  test_flt.fits[sci,1]  was # 1
-to be drizzled onto output  test_drz.fits[1]
-Transforming position...
Xin,Yin:    123.00000   234.00000 Xout,Yout:    128.20980   239.63962

pyraf> xytosky test_flt.fits[sci,1] x=123 y=234 linear=no
- IDCTAB: Distortion model from row 22 for chip 2 : CLEAR and F814W
RA (deg.) =  5.53751673945 , Dec (deg.)=  -72.0652050903
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 7.3.3  Impact of Guide Star Failure
The guiding performance and pointing stability of HST are described in the HST

Primer. The normal guiding mode uses two guide stars that are tracked by two of
HST’s Fine Guidance Sensors (FGSs). However, sometimes two suitable guide stars
are not available and single-star guiding is used instead with the telescope roll
controlled by the gyros. These observations will suffer from small drift rates. To
determine the quality of tracking during these observations please review Chapter 6 of
the Introduction to the HST Data Handbooks. 

The gyros have a typical drift rate of 1.5 mas/sec. This causes a rotation of the
target around the single guide star, which in turn introduces a small translational drift
of the target on the detector. The exact size of the drift depends on the exact roll drift
rate and distance from the single guide star to the target in the HST field of view. For
WFC3, the roll about the guide star produces a translation of 7 mas (0.2 UVIS pixel,
0.05 IR pixel) in 1000 sec and 38 mas (1.0 UVIS pixel, 0.3 IR pixel) per orbit.  The
Tweakshifts task may be used to measure and correct for such shifts between
successive exposures. 

The drift over an orbital visibility period can be calculated from these numbers; the
typical visibility period in an orbit (outside the Continuous Viewing Zone [CVZ]) is in
the range 52-60 minutes, depending on target declination (see Section 6.3 of the HST
Primer). The drifts inherent to single-star guiding are not represented in the image
header astrometric information, and have two important consequences:

•  There will be a slight drift of the target on the detector within a given expo-
sure. For the majority of observations and scientific applications this will not 
degrade the data (especially if the exposures are not very long). The drift is 
smaller than the FWHM of the point spread function (PSF). Also, the typical 
jitter of the telescope during an HST observation is 0.003-0.005 arcsec, even 
when two guide stars are used.

•  There will be small shifts between consecutive exposures. These shifts can 
build up between orbits in the same visit. This will affect the MultiDrizzle 
products from the pipeline, since these rely on the header astrometry, hence 
the structure of sources in the image will be degraded during the cosmic ray 
rejection routine. This can however be addressed during post-processing if the 
user first measures the shifts and then runs MultiDrizzle off-line, using the 
measured shifts.

Also, even when two guide stars are used, there is often a slow drift of the
telescope up to 0.01 arcsec/orbit due to thermal effects. So, it is generally advisable to
check the image shifts, and if necessary measure them to improve the alignment of
exposures before running MultiDrizzle off-line to perform the cosmic ray rejection
and image combination.

In summary, for most scientific applications single-star guiding will not degrade
the usefulness of WFC3 data, provided that the shifts are measured post-facto and
MultiDrizzle is re-run offline using these shifts. However, we do not recommend
single-star guiding for the following applications:

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/proposing/documents/primer/primer_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/proposing/documents/primer/primer_cover.html
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/HST_overview/documents/datahandbook/intro_cover.html
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• Programs that require very accurate knowledge of the PSF such as astrometric 
programs.

• Programs that rely critically on achieving a dithering pattern that is accurate 
on the sub-pixel scale. (However, note that even with two-star guiding this can 
often not be achieved).

Observers who are particularly concerned about the effect of pointing accuracy on
the PSF can obtain quantitative insight using the TinyTim software package. While
this does not have an option to simulate the effect of a linear drift, it can calculate the
effect of jitter of a specified RMS value.

 7.4    Spectroscopy

 7.4.1  Using the WFC3 Grisms
WFC3 contains three grism elements: the G280 in the UVIS channel and the

G102 and G141 in the IR channel. The grisms provide slitless spectra over the whole
field of view of each channel. These spectroscopic modes present the well-known
advantages and disadvantages of slitless spectroscopy. The chief advantage is
large-area coverage, which enables spectroscopic surveys. Among the disadvantages
are overlap of spectra, high background from the integrated signal over the passband,
and modulation of the resolving power by the sizes of dispersed objects.

In the UVIS channel, the G280 grism provides spectroscopy over a useful
wavelength range of 200-400nm, at a dispersion of ~14Å per pixel in the first order.
The two grisms for the IR channel cover the wavelength ranges 800-1150nm (G102)
and 1075-1700nm (G141). The dispersions are 24.5 and 46.5Å per pixel, respectively.

The primary aim of the reduction of WFC3 slitless spectra is to provide
one-dimensional wavelength- and flux-calibrated spectra of all objects with detectable
spectra. The reduction presents special problems because of the dependence of the
wavelength zero-point on the position of the object in the field, the blending of spectra
in crowded fields, and the need for flat-field information over the whole available
wavelength range. 

The aXe software was developed by the Space Telescope European Coordinating
Facility (ST-ECF) for use with ACS slitless modes but, can also be used for the
reduction of WFC3 spectroscopic data. This package enables automatic and reliable
extraction of large numbers of spectra from individual images.
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A slitless Spectroscopy Workshop was held at STScI in November, 2010, with a
focus on using the aXe software. The Web cast for this event can be found at:

https://webcast.stsci.edu/webcast/searchresults.xhtml?searchtype=20&
eventid=141&sortmode=1

The normal method for taking WFC3 slitless spectra is to take a pair of images, one
direct and one dispersed, of each target field, with no shift in position between the two.
The direct image provides the reference position for the spectrum and thus sets the
pixel coordinates of the wavelength zero-point on the dispersed image. 

The WFC3 UVIS and IR grisms have some unique properties that result in
different types of issues associated with data for the two different channels. These are
discussed in more detail in later sections. There are, however, some common issues
associated with all grism observations, which we highlight here.

Bright Stars
The brightest objects produce spectra that can extend far across the detector. This is

especially problematic for the UVIS G280 grism, where the relative throughput of the
higher spectral orders is significant. These spectra provide a strong source of
contamination for fainter sources. In addition, the higher order spectra are increasingly
out of focus and thus spread in the cross-dispersion direction. Bright stars also produce
spatially extended spectra formed by the wings of the PSF.

Resolution and Object Size
In slitless spectroscopy the object itself provides the “slit”. The WFC3 PSF has a

high Strehl ratio over most of the accessible wavelength range of the grisms and
therefore the degradation of point sources beyond the theoretical resolution is
minimal. The spectral resolution for an extended object, however, will be degraded
depending on the size and light distribution in the object and spectral features will be
diluted.

Zeroth Order
The grism 0th order is only detectable for brighter objects observed with the IR

grisms because it contains only a small fraction of the total flux. This faint feature is
therefore easily mistaken for an emission line. The direct image can be used to
determine the position of the 0th order for each source, which allows the 0th order
feature in the dispersed images to be distinguished from emission lines. For the UVIS

The aXe software and documentation can be downloaded from:
http://axe.stsci.edu/

The aXe cookbook is also available for download from:
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/WFC3_aXe_cookbook.pdf

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/WFC3_aXe_cookbook.pdf
http://axe.stsci.edu/
https://webcast.stsci.edu/webcast/searchresults.xhtml?searchtype=20&eventid=141&sortmode=1
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G280 grism, the 0th order has high throughput and is therefore more readily
distinguished from emission features. The high throughput of the G280 0th order also
means that it will often be saturated in long exposures, which leads to CCD charge
bleeding and potential contamination of adjacent spectra.

Background
The background in a single grism image pixel is the result of the transmission

across the whole spectral range of the disperser and can therefore be high, depending
on the spectrum of the background signal. The G280 grism, for example, produces
relatively low background compared to the IR grisms, because of the faintness of the
sky in the near-UV and optical. The IR grism background includes not only signal
from the sky, but also thermal emission from the telescope and WFC3 optics. The
detected background in the IR grisms shows a distinct two-dimensional structure that
is due to the overlapping of the background spectral orders. This background needs to
be carefully removed before extracting the spectra of targets.

Crowding
Because of the high sensitivities of the WFC3 grisms, observations of moderately

crowded fields can produce many instances where spectra overlap. It is important to
know if a given spectrum is contaminated by that of a neighbor. This can be done by
obtaining grism observations of the same field at different telescope roll angles, which
improves the chances of cleanly extracting the spectrum for a given target.

Extra-field Objects
There will inevitably be cases where objects outside the field of view result in

spectra getting dispersed into the field, resulting in contamination of sources within
the field. This is more serious for the G280 where the spectra are long relative to the
size of the detector. In such cases reliable wavelengths can not be determined for the
extra-field object unless the 0th order is also present. Even then, the wavelength zero
point will be relatively uncertain because the 0th order is somewhat dispersed and
therefore difficult to localize.

 7.4.2  Pipeline Calibration
The direct image of a direct-plus-grism image pair can be fully reduced by calwf3,

including bias subtraction, dark subtraction, flat-fielding, and computation of the
photometric zero-point in the header. However, because of the individual wavelength
coverage of each object in the dispersed image, the reduction of the dispersed image
by calwf3 is slightly more restricted. In contrast to direct images, no single flat-field
image can be correctly applied to grism images, because each pixel contains signal
arising from different wavelengths. Flat-fielding must therefore be applied during the
extraction of spectra once the wavelength corresponding to each pixel is known. Each
pixel receives a flat-field correction dependent on the wavelength falling on that pixel,
as specified by the position of the direct image and the dispersion solution. So during
calwf3 processing the FLATCORR step is still performed, but the division is done
using a special flat-field reference file that only contains information on the relative
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gain offsets between the different detector amplifier quadrants. This allows the
FLATCORR step to still apply the gain correction (converting the data to units of
electrons for UVIS or electrons per second for IR) and thus also corrects for offsets in
gain between the various quadrants of the detectors.

The calwf3 flt products should then be the starting point for all subsequent
reduction of slitless data with aXe or other software. The units of the data in the SCI
and ERR extensions of these files are electrons for UVIS and electrons per second for
IR. The primary output of aXe is a file of extracted spectra (spc). This is a FITS
binary table with as many table extensions as there are extracted beams. 

 7.4.3  Slitless Spectroscopy Data and Dithering
The common approach to dithering WFC3 imaging data, in order to improve the

sampling of the PSF and to allow for the removal of bad pixels, applies equally well to
slitless spectroscopy data. For long grism observations the data taking is typically
broken into several sub-orbit dithered exposures.

The MultiDrizzle task, which is normally used to correct for the geometrical
distortion of WFC3 and combine dithered exposures, is not generally applicable to
grism observations. This is due to the fact that the spatial distortion correction would
only be applicable to the cross-dispersion direction of grism images. For similar
reasons, the combining of dithered grism images before extracting spectra is not a
good idea. Every detector pixel has a different spectral response, which has not yet
been corrected in the calibrated two-dimensional images (see the preceding section on
flat-fielding). Combining dithered grism images before extraction will combine data
from different pixels, making it difficult or impossible to reliably flat-field and
flux-calibrate the extracted spectra. Extracted spectra from dithered images can be
properly combined into a final spectrum using the aXedrizzle task in the aXe
package.

MultiDrizzle processing of dithered grism exposures can, however, be useful for
simple visual assessment of spectra in a combined image and for the purpose of
flagging cosmic-ray (CR) hits in the input flt images. When MultiDrizzle detects
CR’s in the input images it inserts flags to mark the affected pixels in the DQ arrays of
the input flt files. The aXe spectral extraction can then be run on these updated flt
images and utilize the DQ flags to reject bad pixels. This is very useful for rejecting
the large number of CR hits that occur in long UVIS G280 exposures. It is not as
necessary for IR grism images, because the IR flt files have already had CR’s
rejected by the calwf3 up-the-ramp fitting process.

 7.4.4  Spectroscopy with the WFC3 G280 Grism
The filters most often used for obtaining a direct image in tandem with the G280

grism are the F300X and F200LP. The direct image provides the reference position for
the spectrum and thus sets the pixel coordinates of the wavelength zero point on the
dispersed image. The G280 wavelength zero point is generally calibrated to an
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accuracy of about 1 pixel. It is not possible to use the 0th-order image of a source in a
G280 exposure to establish the source position, because the 0th-order is somewhat
dispersed.

Spectra produced by the G280 grism are oriented in WFC3 images with the
positive spectral orders to the left (lower x-axis pixel index) of the 0th-order spot, with
wavelength increasing to the left. Negative orders are located to the right, with
wavelength increasing to the right. The +1st order extends to the left of the 0th order a
distance of about 1/4 of the image width. The throughput of the +1st order of the G280
is only somewhat larger than that of higher orders and of the negative orders. This
leads to heavy overlap of the orders at wavelengths greater than ~400nm. In addition,
there is curvature of the spectra at the blue ends of the orders. The amplitude of the
curvature is about 30 pixels in the detector y-axis. Due to the relatively significant
throughput of the higher orders, the spectra of very bright objects may extend across
nearly the entire field of view of the detector. See WFC3 ISR 2009-01 for more details
on the characteristics and calibration of the G280 grism.

As an example, Figure 7.3 shows a G280 image of the Wolf-Rayet star WR-14,
which is used as a wavelength calibrator. Superimposed on the dispersed image is a
F300X image, which illustrates the relative location of the direct image of the source
(circled in Figure 7.3). The full 4096-pixel x-axis extent of the detector is shown,
which is completely filled by the positive and negative orders of this bright source.

Figure 7.3:   Appearance of the G280 spectral orders on the detector. The circled source 
is the superimposed position of the F300X direct image. The 0th-order is the bright 
source in the center, with the positive and negative orders extending to the left and right, 
respectively. The image shows the full 4096-pixel extent of the detector in the x-axis. 

Figure 7.4 shows a zoomed view of the first several positive spectral orders of this
source, where wavelength increases to the left. Notice how the blue end of each order
curves upwards, and that at longer wavelengths (greater than ~400nm) there is
significant overlap of adjacent orders. Very bright sources produce spectra in which
orders up to 6-8 can be detected. These spectra, which in principle can be analyzed
(although dispersion solutions have been determined for only the first few orders),
provide a strong source of contamination for the spectra from fainter objects. In
addition, the higher order spectra are increasingly out of focus and thus spread in the
cross-dispersion direction.

−1st order+1st order
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Figure 7.4:  Zoomed view of the G280 positive spectral orders. Overlap between the +1 
and +2 orders occurs for wavelengths greater than about 400nm.

 7.4.5  Spectroscopy with the WFC3 IR Grisms
The dispersion of the G102 grism is high enough that only the positive 1st and 2nd

order spectra generally lie within the field of the detector. For the lower-dispersion
G141 grism, the 0th, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order spectra lie within the field for a source
that has the 1st order roughly centered. The IR grisms have the majority (~80%) of
their throughput in the +1st order, resulting in only faint signals from the other orders.
The trace of the observed spectra are well described by a first-order polynomial,
however the direct-to-dispersed image offset is a function of the source position in the
field. The tilt of the spectra relative to the image axes are small, being only 0.5-0.7
degrees. Typical filters used for obtaining companion direct images are the F098M
and F105W for the G102, and the F140W and F160W for the G141. Other medium-
and narrow-band filters can be used when necessary to prevent saturation of very
bright targets.

The dispersion direction of the IR grisms is opposite to that of the G280, with the
positive spectral orders appearing to the right of the 0th order and wavelength also
increasing to the right. Examples of G102 and G141 observations of the flux
calibration standard star GD-153 are shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, respectively. 

Figure 7.5:  A G102 grism observation of the star GD-153. The location of the source in 
the accompanying direct image is shown superimposed. The entire x-axis extent of the 
detector is shown. 

+1+2+3+4

+2nd orderimage
direct

+1st order0th order
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Figure 7.6:  A G141 grism observation of the star GD-153. The location of the source in 
the accompanying direct image is shown superimposed. The entire x-axis extent of the 
detector is shown.

 7.4.6  Extracting and Calibrating Slitless Spectra
The software package aXe provides a streamlined method for extracting spectra

from WFC3 slitless spectroscopy data. aXe is distributed as part of the STSDAS
software package at:

 http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/stsdas/axe. 

There is a detailed aXe manual and a cookbook specific to WFC3 grism data
reduction, both of which are available from the aXe Web pages, so only a brief outline
of its use is presented here. 

 7.4.7  Reducing WFC3 grism data
The basic steps involved in extracting spectra from grism images are:

• Make a direct image source catalog. This step consists of identifying 
and cataloging sources in the direct image of the direct-grism image 
pair. The source positions and sizes are used later to define extraction 
boxes and calculate wavelength solutions in the extraction step. The 
source information is often derived from a MultiDrizzled combina-
tion of direct images.

• Prepare the grism images and remove sky background. In this step a 
scaled master sky background image is subtracted from the grism 
images.

The latest aXe release can be downloaded independently from:
http://axe.stsci.edu/

image
direct

+2nd order+1st order0th order

http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/stsdas
http://axe.stsci.edu/
http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software_hardware/stsdas/axe
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• Project master source catalog positions to coordinate system of 
direct images. If the source catalog was derived from dithered or 
drizzled direct images, then the catalog positions need to be trans-
formed back to the coordinate system of each direct image.

• Extract sets of pixels for each object spectrum. The spectra of all 
objects in the transformed catalog are extracted from each grism 
image.

• Combine all spectra of each object using drizzle. All 2-dimensional 
spectra for each object are combined and CR-rejected using drizzle 
techniques. The results are 2-d spectral images and 1-d tables.

The starting point is always a set of dispersed slitless images and the derived
catalog of objects in the images. Information about the location of the spectra relative
to the position of the direct image, the tilt of the spectra on the detector, the dispersion
solution for various orders, the name of the flat-field image and the sensitivity (flux
per Å/e−/sec) table are stored in a configuration file, which enables the full calibration
of extracted spectra. For each instrumental configuration the configuration files and all
necessary calibration files for flat-fielding and flux calibration can be downloaded
from the aXe Web pages.

Background Subtraction
aXe has two different strategies for removal of the sky background from the

spectra.
The first strategy is to perform a global subtraction of a scaled ``master sky'' frame

from each input grism image at the beginning of the reduction process. This removes
the background signature from the images, so that the remaining signal can be
assumed to originate from the sources only and is extracted without further
background correction in the aXe reduction. Master sky frames are available for
download from the aXe Web page.

The second strategy is to make a local estimate of the sky background for each
beam by interpolating between the adjacent pixels on either side of the beam. In this
case, an individual sky estimate is made for every beam in each science image. This
individual sky estimate is processed (flat-fielded, wavelength calibrated) parallel to
the original beam. Subtracting the 1D spectrum extracted from the sky estimate from
the 1D spectrum derived from the original beam results in the pure object spectrum.

Output Products: Extracted Spectra
The primary output of aXe is the file of extracted spectra (SPC). This is a

multi-extension FITS binary table with as many table extensions as there are extracted
beams. The table contains 15 columns, including wavelength, total and extracted and
background counts and their errors, the calibrated flux and error, the weight and a
contamination flag. The primary header of the SPC table is a copy of the header of the
frame from which the spectrum was extracted.

aXe can also create a 2-d “stamp” image for each beam, for the individual
inspection of single beams. The stamp images of all beams extracted from a grism
image are stored as a multi-extension FITS (STP) file with each extension containing
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the image of a single extracted beam. It is of course also possible to create stamp
images for 2-d drizzled grism images.

Handling the aXe Output
The output products from aXe consist of ASCII files, FITS images and FITS

binary tables. The FITS binary tables can be accessed using the tasks in the
stsdas.ttools package and wavelength-flux plots, with error bars, can be plotted using
stsdas.graphics.stplot.sgraph.

When there are many detected spectra on a single image, then a dedicated task
aXe2web is available. aXe2web creates html pages consisting of direct image cut outs,
stamp images and 1-d spectra for each extracted beam. This enables convenient
browsing of large numbers of spectra or the publishing of aXe spectra on the Web with
minimal interaction. 

The ST-ECF ACS/WFC Grism Final Release (2010, July 6) on the HLA page
above contains 47919 extractions from 32149 unique objects that have been uniformly
reduced by the ECF team using the aXe software.

 7.4.8  Accuracy of Slitless Spectra Wavelength and Flux 
Calibration

Wavelength Calibration 
The WFC3 grism dispersion solutions were established by observing both

astronomical sources with known emission lines (e.g., the Wolf-Rayet star WR-14 and
the planetary nebula Vy2-2; see WFC3 ISR 2009-17 and ISR 2009-18) and
ground-based monochromator sources (see WFC3 ISR 2009-01 and ISR 2008-16).
The field variation of the dispersion solution was mapped by observing the same
source at different positions over the field. The internal accuracy of these dispersion
solutions is good to ~0.25 pixels for the IR grisms (~6Å and ~9Å for the G102 and
G141, respectively), and to ~1 pixel (~14Å) for the UVIS G280. 

For a given object the accuracy of the assigned wavelengths depends most
sensitively on the accuracy of the zero point and the transfer of the zero point from the
direct to the slitless spectrum image. Provided that both direct and slitless images were
taken with the same set of guide stars, systematic pointing offsets less than 0.2 pixels
can be expected. For faint sources the error on the determination of the object centroid
for the direct image will also contribute to wavelength error. Realistic zero point errors
of up to 0.3 pixels are representative.

Examples of these products can be found via the Hubble Legacy
Archive.

http://hla.stsci.edu
http://hla.stsci.edu
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-17.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-18.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2009-01.pdf
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/ISRs/WFC3-2008-16.pdf
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Flux Calibration 
The sensitivity of the dispersers was established by observing a spectrophotometric

standard star at several positions across the field. The sensitivity (aXe uses a
sensitivity tabulated in ergs/cm2/sec/Å per detected e−) was derived using data
flat-fielded by the flat-field cube. Results for the IR grisms show 4-5% differences in
the absolute flux of spectra located near the center of the field as compared to those
near the field corners. This is clear evidence for a large-scale variation in the overall
illumination pattern in the grism flat-field data cubes. Additional field-dependent flux
calibration observations are planned, which will enable such corrections to be
implemented. 
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